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PREFACE

These materials were developed as part of a joint effort of the_
Columbus Public Schools, the Columbus Council on World Affairs, and the
Mershon Center of The Ohio State University. These three institutions
along with other local school systems and interested people have, through'
the Youth Education Committee of the Columbus Council on World Affairs,
cooperated for the past six years to produce programs-and resources aimed
at enriching international education in local schools.

Programs and resources stemming from this cooperation include:

Resources international, foUnded in 1977, a Program which links ,

teachers and others in the community to some 200 local experts

on a variety of international issues and topics.

Three curriculum handbooks for "Using Local Resources" (1979)
in elementary, middle and high schools suggesting ways in which
Resources International can be used in specific courses.

Workshops for some.300 mid-Ohio teachers on "Strategies for
Using Local Resources to improve Global Education (1979-80).

"World Regions: The Local Connection" (1982), a set of 53 lessons
and activity ideas which help students develop both a consciousness
of their linkages to various world regions and provide ttudents with
an opportunity to explore the similattties.among-peoples-d6iiTifi
cultural differences and to perceive themselves as borrowers of
the world's cultures and creators of the world's culture.

A program enabling some thirty local high school students to
serve as language interpreters for participants from abroad at
the international Union of Local Authorities meeting in Columbus
in June 1981.

It is this on-going effort to find ways to enrich and improve education
about things international, and things local, which makes the future of
international education within Central Ohio most promising. It Is our hope
that these materials can play a role in facilitating this Wort to better
prepare our youth for citizenship in the next century.

vii
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A SUMMARY OF KEY IDEAS FOR.TEACHERS - UNIT

People in midOhio are members and citizens of many communities.
Most of us identify with at least three of them. We are "mid-Ohioans"
or "Columbusites," we are "Buckeyes," and we are "Americans." But we
are also members of another community, less commonly recognized, that
is the global community.

What does being a part of a "global" community mean? It certainly
does not mean that we always agree with other members of the community.
Even mid-Ohioans do not always agree. It does not even mean that we all .

have the same language, values, customs or goals. Thoie things help us
feel more like a community. But Hispanic Americans, Black Americaris and

. white Americans, Southern Americans and Northern Americans, Americans
involved in business and Americans Involved in religious life do not
always share the same languaie, the same values, the same customs or the
same goals either.

What we do share with members of our global community is a history,
a present, and most importantly a future. We shar.: these things because
decisions made by people around the world routinely affect our lives in
midOhio. And decisions made by mid-Ohioans routinely affect people in
other countries.

Our lives have been revolutionized because an Italian inventor de-

.
cided to develop radio and two French scientists. decided to do research

Life in villages in Bangladesh has been revolutionalized be-
cause engineers at Battelle Memorial Institute decided to build a,practi-
cal water pump for less developed countries. Our prosperity, today and
in the future, will be affected by the decisions of foreign businesses
to invest in Ohio. The prosperity of Japanese, Italian, French and.Ger-
man autoworkers has been increased by our decisions to buy smaller cars.
Our fathers, brothers and children have and may again die because of
decisions by others to fight wars. Our votes elect a President who con-
trols nuclear weapons which could destroy civilization everywhere.

Being part of a global community, or any other community, is not
all good, or all bad. It can complicate some things. Keeping out foreign
cars to raise employment here, for example, can cause trade wars and lower
employment in midOhio firms which sell things to people elsewhere. Being
part of a global community can even hurt. When oil producers raise prices,
people in midOhio have to make difficult choices about the cars they buy
and how much they drive them. Being part of a global community,can also
help. When New York corporations move their Ohio factories to Arizona,
foreign investors can sometimes be foundto create new jobs here.

The purpose of this unit is to show students, through specific ex-
amples, how the decisions of people in other countries can affect their
lives and their futures. It also shows how the students'. decisions can
create opportunities for other people which can also change their lives,
for better or for worse. Finally, the students wilrbe given opportuni-
ties to gather and work withxinformation indicating just how extensive
are the international activities which link their lives and the lives of
others in midOhio to the global community. In the process they will
develop analytical,. reading and writing skills, and will learn more about

themselves and their local community.

3.



Lesson One: THE DECISIONS Of OTHERS AFFECT US -- THE COST OF'ENERGY

Duration: One or two class periods.

Purpose.

Objective:

decisions made-by people in other countries. They will judge
how the decisions of the latter will affect their own choices.

To show students how decisions and events in other countries
can influence basic life-style choices of mid-Ohioans.

Students will identify life-style decisions they make and

Background information for Teachers:

The most balk characteristic of the global community is that decisions
made by people in one country can routinely affect the iiies of people
in other countries. This'is what is meant by "dependence" and "interde-
pendence:" in this and the next lessons, students will analyze concrete
examples of how decisions can affect other peoples.

in this lesson, students will see how decisions made by people in other
countries can have a dramatic impact on the ways in which mid - Ohioans
live. Recent increases in the price of oil provide a clear case study
of our dependence on other peoples. When members of the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) decide to raise royalties on the oil
pumped out. of their land, the prices of gasoline, heating oil, airline
tickets, record albums, plastic wrap, model airplanes, industrial chemi-
cals, fertilizers, insecticides, and household cleaners also rise.

Nor is this the whole story. Increased prices for things which are basic
to our life-style, such as gasoline for transportation and records for
pop culture, can fprce hard chotces about how we live. We may have to
drive smeller-cars. We may have to drive less and depend more on mass
transportation. We may have to live in areas better served by bus lines.
If we do not make these changes, we will at the very least have lesssof
the other things we want as more and more income is spent on gasoline.

Of course, not all decisions made abroad need have a bad impact on mid-
Ohioans. Typically, decisions made by others are good for some of us and
not so good for others. Japanese businessmen decided to build high
'quality but relatively cheap stereo equipment. As a result, mid-Ohio
teenagers today have the luxury of enjoying the latest album at home any-
time they want. On the other hand, Americans who once made record play-
ers and,stereos have had to find new jobs. Even price increases by OPEC
are not totally bad. As prices have risen, cities have bought more buses..
That has been good for people who build buses:

Decisions made pytpeople in other, countries affect us because we are tied
to them through international activities. An activity is international
when someone or something involved in the activity crosses a national
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border. Decisions by OPEC members affect us only because we buy add use
their oil. Decisions made by Japanese stereo makers affect us only be-
cause they can ship their stereos here and sell them to mid-Ohioans. In

both CP,OS, the decision has an,impact here because products moved across
national borders from other countries to ours.

This lesson shows students how decisions made by OPEC members have and
will continue to have an impact on very basic decisions the students will
make. It shows how the price of oil, which is directly affected by OPEC
decisions, car, also. influence our decisions about where we live, what
types of cars we drive, and how much we drive them. Students are asked
to use generalizations learned fro'' the oil example to identify other
decisions by ,)ennle abroad uhich may have an impact on mid-Ohioans.

Materials: Dna copy'of the worksheet "The Cost'of nil and You" for each
student. Personai copies of one issue Of the loet1 newspaper

Strategies:

Step 1:

for each student.

OPENING THE LESSON

Students, right now, and in.creasingly futureT makea
lot of decisions about how they want to live their lives.
Suggest,some examples of these decisions, or have students
suggest some. Suggestions should include decisions made now
(eg, buy record albums), in the near future (eg, what kind of
car to buy), and in the distant future (ego where to live
within the city).

Many things affect decisions like these. Among them, the
decisions of people in other countries. List the three
decisions in the example below on the bnard and have students
identify considerations which might affect each. List these
under each.

Example:

Buy a record album

- lho recorded i t

- Songs on i t

- price

-3ther things I need
the money for.

Guy a sports car

- Gas mi leage.

-Cost.
Uhat the car will
be used for.

6g

nay a house
in the suburbs

-Cost (price, taxes,
etc.).

-Convenience to
work, stores, etc.

-lhaighborhood (nice

houses, noise,
crime rate, type
of people).

to*



DEVELOPING THE'LESSON

Step 2: As they all know, gasolke prices have been rising. In large.
part this hts been due to decisions made by a group of nation-
al governments whose countries export most of the world's oil:
OPEC. Gasoline prices have risen in mid-Ohio from around 290
per 4411on in the mid-1960s to around $1.20 today. In Europe'

and Japan, othir Ojaces which import a lot of oil, prices are

ty mutt higher (around $3.00 in France right now).. As oil

supplies go down, prices could rise to as much as $10.00 per
gallon by the time today', students are in the work 63rde..
(circa 2000).

This. discussion can be more or less elaborate. You may wish
to have students identify and map countries which export oil
or countries which use more oil than they produce. (Maps and
information on OPEC are appended to this lesson). What is '

importantin achieving the objective of the lesson is the
generalization that decisions made by OPEC have an impact on
prices in mid-Ohio, particularly gasoline prices.

Step.3: Ask students, what other things have been affected by the in-
creasing,prict of oil. Their responses should include the
prices of a variety of other petroleum-based products. Note
the impact of these price increases on their decisions to buy
certaiif things of particUlar relevance, such as record albums.

Then hand out and have students complete the worksheet: The
Cost of Oil and You." Suggest that just as increasing oil
prices have complicated their lives now, they may, complicate
them even more in the future. .

Step 4: When students have completed their calculations, peck their
answers for Question 4 on the worksheet. Then survey the
class' original answers to Questions 1 and 2. Ask how many
students changed their answers for Question 5. Why? Why'

have students who did not change their answers done so?
What will happen if students continue to want gas guzzling
cars--to them and to all'of us?

Note that specific decisions the students reach are not as im-
portant as their perception,thae international decisions may
affect these decisions and will, affect their lives regardless
of their decisions.

You might discuss the following questions:
1. Is the impact of OPEC decisions "good" or "bad" and

in what sense is it good or bad?
2. Is the decision and impact bad for everyone in mid-

Ohio? (Remember bus makers and people who work for
COTA.)

3. Why does the OPEC decision affect us at all? (We buy
their oil. That is, we are involved in an inter-
national activity which links us to them.)

7.
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. CONCLUDIK THE LESSON

The ne.nnaper is an important source of information about
events and decisions abroad which may affect us. Skim a few

issues'of the local nevspapers and clip two or three articles
which you think best exemplify decisions made by others which
may have an impact on mid-Ohioans. Project the.articies to
the class and discuss the following questions:

1, Mkt were the decisions made by people throad as in-
dicated or implied in the articles?

2. '.that impact w711.these decisions Piave on mid-Ohioans
and why?

3. Do you think the 'impact will be more or less
important and why?

antion: - Several articles from past issues of the Columbus
newspapers are included at the end of this lesson. They
might be used as a basis For, the class discussion.

Sten 6: Have students read through two or three issues of the Columbus
Dispatch or Citizen-Journal, and clip any stories about

decisions made abroad which will have an impact on mid-Ohioans.
They might do this at home or in class in groups of two or
three. The clippings should be sorted into, two sets: those'
which the students think will havda more important impact
and those which .will have a less important ignact.

'The students should select two or four of the articles from
each of the above sets, tare then to one side of a regular ')
piecq of paper, and answer the firit two questions above on'
the second side.

11STRUCTIMAL OPTIOH

ResOurce Persons:

is, -Invite a resource person to the class for the students to in-
formally question about an international event(s) that had an

1 impact on their decisions/activities. (It might be someone

frog a refugee resettlement organization to talk about events
in Indochina or Cuba or someone from the local Islamic commun-
ity to talk about events in Iran.) Call 461 -0632 two weeks in
advance.

English and Language Arts:

-Have students compare different aspects of two economy cars
and decide which of the two_would be most advisable to buy if
they were young adults commuting to and from work. After
consulting resources in library learning center and cambering
newspaper and magazine advertisements, write a comparison and
contrast paragraph based upon one of the, following topic
sentences:

'11
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A (name of car) is a better buy than a (name of car).

The advantages of (name of'car) outwiegh the advantages
of by ._(name ca r

-Have.students write a report on Columbus in the year 2000.
They may consult reference materials, interview knowledgeable
adults in the field of city development, or write purely from
their own knowledge and imagination. In their reports they
should discuss such topics as transportation, business develop-
ment, hosing, education, clothing and recreation. Ask students
to include sketches or pictures to illustrate their predior
tions.

-Have students, In pairs, role play a car salesperson and a
buyer. The salesperson ls pushing a larger, more expensive
car, while the buyer is looking for a smaller, more economic
model. After improvising the discussion which might take
place, have\the pairs of students write and punctuate correctly
a short dialogue between the two (salesperson and customer)
based upon their improvisation.

-include in the studenti' spelling and vocabulary work words .

such as suburban, rural, commute, estimate, export, ImpTrt,-
asohol,-170-Munn6. Have stWriaTeep a persona ized

spe )ng and voce u,ary notebook or folder to which they
frequently addnew words or common terms which relate to the
unit.

%.;

-Have students make a list of4words which have been added to
our language over the past several. years resulting from
technological and scientific advancements. Suggest words
such as,gasohol, smog, radar, etc. Have'stpdents create new
or fused.wOrds for the future.

-Have students investigate currently used acronyMs (OPEC, AEC,
. FCC, HASA, etc:) as to their meanings and create some new
acronyms which might relate to the future.

Other Options: .

-Have students in groups representing different parts of the
world'prepare displays of the articles they clip from the
newspaper. These ,articles might be combined with some from

the next lesson. You might also wish to have students con-
tinue scanning the newspaper for future articles which demon-.
straw that international decisions affect our lives. T%et:a

too could be included in the displays as they occur.

- Environmental issaes' often come into play in disputes between
countries. :lave students select two countries in another part
of tha world that/are likely, to have environmental disputes ;.

and make a list of these potential disputes. Students could
compare and contrast one another's lists.

9.



COST OF OIL WORKSHEET

=1
THE COST OF OIL AHD YOU

Answer the following questions. There is no "right" or "wrong"
answer to questions 1, 2 or 5. But there can be more logical or
less logical answers or explanations for your decisions in question

5.

1. Among the three types of cars listed below, which do you think
you are post likely to buy when you are old enough? (Check one.

You only have a choice of these three.) \
\

a. Cadillac Coupe de Ville (a large luxury car).
b. Pontiac Firebird (a snorty car with high perf rmance).
c. Ibnda Civic (a small car). \

2. Where do you think you are most likely to live when you have
your own home or apartment? (Assume you work in downtown
Columbus.)

a. Within the sit Y, near work.
b. In the newer suburban areas, further away from work.
c. Out in more rural areas, very far from work.

3. The following are r-al or possible pries of gasoline for the
years listed: (go, there Is no questFon for you to answer
here!)

a. '1970 -"S .29
b. 1980 - $ 1.20
c. 2000 - $10.00

fi.

The following'are average 1980 gas mileage estimates for the
. cars listed: (Your real mileage will vary depending on driving
hatiofts, etc.)

a. Cadillac: 18 miles per gallon
b. Pontfac: 22 miles per gallon
c. Honda: 111 miles per gallon

The follbwing are average miliage estimates from three parts
of mid-Ohio to downtown .Columbus:

a. Within the city: Clintonville, five miles
b. The surrounding suburbs: Worthington, ten miles
c. The rural areas outside the city: Lithopolls, fifteen miles

13
10.
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COST OF. OIL WORKSHEET

THE COST OF OIL AND YOU
(continued)

Calculate the following costs using the above information. In

making the calculations, you should assume that you work-240
days per year. Remember also that you must drive two ways--
to work and back home.

a. How much will it cost annually to drive to work and back
if you live in a suburban area and work in downtown Columbus ?1

Cars: Cadillac Pontiac Honda

Ye arst 1970

1980 -

2000

b. In the year 2000, how much will it cost you to drive to
work in downtown Columbus 'rom each of the areas?

Cars: Cadillac Pontiac Honda

Areas: Within city

Suburbs

Rural areas

5. Looking at the above figures and your answers to questions
1 and 2, do you think changes in the price of gasoline might
affect your choices about what car to buy and where to live?
Why or why not?

1 ac
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OIL FACTS

WHERE OIL COMES fROM TODAY

The world's 16 largest producers
o. crude oil:

Country
Thousands of Barrels

177, 1978

U.S.S.R. 3,991,050 4,093,475
U.S.A. 3,009,265 3,175,927

*Saudi Arakia 3,290,000 3,113,470
*jran 2,030,051 1,900,555
*Iral 909,945 959,585

Venezuela. 816,313 790,418
China, PRC 653,350 731,825
*Libya 753,178 727,445
*Nigeria 765,473 697,150
*Kuwait 650,795 680,725

*United Arab 729,506 668,630
Emirates

*Indonesia 615,123 597,505
Canada 482,02i 483,260

*Algeria 409,864 483,260

Mexico 358,090 440.555
United. Kingdom '271,653 394,930

*Members of OPEC. Other members of OPEC are Quatar, Equador and
Gabon. Underlined countries are located in the Middle East or
North Africa.

WHERE OIL IS CONSUMED

Country/Region Production/Consumption*

USA 9.7 17.8
Latin America 5.0 4.8
Africa 8.1 1.2

Middle East 21.1 1.7

China * 2.2 1.9

Japan 5.2
USSR 11.4 8.3
Eastern Europe 0.4 2.4

Western Europe 1.8 14.3

In millions of barrels per day. Figures are for 1979.

J
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OIL FACTS

WHERE THE OIL WILL COME FROM

World Proven Crude Oil Reserves by Region, 1977

Billions of Percent
Region Barrels of Total

Middle East
Africa
E. Europe, USSR,

326
61.

55
10 i

and China (est.) 101 17
United States 31

Other Western Hemisphere 36 6

Far East and Australia 19

Western Europe 25 4

Total 559 100

Source:' Oil and Gas Journal, December 27, 1976.

,Information on OPEC

The Organization of Petroleum Exportin6 Countries,or OPEC for short,
«, is one world organization that is familiar to most Americans. '

Although OPEC became a household word in 1973 when its members im-
posed a total oil emba rgo on the United States for its support of
Israel during the Yom Kippur War, the organization was formed in
1960. At the beginning, OPEC was an attempt among the oil-
producing members to create an organization to negotiate oil prices
with the international oil companies who had complete control over
setting oil prices.

OPEC had little impact On petroleum prices during the 1960's for
several reasons. First of all, throughout the 1960's world demand
for oil was much lower than the suuply, so price Increases were
hard to impose on consumers. Second, the international oil companies
controlled the technical skills for developing and building refin-
eries, the transportation facilities and the financial means to
exploit the oil resources of the less developed countries. Third,
each OPEC member tended to compete with the others instead of
working together to set a standard price for oil.

By the early 1970's OPEC had begun to Correct its weaknesses in order
to take over control of oil prices. OPEC weakened the international
oil companies' monopoly by reducing the oil output of each company
until it agreed to a price increase. By 1974 the control of oil
prices was no longer in the hands of the international oil companies
but in the hands of OPEC. By the mid-1970's, all OPEC members had
at least partially nationalized the oil industry in their countries.
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OIL FACTS

The crisis between Egypt, Syria, and Israel in 1973 resulted in a
truly unified OPEC for the First time in its histo:y. Ho longer did
OPEC members attempt to set oil prices independently. So, the

production of oil in the OPEC nations VS totally controlled by,the
national governments. Not only is the price of oil controlled by
OPEC but the supply of oil as well. OPEC hopes that as ag as the

dempTd for oil worldwide is high and the supply is low, oil prices
wigf continue to rise.



Canada s salesto Columbia
4..reduces Ohio's gas shortage

°nit invert*. rim
The danger of homes apd small

businesses running out of nat Wel gas
before the end of winter has di-
minished except in the Dayton area,
Director Robert S. Ryan of the
Energy Resource and Development
Agency (ERDA), said Monday.

With that promising development,
ERDA has shifted from a crisis tbot-
ing to .a planning strategy, looking
toward summer when supplies will
likely be cut back tbr industrial cus-
tomers using gas for production.

RYAN CREDITED Canadian gas
sales to Columbia Gas Transmission
Co. for the nowbrighter outlook.

Ryan said service .to some Cana-
dian industrial gas customers was in-
terrupted because of emergency
sales to the United States.

r.f

"They also have had a warmer than
normal winter and have taken more
out of storage than normal," the di-
rector said in accounting for Cana-
des ability to sell Nel to northeast-
ern'United States.

Peter Kochman of the ERDA staff
predicted a collective "ganging up"
of the consuming northeast on the
supplying southwest to force more
supplies into this area to replenish.
depleted storage fields.

WITHOUT PRESSURE from con-
suming states, Kochman said, Presi-
dent Jimmy Carter will have to order
new supplies into storage. This
would result in summer industrial
curtailments.

The supply discussion came during
Ryan's report ono natural gas hunt in
Texas last week with Gov. James A.

Paper
Supplies
Dwindle

NEW YORK (Ail
continuing strike by workers
a news runt me s in_an

as eut deeply into the sup -
plies of American news r
publishers. OrWry eade_rs
4.Tr Thursday.

-I expect there will be
problems before spring un-
less there is a quick settle-
ment." said Theodore Serrill.
executive vice president of
the :lational Newspaper As-
sociation. an organization of
weekly newspapers

ONE MIDWESTERN morn
bCr of the association has
ticked for help in locating
newsprint, and another ex.
pressed concern about his
%imply in March if the strike
continues. Serrill said in an
interview He did not identi-
fy the newspapers

Rhodes and other state officials.
Ryan reported most producers with
supplies for sale were willing to
strike bargains but demanded that
the deals be outside Federal Power
Commission (FPC) jurisdiction.
Rhodes is scheduled to go to Ok-
lahoma today to look for mdre gas
supplies.

The FPC requires thaelhe price of
gas sold in interstate pipelines be
lower than what the product will

. bring in the unregulated intrastate
'market.

"From our ads we found the going
price at $1.75 to $2.25 fbr a thousand
cubicfeet. None wanted to sell at the
interstate price," Ryan said.

ADS IN several major southwest-
ern newspapers explained Ohio's
plight and willingness to buy.

(Ohio State tiniversity lantern,
February 22, 1977)

With U.S. mills operating
at near capacity. locating
extra supplies may become
difficult. Serrill said. And
Canadian mills would re-
quire two or three weeks to
resume full production after
a strike settlement, he said.

On average. American
newspapers had at the end of
November enough newsprint
to last 38 days. with another
five days' supply in ship-
ment. according the latest
figures of the American
Newspaper Publishers Asso-
ciation.

THAT COMPARES to an
average 613day supply at the
end of August, and does not
reflect the traditional swell.
ing of consumption during
the Christmas seam, when
advertising volume is higher

Although shipments from
CIS suppliers continue to
provide additional news-
print. reserves are being
depleted.

In winter, when weather
conditions can delay ship
tnents. papers usually would
like to have enough to last 45
to 50 days. Serrill said

17.

CANADUIRPLIESabout
65TeRefirorthe newsaLint
used in the United a{ees

The strikc, which began last
summer, has idled about 60
percent of Canada's news-
print production capacity.

The strike has closed 46
mills and involved 25.000
workers Mills in British Col-
umbia went back up en Octo-
ber under government or-
der

ONE BLOCK to a settle-
ment has been the Canadian
government's recently im-
posed wage and. price con.
trots. which would have al-
lowed a 14 percent wage
boost

The paper workers had
asked for wage increases of
40 percent. and negotiations
that appeared near settle-
ment centered on increases
of 24 percent in the first
year
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Six Japanese state
govern: .; visit Ohio

By JOHN MEEKINS
Citine4owna1 SUR vie'

Gov. James A. Rhodes
beaded a delegation of stud:
and Columbus officials who
welcomed' governors of six
Japanese states and their
wives to Columbus and Ohio
Tuesday afternoon.

Ohio government and busi-
ness leaders were to host the
visiting Japanese dignitaries ___
at a dinner at the Columbus
Gallery of Fine Arts Tuesday
night.

A VISIT TO Darby Dan
Farm was slated for Wednes-
day morning before the gov-
ernors fly to Washington to
meet officials there.

The Japanese goyernors,
had just come from the two-
day 14th Japanese-U.S. Gov-
ernors' Conference in Des
Moines, Iowa.

Gov.'Hikaru ICamel of Fu-
kuoka, a spokesman for the
group, said the Japanese
governors particularly were
interested in visiting agricul-
tural states.

(Co I ;Jai ii spa ich S er 7, be3;

Iranian any

JAPAN IMPORTS most of
its food and it is important
that Japan have a stable
supply of food from the
United States, ICamei said.

The purpose of the visit to
Ohio was to promote mutual
understanding and coopera-
tion and to meet leaders of
Ohio.

GOV. RHODES noted he
had led trade groups to
Japan during his preyious
administrations and that
Ohio had a trade office in
Tokyo during one of his
administrations.

The Japanese governors
specifically asked to come to
Ohio because of the interest
Rhodes "traditionally" has
shown in developing trade
with Japan, one official ex-
plained.

Jos zero-
3^1.r111, nc:cher
22, 1)75)

On Hostages
By The Anochated Prat

Iran's Foreign Relations Commis-
sion held preliminary discussions Sat-
urday on the 52 American hostages.
whose futures depend on the decision
of the full Parliament. Tehran Radio
said.

The parliamentary commission's
discussions are in preparation for an
as yet unscheduled open debate by the
MOM, or Parliament, which Ayatol
lab Ruhollah Khomeini has invested
with final authority in the "investiga.
tion and resolution of the issue of the
U.S. spies." the broadcast said.

DEBATE ON the hostage question
has been delayed while the Parlia-
ment and President Abolhassan Beni-
Sadr wrestled over the formation of a
new government. The parliamentary
hard-liners appeared to win the day
when Prime Minister Mohammad All
Rajai was selected.

Rajai's Cabinet is yet to be p.
proved by the Majlis. and there .sere
other indications debate on the hos-
tages may be further delayed.

Announcement of the commission's
discussions came less than a day after
Iran's foreign minister-designate,
Hossdein Musavi, said the new gov-
ernment's first priority must be to
erase the effects of outside influences
on Iran, the official Pars news agency
said.

TIIE FUNDAMENTALIST INamic.
regime came to power, in pert. be-
cause of widespread resentment of
Western influences under the regime
of the late Shah Mohammed Reza
Pahlavi.

Speaking to thousands of Iranians
gathered at Tehran University for
Sabbath prayers Friday, Musavi also

18.

criticized a member of the present
Cabinet who recently said the success
of the new government depended on
release of the Americans.

Pars said Musavi did not identify
the minister by name and the news
agency did not suggest who it right
be.

'Outgoing Foreign Minister Sadegh
Ghothzadeh, known to favor resolution
of the hostage crisis. reportedly urged
again this week that the Americans.
who have been held captive since Nov.
4, be freed.

TEHRAN RADIO also reported
that Ayatollah Sadegh Khalkhali es-
caped an attack by gunmen in Hasht
Par, about 100 miles northwest of
Tehran, on Saturday. Khalkhali was
unharmed, the broadcast said, but his
bodyguard was injured and four pea
pie were arrested and being ques-
tioned.

Khalkhali is the roving Islamic
judge whose verdicts have led to the
executions of hundreds of Iranians for
drug smuggling, sex offenses and oth-
er crimes.

Iranian troops. meanwhile. battled
"counterrevolutionaries" in Western
Iran near the tense Iraqi border. the
state radio said. The soldiers clashed
with Kurdish rebels and troops of the
rival Islamic Baath sect of Iraq.

TEHRAN RADIO reported Satur-
day that Iranian troops condOcted a
mop-up operation near Sardasht along
the northwestern border with Iraq, an
area the broadcast described as "tn
tested with counterrevolutionaries."

The radio said two Iranian soldiers
were killed and 50 wounded in heavy
fighting lasting into Saturday. It alsn
said "heavy losses" were inflicted on
the enemy.
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Hard -line members of OPEC
reject Saudi plan-for cutback
VIENNA, Austria (UPI) Saudi

Arabia, attempting to unify OPEC's
oil prices, lost out to three hard-line
Arab states Monday in a vote on its
master plan for linking the cadent
future prices to a series of economic
measures.

The vote added to the. turmoil at
the crucial tri-ministerial meeting al-
ready dividetby strife between mem-
ber states Iran and Iraq who have
been fighting along their border.

The 13 ministers of the Organiza-
tion of Petroleum Exporting Countries
cut their opening session from the
planned three hears to one boar, re- to production cutbacks and an end to
jecting the Saudi plan that would lead . the put on the worldoll market.

Itobert...st ort

German tractor
firm to expand
Deutz Corporation, Amid-

can subsidary of Kleckner-
mbotdt-Deutz, Cologne.

Germany, will break ground
Friday with a tractor and
backhoe for a 14,500squere-

. fool office and showcase
warehouse.

The $300,000 brick build-
log will be located on Park-
way tone near 1270 and
Hilliard Cemetery-rd. Parti-
cipants in the ceremony will
include Dr. F. W. Lohkmann,
chairman and chief execu-
tive officer of the American
subsidary.

HE IS also a former direc-
tor of the parent corporation,
world's largest manufactur-
er of air-cooled diesel en-
glues

Joseph Cox, northeastern
U.S. manager, said Deutz
hopes to occupy the building

\Feb. 14. The distributorship
for diesel engines and farm
tractors will nebse Its 33
employes frimPerimeter-dr.

. LOCAL OPERATIONS be-
gan there in 1970 with two
employes. Increased sates
and the merger of the Deutz
diesel and farm equipment
operations produced a need
for additional space.

Richard J. Whaley, Scioto
Valley Mortgage president,
said the new facility will
have 3,500 square feet of
office space and 11,000
square feet in warehouse
anantions

FINANCING FOR the
structure was arranged
through Franklin Federal
Savings and loan.

Announcement of the
groundbreaking came short-
ly after the economics minis-
ter of North RhineWestphal-
ia, Dr. Horst-Ludwig Reimer,
told a Columbus luncheon
Ohio couldexpect additional
Geintan investment because
of similiarities of the state
and nation.

COX SAID the, building

The ministers agreed .to only one
issue extending the session by Oft

. day into Wednesday.
The issue of prices and production

cuts, the double-edged sword OPEC
wields in the world's economy, will be
postponed until that day, said Saudi
Oil Minister Sheikh Ahmed Zaki Ye-
meni, perhaps the most powerful
gle figure at the conference.

Saudi Arabia, fighting for a return .
to a unified price structure within
OPEC, put before the delegates a
complex plan calling fora four-times-
a-year revision of oil prices based on
g number of measures; including per-
formance of a basket of nine curren-
des and other economic fluctuations.

But Saudi ihsbtenci on 'a unani-
mous vote for. the proposal had no
chance. OPEC Secretary General
Rene Ortiz told reporters "three coun-
tries have not agreed" to the plan.'

He did not list them, but confer-
ence sources identified. the three as
Iran, Libya and Algeiia, among the
most staunchly anti western nations in
OPEC and the Arab world.

OPEC's price differentials; ranghig
from an official floor of $32 to a
ceiling of $37 per barrel, are the sin-
gle "main problem," Yemeni told re-
porters.

I

(CI ti zeri-Journal , September 2, 1975)
farm equipment is sold in
that geographic area.

will be a regional adminis-
trative center and office for
eight states. Dealer training
schools and tractor and die-
sel engine displays will be
included.

The firm handles tractors
ranging from 32 to 125 horse-
power available In two-or
four-wheel drive. The 105
horsepower D-10006 model
for the groundbreaking has
not been introduced into the
.United States, yet

Cox said the Columbus
location has worked well for
the company because of its
proximity to the Corn Belt
and the fact 80 per cent of

19. 2.;;

NEW MAGAZINE
Although the record of

magazines in Columbus has
not been outstanding, anoth-4
er entry, limited to sports
coverage, The Central Ohio"
Sports Forum, will appear
Sept. 18. It will cover local
professional, collegiate, high
school and women sports.as
well as Ohio big league
professiozol teams.

The second edition is
scheduled for Oct. 18 and it
yin ibecome bimonthly fromt
'that point. Publisher is Gre-
gory Hoffman and assofiate
editor is Jack Tony.

1



Lesson Two: OUR DECISIONS AFFECT OTHERS -- CANDY BARS AND COKE

Duration: Two or three class periods.

E22212: To show students that decisions made by people in mid-Ohio,
including the students themselves, have an impact abroad.
They will also see that the impact of a single decision will
be good for some people abroad sand bad for others.

Objective: Students will infer the impact of decisions by mid-Ohioans on
people in other countries. They will compare their impact on
different people inthose countries. They will identify ex-
amples of local decisions which may have an impact abroad.

Background information,for Teachers: $.

Just as decisions by_people abroad affect otkr lives, decisions by mid
Ohiolns, even routine ones, can affect the lives of others. The impact
of our decisions can be direct and immediate. If a mid-Ohio firm builds
a factory in Sao Paulo, Brazil, it creates jobs, tax revenues and pollu-
tion for people there. The impact orthe deciiion is,immediate and easy
to see.

Our Impact on others can also be.indirect. Itso, it is often not as easy
to see, though it may be even more important. For example, as mid-Ohioans
have increased the amount of sugar in their diets, they have'had both
direct and indirect effects on peoplein countries which.produce sugar
cane. Our decisions have a direct'impact on the people who grow sugar.
They can sell more and make more money. Our decisions also have an in-
direct effect. As more and more land is used to grow sugar--for us- -less
and less land can be used to grow food--for people in the sugar producing
countries. Food shortages and highei..prices 4or food has resulted. The

'effect is clearly not direct. tie certainly did not intend it. But if we
did not eat as much sugar, farms would not be used to grow.sugar cane, and
food would be more plentiful and less expensive.

Our decisions can affect basic life-styles of people abroad. And our
impact can be good for some and bad for others. If we decide to eat.more
sugared food, and if farmers elsewhere decide to grow more sugar, our
decision can increase their income and standard of living. Sugar growers

may be able to eat better; have more material things, and do more of the
things they want to do. However, if food production in the countrylde-
clines as more and more land is used for growing sugar, pobrer people in
the cities may find that they are even worse off than before. The price

of food may rise as less and less food is grown locally. Income from
sugar production may not "trickle down." That is, it may not create more
jobs and higher incomes for everyone. If not, some people may spend more
and more of their income for food. Others may find they do not earn
enough to feed their family.

'21. 25
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This lesson shows students ways in which our decisions in response to-
oil price increases can have a direct and indirect impaCt on various
peoples abroad. They will also read and-discuss a--i'hort article about
sugar consumption and how it has indirectly affected the Dominican
Republic, a country highty,involved in sugar prbduction. Finally, as
in the last lesson, they will be asked to read the local newspaoer and
identify other decisions by mid-Ohioans which may have an impaLt on
other people.

Materials: Short articlg "Sugar isn't Alwayl Sweet." Personal copies
of the local newspaper for each student.

Strategies:

Step 1:

OPENING THE LESSON . sr.

Decisions mademade by people in other countries. affect our lives.
Cut decisions we in mid-Ohio make can also have a profound t
impact on the lives of people elsewhere.

This point can be made with the followtng activity: Write a
list of things midrOhioans could do to reduce the impact of
oil once inci-aases on the board. You might ask students if .

they can identify things we could do to reduce our dependence
on foreign oil. Then ask students if these will have an im-
pact on people abroad, what the impact will .be, and whom
will they affect.

Example:

Things %!e Could Do

a) Conserve on gasoline.

b) Buy smaller, more gas
efficient cars.

c) Make gasohol from
grain.

d) qevelop a workable
electric car.

Possible Impacts on People Abroad

a) OPEC sells less oil and gets"
'ass revenue. More oil for

other countries and'for future
generations.

b) More Jobs and profits for
makers of small cars in other
countries.

c) Sell gasohol and lower ftices
for other oil consumers.

d) Sell electric cars to other
peoples and reduce their need
for foreign oil.

Step 2: Discuss with students the distinction between impacts which
are direct and immediate (eg, conserve on gasoline and OPEC

sells less oil) and impacts which are indirect (eg, develop
an electric car and reduce others' dependence on oil). Then
go list above and have' students identify 'which

imp cts are direct and which arc indirect.

'
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If the class has Identified onliOne type of effect for a
particular action on the list, askthemto try to identify.
an effect of the other type.

DEVELOPING THE LESSON.

Step 3: Decisions the students personally maki can also have an impact
on people abroad. Ask how many eat sugar and have them
'identify food they routinely eat which have added sugar in
them (leg, candy, soda pop, cereal; etc.).

Students should recognize that these consumption activities
reflect "decisions" to eat certain types of food before going
on In the lesson.

Step 41 Have students read the assignment "Sugar isn't Always Sweet."
.Note that the piece is composed of two parts, distihguished
by different type' faces. The first is a hypothetical letter
from a midOhio high school student in the Dominican Republic
as part of an AFS (American Field Service) program. The
second.is a factual article about sugar consumption andthe
effects of growing crops for export in less developed countries"
like the Dominican Republic.

When students have read the article discuss it with them. You
might use the following questions as a basis for the discuss -.
ion:

1. The article implies that people le mid-Ohio have an
impact on people in the Dominican Republic. What .

are thc decisions we make that have an impact on
them? '

2. What have been the direct impacts of our decision to
eat a lot of sugar? What have been the indirect
pacts? Do you think people in the DominicanRepub-
tic consider these impacts to be important? Why or
why not?
IE the people in the Dominican Republic had decided
net to grow sugar and sell it to us, would we have
an Impact on them?

4. For wheal within the Domintcan Republic has increased
*ugar production and our decision to eat more sugar
been goad? For whom has it been bad? From informa-
tion in the reading, would you'say it has been mostly
good or mostly bad for the people in the Dominican '
Republic?

5. Since sugar production has caused problems for some
in the Dominican Republic, why do you think they do
riot just stop growing sugar?

6: If we ate less sugar in mid-Ohio,'we would probably
be healthier for it. -Would that decision have an
Impact on the people of the Dominican Republic? .Why
or why not, and what would the impact be if there
were one?

23. 2
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CONCLUDING THE LESSON

Step 5: Have students, in groups of two or three, skim through a few
issues of the Columbus Dis atch or Citizen722prrml as in the
last lesson. This timelaem c71777n7, art :.fie: about

decisions made by mid-Ohioans which they think will or may
have an impact on people abroad. Have thous separate
articles again into those which will have a more impo-Lant
impact and those which will have a less Important impact.
Have them pick the best example from each pi!e and aisver the
following questions on a separate sheet of aver:

1. !.'hat was the decision

made the decision?
2. Does the article sent

'abroad? If so, what

or direct? Are there
ones, .which the artic

they?

made by mid-lotioans, and who

ion any impact on people
is it? Is it indirect or

impacts, particularly indirect
le does not mention? Uliat are

3. the impacts of the decisions be good or bad? if

they will be good for some and bad for others,
identify who will be hdlped and who will be hurt.

4. Will the impact be more or less important? 'ihy?

Do you think the people who will be affected would
%.

agree with you?

14STRUCT1ONAL'OTIOAS

Resource Persons:

-Request a returned exchange student asa.resource person.
A student who has been to a Latin American country could
report on local conditions in their host community and on
effects of our actions on their host family and community.
Call 461-0632 two weeks In advance.

English and Language Arts:

-Have students add new vocabulary words such as consume,
literally, refine, distribute vulnerable anoisubsistency to
their personalized vocatary1711:17111-,eng notebooks.

-Have students exchange penpal letters with students in
Canada or Engliel-speaking countries or. islands in the

Caribbean. Consult list of U.S. military-based schools or
write to the U.S. embassy within the country for contacts.
In their letters, urge students to discuss life-styles,
economic conditions, education and climate.

Have students research a country which depends upon one
industry for its main source of income and etonomic growth,
eg, the Dominican Republic. Write a report which focuses

28
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on the following topics: countries which impo t he product,
items imported, main investors, economic problems, arir-gyIng
conditions.

-Have students create advertising copy for.non-sugar snacks.
Try to make them as appealing as those currently used to sell
sugar-coated cereals, soft drinks, snacks, etc.

- In connection with the librarian, compile a bibliography of
books with settings or characters In under-developed countries
such as the Dominican Republic. Have students select one
book to read and report on through a letter or a poster.

-Hake a collage of pictures from magazines which illustrates
that life can be sweet without sugar.

Other Options:

- Have the students identify other foods or minerals which we
use in mid-Ohio and which are not produced in the United
States. Have them find out where those foods and minerals
are produced, locate them on a map and identify whether the
countries are "poor" countries like the Dominican Republic
or "rich" countries like the United States.

Have students plan a weekly menu containing a variety of
foods. Then have them assume that they can grow certain
items on that menu themselves (eg, vegetables, potatoes or
rice, meat). Send them to the grocery store to calculate
the cost of eating (1) if they must buy all their food for
the week, and (g) if they can grow some of the simple things
like vegetables, and (3) if they could grow both the simple
things and other things such as meat.

- Have students identify and map the countries that produce
sugar, distinguishing sugar.beet producers from cane produc-
ers. What 'do the cane producers have in common geographically,
economically and culturally?

-Have each student in the class select a country and write a
letter to an-imaginary pen pal in that country. Have students
ask specifid questions such as what is the population of the
country, what is the per capita income of the country, what
are the main farm and industrial products, with what other
nations does this country trade, and what are the main problems
facing the country. Exchange the letters with other students
in the class. Students then become the "pen pal" and answer
the letter (questions) .
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SUGAR ISN"T ALWAYS SWEET

'111MIMMI.1=1M.

SUGAR ISN'T ALWAYS SWEET

Jea'r Jenny,

I 7:120',1 I :haven't *ritten for while. But .when you're on AFS student

someday and jou find yourself going to school in a different country,

you'll know why.
-----_, , .

You asked me w.hat I've been doing since getting here. em's too mucz

to tell. Mat I've been learning about can be summed up in one word - --

sugar. Or maybe three '.'ords tvuld be better--SUGAR, SUGAR SUGAR!

.I :ow.) people in ne 3ominicco: Repu.blic depended a lot on growing sugar

cane. But I never reali sed :low much sugar ties them to people like us
, in Colum/te. I never dreamed how big an impact sugar really Nos on

people's lives herw either.

From what I've read, I figure I must eat MOM t:zan my own weight in sugar

each year. I'll have to go on a diet! Of course you kno:) what a ,I.Jeet.

tooth I .lave:

sugar,- Sugar, Sugar'. 'de /nlet-loans sure love our sugar: So

much, in fact, that the average mid-Ohio teenager ate 129.8
pound of sugar last year. A full ninety pounds of this was

consumed as table sugar alone. !that? Does it seem hard to
believe that in one year many of YOU eat your sleight in sugar?
You have just discussed sock of the more common foods that
contain sugar. But you may not be aviaro of just how much

sugar is used in foods that you eat every day.

1 This morning as you were having your Sugar Frosted Flakes, you
probably thought that was all the sugar you ate. Wong: When

you ate your bacon And toast, you also ate the sugar the baker

1 and meat pack.r added for flavor. You drank some extra sugar
with your orange juice unless you prefer the unsweetened
variety. Oh, by the way, if you used Nestles Quick to flavor
your milk, 90% of the :powder you stirred in' was sugar! So

even before you started eating your candy bars and drinking

i
your soft drinks, you had already had a lot of sugar. If we

i looked at lunch, dinner, and a typical late-night snack, you
would get fat just thinking about it. Still not convinced you

eat your weight in sugar each year? Then take a close look at
the food labels in the grocery store. That may make you a

believer.

lost of oui, sugar actually comes from the United States. It comes from..
sugar beets. They grog tzem right in Olio, near Lima and Toledo. But

aJout 4g% of the sugar we eat comes from other countries like the Domini-

can 1?epublic, where sugar cane can grow. There are quotas Jhich say how

much sugar can come into the United States from each country. That pro-

tects ,the *sugar beet farmers in Ohio because cane sugar is less expensive

titan beet sugar. So :.se .Mould probably use even more foreign sugar if it

weren't for the quotas.

....._

7.6.
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Some thirty countries around the world, including the United

States, are major sources orsugar. This year approximately
100 million tons of white powder will be produced. The farms
of the Dominican Republic account for only about one percent

of this total. But being a small and less industrialized
country, many people there depend on grading sugar to earn
money. Two-thirds of the Dominican Republicis foreign earn-
ings are made by selling sugar. This money is used to buy
such things as oil, industrial goods, and food, which must be
imported from other countries. The prices of these imports
have increased sharply during the past few years. Meanwhile,

the price of sugar has actually declined. This is because
the supply of sugar has been greater than the demand for it,
even with mid-Ohio's tremendous appetite.

it is impossible to sort out from which of the thirty sugar.
producing countries a particularbag of sugar in the grocery
store comes. So it is impossible to say had much of.oui-
sugar in mid-Ohio comes from the Dominican Republic. Cut
much of the sugar grown in the Dominican Republic is groan
by or bought by an American multinational corporation- -the
Gulf and Western Company. They sell a lot of this raw sugar
to Borden's. Yes, the Borden's in Columbus. Borden's
processes the sugar in a plant in Florida. They sell it to
manufacturers like Coca Cola, who use it to make things, and
to other companies, who package the sugar and sell it direct-
ly to us through grocery stores. So your sweet-tooth makes
jobs for a lot of people besides the ones who grow the sugar
in the first place.

Because we eat so much sugar; more than we grow, people in countries
like the Dominican Republic have to make a decision. They can grow the
sugar cone, and sell the sugar to us. Or they can ignore our West-
tooth. Whatever decision they make, it affects their whole future.

Obviously farmers in the Dominican Republic decided to grow the Ago,. :
linen they did, they stopped growing other things. Most importantly,
they stopped growing food. Actually the farmers kept on growing food
for their families. At least they grew some of what their families
needed. But they stopped growing food to sell to people in the cities
of the Oominican Repu:olic:

It was the logical thing to do. A farmer could make a lot more money by
:growing szigar cane than food. 5o he and his famild were better offbe-
cause they could grow an? sell sugar to us.

But other people were not so Zueky. Uhen the farmers decided to stop
growing Pod to cell, people who could not grow their own food had to
gat it from somewhere. That someohem ended up being outer countries as
more and more land was used for sugar. Unfortunately, the imported food
was more expensive. So tine money city people made didn't go as far.

They couldn't jUst ask for more pay like people in Columbus do either.
'The LaIrdAican Republic is a poor country. There aren't enough jobs in
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factories or on farms for all the people who :pant and need jobs. So t.2. 0

usages arc la). And lorkers can't just ask Pr more money: There are
people ni//Ing to 9ork for the lover wages simply because the' ham no
job at all noo. So when food prices go m?, people ,Jithout farm just aad
to do vithout other things, like nice clothes, and :cooks, and other
thiage one ta7,:e for granted. Some of them, the ones without jots, couldn't
even afford to feed their families.

Even an farmers were hurt as more and' more augar vas grown. &avers
with verj little land, or farmers greo only a little sugar cane, often
could not afford to keep their farms. Zie taxes vent up because tae value
of the land 'lent 19. The price of thing:3 they needed to graa sugar and

food, li7:e seeds, fertilizer andmachiner4 also went up. So manj of
t;ae poorer farmers or the farmers mall but good plots of land, sold
their farms to richer fannera. An American company called Gulf and
Yeetern also bought a Lot of the lam!. They gra) sugar and raise cattle
on it.

Ao fanners 3014i their /and, thej had to find other .pork. They either
cut the cane richer fanmere Urdu, or they moved to Vie citj to find work.
They usuallj found that jogs were hard to get. And their pay ,acs low.
Since t..le people buying their loth usuallj gm.) sugar on it, or used it
for soma t ": otaer tan growing food, more and more food hod to be
bought from other countries. And the price of food got higher and higher.

Sugar production has helped the N-ninican Republic to develop
its economy,to some extent. 3ut their over - dependence on

sugar, and the "ups and downs" of sugar prices, have limited
the speed of development. So even with sugar, the Dominican
Republic is considered among the poor countries of the world.

Unemployment in the Dominican Republic is estimated to be
more than 35%. Most workers are upskilled. They work for
lower wages than people anywhere else in the Caribbean except
Haiti. Three-fLfeas of the people arc ',dor rural farmers.
They earn money primarily by working nn the sugar cane
plantations.

The steady expansion of land used for sugar production has
resulted in some 75% of the rural population owning either
no land at all or owning only very small subsistence plots.
As a result, there is a graving shortage of food produced
within the country. The problem is made worse by the high
birth rate and a great migratioh from rural areas to the

_.cities.

The shortage of food has led to some alarming statistics.
Sixty percent of the dhOldron born in the Dominican Republic
will die before they reach the age of five. Most will die
of malnutrition or diseases brought on by malnutrition.
Many of those who reach adulthood may suffer from a protein
deficiency which, in ,its extreme form, can cause mental re-
}tardation.
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So, you see Jenny, the Dominican Republic is a country of gontrasts.
Sane people, tau people who own the land and grow sugar, are richer than
they have ever been befoie. They are richer than they probably would
have been ifour sweet-tooth hadn't given thaw the opportunity to grow
and sell sugar. But other= people are desperately poor. They are poorer
than people around lure have ever been before. And that to is a result
of the decision to grow sugar- -for us. So you can see why sugar doesn't
seem so sweet to some of the people here!

write again, maybe. Study hard and think of me with the next candy
bar.4

Ybir friend,
Kathy
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Lesson Three: INTERNATIONAL LINKAGES ARE ALL AROUND US

Duration: One class period.

Purpose:

Objective:

To make students aware of the range of international
activities which link them to the gloilal community.

Students will identify the international activities In the
life of a fictional middle school student, and in their own
lives. They will hypothesize about how their lives might be
changed were this activity to cease.

Background Information for Teachers:

In lessons one and two, students have discussed and worked with the basic
concept behind the global community. Decisions by people abroad affect
our lives in mid-Ohio, and decisions made by mid-Ohioans affect the lives
of people in other countries. The lessons have focused on two cases:
our consumption of sugar and oil. But they have also given students an
opportunity to see a variety of other activities which link us to the
world through the newspaper exercises.

The next three lessons attempt to further broaden the students' imasei of
local :nvolvement with the world. In this lesson students will see the
large variety of ways in which they personally are'part of a global
community.

Unfortunately, most'of our international activities are hidden within
complicated chains; of activities which bring information, people products,
and money from other countries to midOhio andJAtce-wersa. International

activities have been defined as activities or actions in which someone or
something involved in the activity crosses a national border.

The international nature of some activities is obvious. When a tourist
from midOhio travels to Mexico, the activity is clearly international.
When a businessman in Columbus sells a machine to a German manufacturer,
or buys one from a Japanese.firm, he is clearly involved in an inter-
national activity. When a university professor writes to an African,
professor for infOrmation about his country, the activity is international.

But most of us are connected to the global community primarily through
activities which are once or twice removed from the actual border cross-
ing. When we buy a banana in the store, no one and nothing seems to cross
a border. When we take a course in international affairs or Latin
America, no one seems to cross a' border. Out these activities are inter-
national. The store bought the banana from a wholesaler, who bought it
from a distributor in a Latin American country. If the banana had not
crossed a national border, you would not be eating it today! And even
the course on international affairs required information to cross a border.
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If it had not, there would not be anything for the teacher to teach.
There would not be anything,for the student's to learn.

Obviously people take part in far more of these mediated international
activities than in activities which bring them into personal contact
with people from othe coun ries. u o types o activities are
important. They involve us in a web that is4the global community. They
constitute the linkages through which the decisions of other people can
come to affect our lives. And through which our decisions can agile to

affect theirs.

This lesson will give students an opportunity to discover the incredible
variety of ways in which their lives are linked to the global community
through these types of activities. Given the variety of linkages,
students cannot be expected to discover them all. Most of us learn about
new linkages every day. On the other hand, they should be encouraged to
find even the most remote linkages possible. This is Important be-
cause most of our linkages tend to be less obvious. It is also important
because the realization of our participation in the global community can

'come about only when we see just how immersed we are in these internal

tional connections.

Materials: Two articles: "A Day in the Life of Seymour Someday" and
"An Enlightened Day in the Life of Seymour Someday."

Strategies:

Step 1:

OPENING THE LESSON

Ask students whether they think they are involved in "inter-

national activittes." Define what you mean by this term
and discuss the distinction between activities which are
clearly international and.those which are not because they
are part of compticated chains of activities. Give examples

of each.

You might be able to reinforce the idea of an international

activity with a short exercise. List several activities on
the board. Have students identify those which are inter-
national and explain why they are international.. (What
crosses a border as part of the activity? Does anything
involved in the activity have to cross the border for the

activit/to take place?)

Examples of activities:

- Take a trip to Montreal, Quebec,
- Take a trip to see the animals at the Columbus Zoo.
- Buy an attache case at Lazarus.
- Take a mathematics course.
- Attend a concert by Abba.
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Step 2:

Step 3:

Step 4:

Step 5:

DEVELOPING THE LESSON

The examples of international linkages like these are
really all-around us if we look closely for them. Some
al= cabial Lu ate Llian others.

Hand out or project on an overhead the short article "A Day
in the Life of Seymour Someday." Have students read it and
ask them as a class to identify the evidence (examples) of
Seymour's international linkages. List the ones students
identify on the board.

Have students read "A Day in the Life of Seymour Someday"
aloud while you interupt at appropriate points.with excerpts
from "An Enlightened Day in the Life of Seymour Someday."
You might write a parallel list of international activities
alongside the old so that students can readily compare them.

Ask students how they think these international activities
affect Seymour's life and-whether they think his life is
affected a great deal by them or only a little. Does Seymour

'appear to have much of an effect on people in other countries? '

CONCLUDING THE LESSON

Have students keep a personal diary of all the international
things they experience over the next day or so. Talk,about
the diaries in class, listing the international linkages on
the board. Ask students which of the linkages are really
important to them and which are less important. Ask why.

Have students write a creative essay describing how "inter-
national" their lives are (from the diary evidence) and how
their lives might be changed if all international activity
ceased.

INSTRUCTIONAL OPTIONS

English and Language Arts:

- Have students research and write a report on major export
products of the United States.

- Have students plan i\day exploring the possibilities.of
using only American-produced products. Have students
discuss in writing how their lives would be different if
Americans depended only upon American made products.

- Have students examine the advertisements in foreign maga-
zines and make a list of internationally recognizable brand
names.

3 15
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SEYMOUR SDMEDAY

A DAY IN THE LIFE OF sclaiopit SOMEDAY

awoke at 7:60am-fb the ringing of my alarm clock. Slowly, I

showered and dressed, petting on my favorite pair of jeans. Then I

went down to the kitchen where my mother was fixing my favorite break-
fast of bacon, eggs, oast, and a glass of Nestle's Quick. While
eating I read the sports page and the comics in the morning paper.

Because it was raining outside, my father agreed to drop me off at
school Gn his way to work. As we drove off I thought how nice it was
not having to walk to school this morning. Along the way another .

driver, who didn't see a one way street sign, almost hit us as he tried
to turn the wrong way into the flow of traffic. Still, we made it
safely to school and soon I was ready with my notebook, textbooks, and
pencil to begin the school day.

turned out to be just another typical day. My looming seemed to
go fast because I had several subjects that I really liked. I went to
band first and then to gym class. Next, I went to English and social
studies class and then lunch! In the cafeteria I sat down, opened a
brown bag, and took out a lunch consisting of a bologna and mayon-
naise sandwich, a banana, three fig newtons, and a cup of tapioca
pudding, all of which I ate while drinking two cartons of milk. In._

no time lunch w.ls over and it was time for my afternoon classes. It

seemed like it took forever to struggle through math and science, but
finally.it was time to go home.

.

On the way home from school I stopped at the gas station and bought a
can of Coke and a candy bar from the vending machine. Then I. saw

two friends putting air in their bicycle tires, and we agreed to play
baseball after dinner.

Reaching home I noticed my little brother watching "Sesame Street" so
I decided to listen to some records in my room. Soon, my mother came
home from work and asked if I would go to the drugstore to buy a few
'items she forgot to get yesterday. I got on my bike and raced to the
drugstore to buy a bottle of aspirin, two bars of soap, a bottle of
after-shave, and this month's issue of Reader's Digest.

When 1 retned home my mother told me that Dad was bringing food from
McDonald's home for dinner and reminded me that it was my turn to set
the table. After dinner I grabbed my baseball equipment and headed
off to tbe playground to meet my. friends. 1 played for awhile and
then went hone because I remembered my father wanted me to work for an
hour oniny math homework, before watching TV.

After doing mhomework, I went to Sears with my mother to buy a pipe

(s...

for my father, whose birthday is next week. Returning hone I

watched TV until it was time for me to go to bed. After getting a
drink of water, I set my alarm clock and soon,was fast asleep.

t
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An Enlightened Seymour

AN ENLIG6tENED DAY IN:THE LIFE OF SEYMOUR SOMEDAY

I awoke at.7:00am to the ringing of my alarm clock.

Stop: You have encountered the international. Your clock is a pro-
duct of the Sony Corporation, a Japanese-based multinational corpora-
tion. The clock was assembled in a Sony plant in Brazil from
components produced in Japan, Mexico, and Germany. It was shipped to
the United States in a Greek-owped ship manufactured in Sweden,.
licensed in Liberia, and staffed by a Portuguese crew.

Slowly, I showered and dressed, putting on my favorite pair of
jeans.

Now you are wearing the international. Your shorts were made
in Japan from cotton exported to Japan from the United States. Your
socks were made in Taiwan using wool grown in Australia. The shirt
that you are wearing was, purchased at Montgomery Ward's, .a subsidiary
of Mobil Oil, one of the world's largos multinational businesses.
The pair of jeans you like to wear were made by Levi Strauss,7-the
biggest jean producer in the world. By puttirig on a pair of jeans you
are participating in an international pop culture of young people
throughout the world.

Then I went down to the kitchen where mymother was fixing my favorite
. breakfast of bacon, eggs, toast, and Nestle's Quick.

Stop: Your stomach is full of the internationa4. The bacon was
brought to you by the Greyhound Corporation, a multinational company.
The pig from which your bacon came consumed more grain than the
majority of humans eat in a-year. The bread you eat is Wonder Bread,
a product of the international Telephone and Telegraph, anot
multinational company. The technology that heated bread to
make toast is a product of another multinational, Gen ral El ctric.

4, The butter that you put on your toast contains dried milk imported
from Germany. 'Finally, the Nestle's Oick is a product of the
Nestle Corporation, a Swiss multinational.

While eating I read the sports section and the comics in the morning
paper.

Stop: Now'you are reading the international. Much of the news on
the front page that you skimmed is about events outside the United
States and the relation of the United States to these reports. The
newspaper received much of its news from United Press International,
'Associated Press International, and Reuters, ail transnational infor-
mation agencies. The press on which your newspaper is prinked was
produced by Rockwell international, the same American-based multi-
national that built the presses that will print today's edition of
more than two- hundred, newspapars around the world. The major sports
story today is abotit the Moscow O }yrnJics and the various international
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Your favorite comic strip, Phanuts
It is printed in more than 1800 newspapers in
written in twentrtwo languages and is read b
million people every day.

is also international.
:xty -four countriesTI\
sixty to one-hundred

Because itgeas raining outside, my father agreed to drop me off at
school on his way to work.

Stop: You are again encountering the international. Your father

works at the Huntington Bank in the International Investments Divi-

sion.

As we drove off I thought how nice it was not having to walk to

school.

Stop: Now you are riding the international. Your cirls a Plymouth
made by the Chrysler Corporation, another multinational firm. The

automobile was assembled in a Chrysler plant in Canada.from components
shipped to Canada from West Germany, .the United States, Belgium, and

Italy. For example, your carburetor was manufactured by.ltalian
workers in a German faccoy north of Dusseldorf. The various raw
materials going into your car came from more thaw seventy different
countries.

Along the way another driver, who didn't see.a one way street sign,
almost hit us as he tried to turn the wrong way into the flow of
traffic.

5,3211. Once again the international.. That one way street sign is
part of an international language. You will see identical traffic
control signs in most of the world's cities.

Still, we made it safely to schools and soon was ready with my note-:
book, textbooks, and pencil to begin the school day.

Stop: Nowavu are using a tool of the international. The lead in.

your pencil came from:Chile. The wood for the pencil came from
Brazil. The paper in your notebook and the paper used in your
textbookscame from Canada

It turned to be just another typical day. My morning seemed to go

fast because I had several subjects that 1. really liked. First

went to band and then to gym class.

Stogy: Now you are participating in the
that you are playing'is made by Yamaha,
_sheetpusic that you read is written in
The composition that you are playing is
French song-writer. In gym class you pl
popular international sport.

international. The trumpet
a Japanese company. The
an international language.
by Michael LeGrand, a
eyed volleyball, a very

Next I went to English and social studies class and then lunch!
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dely diffused

Stop,: Now you are studying the internatidriai. In English you are
studying Shakespeare, and in social studies you are discussing the
effects on the American economy of OPEC's policies regarding the price
of oil.

In the cafeteria I sat down, opebed a brown bag, and took out a lunch
consisting of a bologna and mayonnaise sandwich, a banana, three fig
newtonso'and a cup of tapioca pudding, all of which 1 ate while

drinking two cartons of milk.

Stop: You are eating the international. 'With minor exceptions, all
of the food you consumed was supplied by multinational corporations.
The paper bag was made of paper produced by the Weyerhauser Corpora-
tion, the mayonnaise on your sandwich comes from Kraft Foods, then"
baggie in which the sagdwich was wrapped was manufactured by Mobil
Oil, the banana comes ebm United Brands, the fig newtons-from
Nabisco, the tapioca pudding from General Foods, and the can in which
it was packaged was produced by Alcoa Aluminum. All of these firms
are multinational companies. The same is true for the milk you
drank--it was produced by Borden, Inc.

"In no time lunch was over and it was ""time for my afternoon classe's.

It seemed like it took me forever to struggle through math and
scienceo'but finally it was time to go homes

Stop: Once again you are using the international. The symbols used
in math and science are international. The blackboard that the
teacher'used today came from New Zealand.

On the way home from school i stopped at the gas station and bought a
can of Coke from the vending machine.

Stop: Once again you are experiencing the international: The gas
station that you stopped at and your father goes to is a SOHIO
station. Fifty-three percertt of SOHIO is owned by British Petroleum
and forty-six percent of British Petroleum is owned by the British
government. The can of Coke is.fro 'the Coca Cola Company, aoulti-
Inational company. Coca Cola is di tributed in 135 countries and, is

consumed 200 million times daily! Eight billion gallons of Coke were
consumed in 1979 alone.

Then.I saw two friends putting airh their bicycle tires, and we
agreed to play baseball after dinner.

Stop: Your friends are filling the international. The tires were
manufactured in Taiwan from rubber exported from Malaysia.

Reaching home I noticed my little brother watching "Sesame Street" so
I decided to listen to some records in my room.

Stop: You are playing the international. "Sesame Street" is an
American educational innovation that has been wi
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throughout the world. It is estimated that on any given day at least
one-half billion of the world's children arc watching the program.
Your family's stereo is also international. The receiver and speakers
were made by Panasonic, a huge Japanese multinational company. The
receiver was assembeled in South Korea and the speakers were assembled
in Mexico. The turntable was made by a British firm. Your record
collection .contains many examples of international music stars from
the British rock group, Rolling Stones, to the Australian born, Olivia
Newton John. Their recordings are sold throughout the lorld on records
made from petroleum from the Middle East.

Soon my mother cage home from work and asked if .l would go to the
drugstore to buy a few items she forgot to get yesterday.

Stop: Your mother is participating.in the international. She is
part of a global movement of women who have joined the work force.

I got on my bike and raced U3 the drugstore to buy a bottle of
aspirin, after-shave lotion, two bars of soap, and this month's
issue of Readers Digest.

Stop: Now you are buying the international. You bought aspirin
that came from Bayer, a world-wid,. German-based pharMaceutical com-
pany. You bought after-shave lotion made by British American
Industries, a British-bised multinational company. You bought Dial
soap, a product of the Greyhound Corporation that brought you your
morning bacon, Even Readers Digest is international--it ip printed
In fifteen languages in almost 100 countries.

When I returned home my mother told me that Dad is- bringing home food
f .tMcDonald'S for dinner and reminded me that it was my turn to set
the table.

Strip: Now you are eating the International. McDonald s can be found
i n twenty-three countries.

After dinner I grabbed my baseball equipment and hehded off to the
playground to meet my friends. I played for awile/and then went
home because I remembered my fagollgr wanted me to 761-k for an hour on

my math homework before watching TV.

Stop: now you are participating in the international. Baseball, an
American invention, is played throughout the w9i'ld. Even your equip-
ment is nternational. Your glove was manufactured in Taiwan, and your
hat was imported from Hong Kong.

After doing my homework, I went to Scars with my mother to buy a pipe
for may father, whose birthday is next week.;

Stop: Again you arc shopping the international. The Sears store you
were in is just one of thousands of Scars hnd Roebuck stores in
several countries. The pipe you bought yqur father is imported from

;
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Denmark. The pipe consists of a briar bowl that the Danes imported
from Poland and a plastic stem that was' manufactured in Italy from
plastic. that was produced by DuPont in a plant in. Japan. The tobacco
your mother bought to go with the pipe was manufactured in Holland
from tobacco imported from Turkey and Virginia. The matches that your
father will use to light his new pipe were manufactured by,Diamond
International in aiplant in Spain from sulpher mined in Chile and wood
pulp produced.in Canada.

Returning home I watched TV until it was time for me to go to bed.

Stop: Now you are participating in international entertainment.
Watching TV is the single most popular form of entertainment on the
part of about one-fifth of the world's populatidn. Moreover, many
millions of people throughout the world will see the same show. You
are watching "Hawaii Five-0" which is shown it more than sixty
countries.

After getting a drink of water. .

Stop: You have just plugged into another of the world-wide systems.
The water you drank is part of the world's hydrologic system. The
water you drank felas rain on Hoover Reservoir two weeks ago.
Three months prior to that it was part of the water a Chihese mother
was using to bathe her infant daughter, Now you have used'it to
satisfy your thirst. Eight hours from how it will leave you as

,urine and two months from now it may be part of a summer rain falling
on the streets of Paris.

I set my alarm clock and soon was fast asleep.

Stop: You began the day by encountering the international and you
ended it the same way. Even in sleep you do not escape the inter-
national. Your mattress and bedding were bought at'Sears who in
turn purchased the mattress in Belgium, the sheets in Taiwan, and
the pillows in Ghana.' As you begin your night of dreams, you enter
the collective subconsciousness shared by all of humanity and perhaps
with all the forms of life that are scattered among the stars that
twinkle outside your bedroom window.

The Seymour Someday stories are a revision of,original workby
'Professor Lee Anderson, Northwestern University, Evanston, Illindis.
See Lee Anderson, Schooling and Citizenship ira Global AT. An
Exploration of the Meaning and Significance of Global Education.
Bloomington, Indiana: Social Studies Development Center, i979, pp.
20-33.
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Lesspn Four: BUSINESS FIRMS, CHURCHES AND OTHER GROUPS -- PATHWAYS TO

THE WORLD

Duration: Two or three class periods.

Purpose: To show students that they are linked to the global community
through midOhio firms, organizations, and other institutions
which are involved in international activities.

Objective: Students will identify mid-Ohio organizations with which they
or their families are associated. They will identify whether
these organizations.are involved internationally and the types

of activities in which they are involved.

Bcckground information for Teachers:

As individuals, we are far more a part of the global community than most
of us realize. Our decisions clearly involve us in a variety of inter-
national activities. For most of us, the impact of these aativities is
decidedly one-sided. The world has an impact on us. But we, as individuals,
generally have tittle impact on others.

There are exceptions. The decisions of some businesspersons have a great
impact on other peoples. The decisions of some scientists can change the
lives of Large numbers of people. Individuals whq host foreign visitors
even have a large impact on the visitor. If the #isitor makes important
decisions, they can have a large, though indirect, impact on any people.

Most of us, however, come to have an impact on the global commdnjty, or at
least on groups of people in other countrie*,- only as members ofgroups or
organizations. One student's consumption of Sugar has little impact on
anyone- But, when put together, the decisions of all consumers in mid-Ohio
or the Unrted States can have a tremendous impact. The "informal" group
of consumers has a far greater impact than any consumer alone.

-

Most people are part of many informal groups such as this, and more formal

organizations as well, which are involved internationally. Formal organi-
zations are easiest to deal with because they are much more recognizable.
We work for business firms (eg, manufacturers, wholesalers, retailers,
advertisers, banks, insurance companies, etc.), public agencies (eg, state
and local goyernment, universities, museums, libraries. zoos, etc.). We

belong to voluntar or anizations (eg, the League of 'women Voters, Boy
Scouts, Girl Scouts, C ambers or Commerce, etc.) and religious groups (eg,
Catholic parishes, Presbyterian congregations, Baptist churches, etc.).
And if we do not work for or belong to these organizations, we often use
their services (eg, government services, libraries, zoos, museums, banks,
insurance companies, etc.) or buy their products.

Many of these organizations are themselves involved in international
activities. Some even are involved in activities which require personal
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contact between members and people.from other countries. For example
businesses, voluntary and religious groups, and even rublic agencies send
mile from mid-Ohio to other countries. They receive or host visitors
from abroad as.well. They send information or messages to piople abroad,
and receive them as well. Many mid-Ohio businesses invest money abroad,
and some are totally or partially owned by people in other countries.
They also ply and sell_goods abroad, though some firms do this through .

import and export' firms and thus do not get directly involved with other..
peoples. MidOhio voluntary and church organizations also donate money
for work in other countries, though most of this activity is done indirectly;
and some parishes and organizations donate directly to agencies and
missionaries abroad. At least one mid-Ohio Organization receives donations
'from abroad.

These five activities are ways in which people and groups can become
directly involved with people abroad. Examples of each can be found in
mid-Ohio. The newspaper articles used in the previous two lessons probably
provide examples of most of them.

Mid-Ohio organizations can significantly affect the lives of people through
these activities. When a business firm, as opposed to a single consumer,
regularly imports components from a,Taiwanese firm, the impact on jobs can
be great. When a local bank lends money to the Peruvian government to
build low cost housing, the lives of many people can be changed for the
better. When a local church hosts children from Northern Ireland summer
after summer, it can help to build a community of people who want peaceful
solutions for their country's problems.

Our lives are tied more closely to the global community by the international
involvement of these groups as well. If our employers depend on exports
or imports, our jobs and livelihoods depend on the global community. If a

foreign firm.owns the company for which we work, decisions made in the
Paris, London, Bonn or Tokyo headquarters obviously affect us.

Even the activities of public service groups affect the quality of our
lives. if there were no international activities,\there might be no
Columbus Zoo or Fine Arts Museum. Much of our theater, art, music and
literature would disappear. Ohio State University aAll the Columbus schools
wiuld have little to teach. .And the statue of Columb4 in front of the
Columbus City Nall would not he there.

Materials: The "Survey of Birect international Linkages "' and "An interna-
tional Who's Who of Mid-Ohio Organizations."

Strategies:

OPENING THE LESSOI

Step 1: Mid-Ohioans are linked abroad not only,plrough Orsonal
activities, like deciding to buy a Japanese radio or drinking
Brazilian coffee. Many of us are also linked through the

4.;
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jzations we work for, belong to and whose services we use.
G e.some examples of the types of organizations the students'
parents might work for {eg, business firms, public agencies),
belong to (eg, voluntary, organizations and religious groups),
or use theservices of (eg, businesses and public agencies
like the zoo, museum, library, schools, universities, local
and state government).

Step 2: Many of these groups are themselves involved in international
activities. Some even are involved directly abroad. That is,
people in the organization have pergonal, even face-to-face,
contact with people' from other countries. Discuss the five
,types of direct international activities. You might let
students come up with the list themselves, from their newspaper
clippings or personal diaries,.or you might let them describe
concrete examples Of each from. hose sources.

DEVELOPING THE LESSON

Step 3: Project the "Survey of Direc't International Linkages." Ask
students to respond to the questions. As you do, have a
student in the class quickly calculate percentages to fill in
the blanks with a distribution for the class. (You will need
to keep the distribution for question's 6-8 forthe next day.)

As students answer each question, you may want to ask appro-
priate questions about these activities. For example, to what
countries have they or family members traveled? From what

countries did any visitors come? Where were the people with/
whom they corresponded? You may even display the "direct"
linkages of the class on a map by stringing colored yarn on a
map from these countries to mid-Ohio.

if students answer "yes" to questions 6-8, you might ask them
to identify the organizations and the types of activities.

Step 4: Have students look at "The International Who's Who of Aid-Ohio
Organizations" as a homework assignment or in class if enough
copies can be made. Students should skim the list of firms and
organizations as well as attempting to locate groups they
think about immediately. They should write down all the groups
with which they or their families are associated and the types
of international activities in which they are involved. This
would be most helpful if organized in terms of the following
matrix:
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(example)

Type of International Activity

Type of Buy/Sell Send/rec. Send/rec. Invest Donate
Organization goods people messages money money

Business firm:

Voluntary group:

Religious Group:

CONCLUDING THE LESSON

Step 5: When students have completed the assignment, repeat questionA
6-9 of the Survey of Direct International Linkages. Present
the new percentages alongside the old on the board. Ask
students again what organizations they have identified and the
kinds of activities in which they are engaged. You might
attempt to construct a matrix like that above which indicates
the type of activities characteristic of business firms,
voluntary organizations, and religious groups included in
the listing.

Step 6: Discuss what the students have found and what implications
those findings have. The discussion might be organized
around the following questions:

1. Are there activities which are unique to particular types
of organizations and activities' which are general to all
organizations?

2. Why do you think these groups are invoNed In these inter-
national activities (i.e., what are the goalstof the
activities and the groups)?

3. Do you think the activities of these groups have an impact
on you? What is the impact and why do you think there is
one?

4. How might you judge how important these ,international

activities are to the different types of groups (i.e,
business firms, voluntary organizations, religious groups)?

5. Thinking back to the articles you clipped (or read) in
Lessons 1 and 2, were there examples of the impact mid-Ohio
organizations might have abroad? What were those impacts?
Were they important? Were they more important than the
impacts you or your parents might have as individuals?

4E;



INSTRUCTIONAL. OPTIONS

Resource Persons:

.
Cali Resources International to request a resource person
from a mid-Ohio organization involved in direct inter-
national activity. Ask Kim/her to tell the class in
detail about their organizationq international Activity
and how they got involved in it. Many resource people
have films, filmstrips or printed materials on their

organization. This information could be added to the
class matrix of information. (Call 461-0632 two weeks
in advance.)

4"4
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Questjons

SURVEY OF DIRECT INTERNATIONAL LINKAGES

Responses

(Percent of the class)

1. Have you, a member of your family

or a close friend traveled to
another country? (Remember -

YES NO DON'T KNOW

Canada and Mexico are other
countries!) vimitp.M

2. Have you met a foreign visitor to
mid-Ohio?

.411,mpl.11

3 Have you written letters to some-
one otoreceived letters from some
one in another country? (You may
'include a United States citizen
residing in another country.)

nr. .111.11=110

MINMMo

4. Have you given or raised money which
you knew would be sent to people in
another country (for example through
your church, or an organization like
CARE or UNICEF)?

5 Do you know people, including your
parents possibly, uho buy or sell
things abroad or who have invested
in businesses abroad?

S. Does anyone in your family, or any
close friend, work for a business
firm or other organization which
4s involved in direct international
activities?

7. Does anyone in your family belong to
a voluntary organi..ation(eg, Lions,
Scouts,) which Ls involved in direct
international activities?

8. Does anyone in your family belong to
a church group; which is involved in
direct international activities?

46.
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AN INTERNATIONAL WHO'S

ORGANIZATIONS

Business Firms

WHO OR MID-OHIO

Abex Corporation-Denison Division (1,2,3,4,5,6)
AccuRay Corporation (2,3,4,5)

Agricultural Laboratories, Inc. (2,3,5,6)

Ashland Chemical Corporation (1,2,3,4,5,6)
D.L. Auld Co. (2,5)
Autech Corporation (2,4,5)

BancOhio (1,2,3,4,5,6)
Bank One, (1,2,3,4,5,6)
Barneby-Cheney Co. (1,2,3,4,5,6)
A.G. Barry Corporation (2,3,4,5)'
Battelle Memorial Institute (2,3,4,5,6)

!nc. (2,3,4,5,6)

Borden, Inc.' (1,2,3,4,5,6)
Briscoe Manufacturing Company (2,3,4,5)

B S T Metals Company (1}2)

Buckeye Manufacturing
Buckeye Steel Castings (1,2,3,5)
W. A. Butler Co. (1,2,5)
Bychrane Co. (2,5)

Capital City Products Co. (1,2,5)

Capitol Manufacturing Co. (2,5)
Carter Products Co. (2,5)

Celanese Plastics Specialties Co. (2,3,4,5)

Central Ohio Products Co. (2,5)

Chemical Abstracts Service (1,2,3,4,5)
Chemical Samples Co. (1,2,5)

Claycraft Co. (2)

Colsoff Mfg. Co. (1, 2,5)

Columbus Coated Fabrics (2)

Columbus Dental Manufacturing Co. (1,2,3,4,5)
Columbus Instruments (2,3,4,5)

Columbus Jack Corp. (2,3,5)
Contronics Inc. (2)

Corco Inc. (2,3,4,5)

CV! Corporation (1,2,3,4,5)

47.

Key to Activities,

1. Buys goods/services
from abroad.

2.-Sells goods /services
abroad.

3. Sends people abroad.
4. Receives visitors

from abroad.
Sends or receives
messages, publications,
Information.

6% invests money abroad.
7. Donates money/goods/

services abroad.
S. Receives donations

(goods/servIces/moacY)
from abroad.

S.
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International Who's Who

Business Firms (continued)

Dayton Plastics _ (2,3,5)
Dorcy CYcleCorp. (1,3,4,5)
Dow Productign Machine Co. (1,2,5)
Dynamic Data Corporation (2,3,5)
Dytronic Company (2,3,4,5)

EBCO Manufacturing Co. (1,2,3,4,5)
E C Aviatron Services . (1,2,4,5)

Edward Lead Co. (2,4,5)
Eldred Corporation (2,4,5)

Excello Wine Co. (1,4,5)

MC Corporation (2,5,6)

H.J. Fuller & Sons, Inc. (2,3;4,5)
Funni-Frite, Inc. (2,3,5)

Gelzer Systems Co., lnc. (2)

Grid Publishing, Inc. (2,5)
Grossman & Sons, inc. (1,2,3,4,5)

Haban Saw Co. (2,5)
Halmar Electronics (2,5)
Harrop Ceramics Services Co. (2,3,4,5)
Harrop Precision Furnace Co. (2,5)
Hayward Distributing Co. (1,3,4,5)
Hennick's Saddlery
R. H. Hughes Co. (j,2,3,4,5)
Huntington. National Bank (1,2,3,4,5,6)

Industrial Ceramic Products, lnc. (1,2)
1RD Mechanalysis, Inc.
lronsides Co.

(2,3,4,5,6)

(1,2,3,4,5)

Key to Activities,

1. Buys goods/services
from abroad.

2. Sells goods/services
abroad.

3. Sends people abroad.
4. Receives visitors

from abroad.
5. Sends or receives'

messages, publications,
Information.

6. Invests money abroad.
7. Donate: money/goods/

services abroad.
8. Receives donations

(goods /services /motley)
from abroad.

48..
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International Who's Who

-.r
Business Firms (continued)

Jaeger Machine Corp.
Janitrol Aero

Jeffrey Mining 6 Manufacturing

Kinnear Corporation

Lazirus

`Lennox Industries, Inc.
Liebert Corporation

L.H. Marshall Co.
K. A. Menendian, Inc.
Charles E. Merrill Publishing
Metal Forge,Co.

Mid-American Textiles

National Electric Coil
Nationwide Insurance
Nu-Look Fashions, Inc.

Paul L. Oppenheimer Corp.

(11213141516)
(1,2,4,5)

(11213141516)

(1,3,5)

(1,2.3,4,5,6)

(2,3, 5)

(2,5)

(1)

(2,3,4,5)
(2)

(2)

(1,2,3,4,5)
(2,3,4,5,6)
(1,23,4,5)

(1,2,3,5)

Peabody Noise Control C2,3)
Pereny Equipment Co. (2,5)
Perma-Flex Mold Co.; Inc. (2,4,5)

Perma-Stone Co. (2,4,5)
Fred D. Pfening Co. (2,3,5)

Philips Roxane Labs, Inc. (112131415)
Ranco, Inc. (2,3;4,5,6)
Renite Company (2,3,4,5)
Rimrock Corporation (2,3,4,5)
Robinson-Houchin, Inc, (2,5)
RoCkwell International Corp. (2,3,4,5)
Ross Laboratories ( 2)

od

Key to Activities ,

1. Buys goods/services
from abroad.

2. Sells goods/services
abroad.

3. Sends people abroad.
4. Receives visitors

fronlabroad.
5. Sends or receives

messages. publications,
information.

6. Invests money abroad.
2; Donates money/goods/

services abroad.
8. Receives donations

(goods/services/money)
from abroad.
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Inte'rnational Who's Who

Business Firms (continued)

Sales Unlimited, Inc. (2,3,4,5)
SCA International, Inc. (1,3,4,5)
Scientific Advances, Inc.. (2,3,4,5)
Sensotec, Inc. (2,5)
Shaffer Distributing Co. (2,3,4,5)
Chester A. Smith, Inc. -(1,5)
G. Frederick Smith Chemical Co. (2,4,5)

Solidstate Controls, Inc. (1,2,3,4,5)
.

Southard Company (2,3,5)
Steel Company of America (2,5)
Stim-U-Plant, Inc. (2,5)

Union. Fork 6 Hoe Company
United McGill Corporation

(1,2,3,4,5)
(1,2,3,4,5)

Viking.Engraving Corporation (1,2,3,4,5)

Wassterstrom 6 Sons, Inc. (1:2/3,4,5)
Weinman Pump (2,3)

Weldon Incorporated (1,2,4,5)

White-Westinghouse Corp. (1,2,3,4,5)
Wilson international' Co. (1,2,3,4,5,6)
Worthington Foods (2,5)

Yenkin -Majestic Paint Corp. (1,2,3)

Key to Activities

1, buys goods/services
from abroad.

2. Sells goods/services
abroad.

3. Sends people abroad,
4. Receives visitors

from abroad.
5. Sends or receives

messages. publications.
Informatiop.

6.'invests money abroad,

7. Oonates money /goods/
services abroad.

8. Receives donations

(goods/services/money)
from abroad.
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international Who's Who

Rel-igious Congregations

All Saints Evangelical Lutheran Church,
Apostolic Christian Church

.

Apostolic Gospel Church
Asbury Methodist Church South
Atonement Lutheran Church
Bahai Faith
Beautiful Savior Lutheran Church'
Beth Jacob Congregation
Bethany Baptist Church

Bethany Presbyterian Church
Bethel Lutheran Church
Bethel United Methodist Church
Bethel United Presbyterian Church
Bexley Baptist Church
Boulevard Presbyterian Church

Broad St, United Methodist
Brookwood Presbyterian Church'
Buckeye Christian Church
Burgess Ave:Methodist Church .

Calvary Apostolic Church
Calvary Community Church
CalvaryLutheran Church
Calvin Presbyterian Church
Cantenary Methodist Church
Central Presbyterian Church
Christ the King Catholic Church
Christ the King Lutheran Church

._Christ Methodist Church

Church of Christ Apostolic Faith
Church of. Christ Fishinger & Kenny
Church of God of Berwick
Church of the Good Shepherd Methodist
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day

Saints
Church of the Messiah Methodist
Clair Methodist ChurCh
Clinton Heights Lutheran Church
Clintonville Baptist Church
ColuMbus Stake-Latter Day Saints

_Columbus,Ward 2-Latter Day Saints
Columbus Baptist Temple
Commercial Point Methodiit
Como Ave. Methodist Church
Congregation Ahavas Sholom
Congregation Tifereth Israel
CoFpus- Christi Catholic Church

Covenant Baptist Church
Creitview Presbyterian Church

5r"1_,7

(4,5,7)

(4,5,7)

(4,5,7)

(3,4)

(5,7)

(3,4,5,7)

(3,4,5,7)

(3,4,5,7)
(4,5,7)

(4,5,7)

(3,4,5,7)

(3,4,5,7)
(3,46,7)
(3 4,5,7)

(7J.

(4,5,7)

(4,5,7)

(3,4,57)
(5,7)

(3,4,7)

(4,5,7)

(3,4,5,7)

(3,4,5,7)
(3,4,5,7)
(4,5,7)

(3,4,5,7)
(3,4,5,7)
(5,7)

(3,4,5,7)

13,5,7)

(7)

(4,5,7)

(31'4,5,7)

(4,5,7)

(3,4,5,7)

(3,4,5,7)

(3)

(3,4,5)

(3,4,5,7)
(4,5,7)

(3,7)

(4,5,7)

(3,4,5,7)
(5,7)

KgY_to Activities

1. Buys goods/services
from abroad.

2. Sells goods/services
abroad.

3. Sends people abroad.
4. Receives visitors

from abroad.
5. Sends or receives

messages, publications,
Information.

6. Invests money abroad.
7. Donates money/goods/

services abroad.
S. Receives doliatjons

(goods/services/reney)
from abroad:



International Who's Who

;Religious Congregations (continued)

Cypress Wesleyan Church
David's United Church of Christ
Delray Church of Christ
Divinity Lutheran Church
Dublin Community Church

'East Livingston Baptist Church
, Eastminster Presbyterian Church

.Eastview Methodist Church
Epwerth Methodist Church
Fairmoor AsseMbly of God
Fairmoor Presbyterian Church
Faith Bible Church
Faith Lutheran Church
Faith hethodist Church
Fifth Ave. Methodist Church
First Alliance Church
First Baptist Church 1....

First Baptist Church of Gehenna
First Baptist Church of Hilliard
First Baptist Church of Westerville
First Church of God
First Church of the Nazarene
First Congregational
First Presbyterian Grove City
First UnitarianChurch
Fctursquare Gospel Church
Fourth Avenue Christian Church
Franklin Unitarian Fellowship
Free Methodist Church of'New Albany
Friends'North Columbus Meeting
Gates-Fourth Methodist. Church
Gay.Tabernacle Baptist Church
Gethsemane Lutheran Church
Glen Echo Presbyterian Chfirch

Good Shepherd Lutheran t'hurch
Gospel Tabernacle Churth
Grace Brethren Church
Grace Lutheran Church
Grove City Baptist Church
Grove City Churchof God
Grove City Church of the Nazarene
Grove City.Methodist Church
Groveport Lutheran Church
Groveport Methodist
Hillcrest Baptist Church
Hilliard Presbyterian Church
Hilltop Christian Church Disciples
Hilltop Church of God

(3,4,5,7)
(3,4,5,7)
(3,4,5,7)
(4,7)

(3,4,7)

(4,5,7)

(3,4,5,7)

(3,4,7)
(4,7)

(4,7)

(4,7)

(4,5,7)

(7)

(4,7)

(3,4,5',7)

(5,7)

(3,4,5,7)

(4,7)

(5,7)

(4,5,7)'
(3,4,5,7)

(4,5,7);.

(7)

(3,4,5,7k

(4,

(7)

5,7)

(44,57)
(7) '-

(4,7)

(3,4,5,9)

(5,7)

(4,7)

17)

(3,4,5,7)

(3,4,7)

(4,5,7)

(4,5,7)

(4,5o7)

(4,5,7)

(5,7)

(3,14,5,7)

(3,4,5,7)
(3,4,5,7)

(4,5,7)

(3,4,5,7)
(3,5,7)

(4,5,7)

(4,5,7)

Key to Activities i

1. Buys goods/services
from abroad.

2. Sells goods/services
abroad.

5. Sends people abroad.
.4. Receives visitors

from abroad.
5. Sends or receives

messages, publications,
information.

6. Invests money abroad.
7. Donates money /goods/

services abroad.
8. Receives donations

(goods/serviees/money)
from abroid.



r I

1 International Who's Who

Congreptions (continued)

Hilltop Evangelical Lutheran. Church 7)
Hoge Memorial Presbyterian (7)(5, .
Holy Name Catholic Church- (4,7)
Holy Rosary Catholic Church (3,4,5,7)
Holy Trinity Evangelical Lutheran (4,5,7)
Hope.Methodist - Canal Winchester (3,5,7)
Immaculate 'conception Catholic Church (3,4,5,7)
Indianola Baptist Church (4,7)
Indian Spring's Church of Christ (3,4,5.,7)
Indianola Methodist (4,5,7)
Karl Road Christian Church (4,7)
King Ave. Methodist Church (4,5,7)
Lancaster Brinch-Latter Day Sts. (3,5,7)
Lane Avenue Baptist Church (3,I!,5,1)
Lincoln Baptist Church (3,4,5,7)
Linden Church, of the Nazarene (3,4,5,7)
Linden Karl Road Baptist Church (4,5,7)
Linworth United Methodist' Church (4,7)
Lithopolis Church Nazarene (3,4,5,7)
Livingston Methodist Church (7)
Love Zion Baptist (3,5,7)
Maple Grove Methodist Church (7)
Maranatha Baptist Church (5,7)
Martin Rd. Church of God (3,4,5,7)
Maynard Ave. Methodist Church (4,5,7)
Mckendree MethodiseChurch (4,7)
Meadow Park Church of God (4,5,7)
Messiah.Lutheran Church / (3,4,7)
Mifflin'Presbyterian Church (3,4,5,7)
Minerva Park Methodist Church (4,5,7)
Morse Road Baptist Church (5,7)
Mpuntview Baptist Church
Mt. Olivet Baptist Church (7(3,4,5,7))
Neil Ave. Mennonite Church (4,5,7)
Neil Ave. Methodist Chlircti\ (3,4,5,7)
New Albany Methodist churco
New Hope Methodist
North Baptist Church
North Broadway United Methodist
Nortn Church of Christ
North/Community Lutheran Church
Horeb Linden United Brethren
North Methodist Church
Northeast Church of Christ
Northland Church of the Nazarene
Northminster Presbyterian Church
Northviest Christian Church

(4,7)
7)

(7)
(5,

(4,5,7)
(5,7)
(4,5,7/

(3,4,5,1)

(3,4,5,1)

(3,4,5,1)
(5)

(4,5,1)

(4,5,7)

Key to Activities

goods/servieer
from abroad.

2. Sells goods/services
abroad. ,

3.'Sends people abroad.
4. Receives visitors

from abroad.
S. Sends or receives

messages, publieations,

6. In ts money abroad.
infx ition.

7. Donates money /goods/
services abroad.

8. Receives donations

(goods/services/money)
from abroad.
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International Who's Who

Religious Congregations (continued}

Oakland Park Wesleyan Church

Oakwood Methodist Church
Obetz United Methodist Church
Ohio Avenue Methodist Church

Old First United Presbyterian
Olentangy Christian Reformed Church
Parsons Baptist Church
Peace Evangelical Lutheran Church
Peace United Methodist Church
Redeemer United Brethren in Christ
Reformation Lutheran Church
Resurrection Evangelical Lutheran
Reynoldsburg Baptist Church
Reynoldsburg.First United Presbyterian
ReynOldsburg Methodist Church
R:verside Methodist Church
St..Agatha Catholic Church
St. Alban's Parish
-StAnthony, Church 1

°St. Edward Episcopal Church
St. Elizabeth Church
St. Jwies'Episcopal Church
St. James the Less C:nolic Church
St. John's Evangelical Protestant Church
St. John the EVangelist .

St. John Lutheran Church
St. Luke Lutheran Church
St. Luke Methodist Church
St. Mark's Episcopal Church
St. Mark's Lutheran Church
St. Mark MethAdist!Church
St. Margaret of Cartona

St. Mary Church
St. Mathew Cath lic Church
St. Mathew Epis opal Church
St. Mathew Luth ran Church
St. Michael 1

St. Patrick's Chui.ch

St. Paul's Episcdtal Church
St. Paul EvangPli al Congregatipnal Ch.
St. Philip's LuthOrari Church

St. Steven's Episopal Church
St. Timothy Church\
Salem Church Parsodage
Scioto Ridge United Methodist
Shady Lane Presbyterian Church
Southeast Christian.Church
Southwest Church:of the Nazarene

\\..

(3,4,5,7)

Ei55:77}

(3,4,7)

R:115:77)

(7)

(4,5,7)

((7)3,7)

(7)

(3,4,5,7)

(4,5,7)

(4,7)

(3,4,5,7)

(4,7)

(334:,447;W)

(4:45:77)

(7)

(3,4,5,7)

(4,5,7)

(3,7)

(4,5,7)

(7)

(4,7)

(3,4,7)
(3,4,5,7)

(3,4,5,7)

(4,7)

(4,7)

153,15'7)

(7)
totay_t_,Ities

(3,5)
(3,4,7) 1. Buys goods/services

from abroad,
(4,5,7) 2. $,,ils goods/services

((43 II 1!1 :57), 7) '?,. ,tabirIv:41.6setiatbroad.

(3 , 4=5,7) 5. Sferdsaobrroaretereceives

messages,

money /goods/

Information.

6. Invests money abroad.

(3,4,5,7) 7. Donates
services abroad.

R. Receives donations

(4,

(7)

7)

(7).

44,5,7) (goods /services /money)

from abroad.
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International Who's Who

Religious Congregations (continued)

lSSouthwood Church of Christ
ullivant Avenue Friends Church

Temple Israel
Third Avenue Methodist Church

Thomas Avenue Church of Christ
Thurman Avenue Methodist Church

(3,4,5,7)
(5,7)

(3,4,7)

(4,7)

(4,5,7)

(3,7)
Trinity Assembly of God 5,7)
Trinity Baptist Church

(7)
Trinity Episcopal Church (4,5,7)
Trinity United Methodist

(3,4,7)
Unifietion Church (4,5)
Union Baptist Church (4,7)
United Brethern in Christ Church (4,5,7)
Universal Life Church of Ohio (3)
University Baptist Church (3,4,5,7)
University Lutheran Church (4,5,7)
University Methodist Church (4,7)
Upper Arlington Church of Christ (4,7)
Upper Arlington Lutheran Church (7)
Warren, Ave. Church of Nazarene (3,4,5,7)'
Weber Rd. Alliance Church (3,4,5,7)
Welch Ave. Free Will Baptist (4,5)
'Wesley Foundation Methodist (4)
West Second Ave. Presbyterian (3,4,5,7)
Westerville Alliance Church (4,7)
Westside Baptist Church (3,7)
Whitehall Baptist Church
Whitehall Church of Christ (7)

(3,4,5,7)

Whitehall Church of Nazarene (3,4,5,7)
Wilson.Ave. Church of Nazarene \, (3,4,5,7)
Worthington Branch-Latter Day Saints' (3,4,5,7)
Worthington Methodist Church .

W
Irthirigton Seventh Day Adventist

rthrington United Presbyterian
\\\ (5:75

\(3,5,7Y

Zion Lutheran Church
f

Ices to Activities

,I. guys goods/services
from abroad.

2. Sells goods/services
a6r4vd.

3. Sendv-pcople abroad.
4. Receives.visitors

from abroad.
5. Sends or receives

messages. publications,
Information.

6. Invests money abroad.

7. Donates money /goods/
services abroad.

8. Receives donations
(goods /services / money)

from abroad.
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International Who's Who

Voluntary Groups

Altrusa
-Am. Assn. of University Women .

Am. Field Services
Am. Heart Assn.
Am. Legion Auxiliary
Am. Red Cross
Am. Women in Radio and TV
Amnesty International
Architects Society of Ohio
Arthritis Foundation
Beta Sigma Phi
B'nai Brith Women
Bread for the World
Buckeye State Sheriffs' Assn.
Buckeye Trails
Campfire Girls
CARE
Central Ohio Council for Intl Visitors
Church Women United
Cols. Area Chamber of Commerce
Cols. Area International Program
Cols. Area Mensa
Cols. Assn. for the Performing Arts
Cols. Central Y's Mens Club
Cols. Committee for Japanese Inter-

national Christian University
Colt. Council for Exceptional 'Children
Cols. Council on World Affairs .

Cols. Jewish Federation
Cols. Literacy Council
Cols. Soroptimists international
Conservation Society
Diocesan Counbil.of Catholic Women
Epilepsy Assn. of Franklin County
Esperanto Club of Central Ohio
Feminists for Life, Inc.

Gahan'na Civic Club
Institute of Cultural Affairs
Intl. 4-H Youth Exchange
intl. Order of-Job's Daughters
Intl. Organization of Women Pilots
Intl. Shade Tree Conf. - Ohio Chapter

Jewish Center
Junior League of Columbus
League of Women Voters of Cols.

Lutheran Immigration-Refugee Serice
Metropolitan Area Church Board

(4,7)

(7)

(3,

(3)

4)

(7)

(5,7)

(4,5)

(5,

(3)

7)

(3)

(3,4,5,7.8)
(7)

7)

(1k)

(5,

(3,5)

(4,7)

(3) ,5,7,8)

(4 -

(1,3,4,5,7)

(4,5,7)

(4,5,7,8)
(4)

(4)

(3,4,5,7)

(4,5,7,8)
(5)

(4)

(3,4,5,7)
(4,5,7)

(5,

(5)

7)

(3,4,5,7)

(5)

(4)

(4,5,7)

(7)

(7)

(3,4,5)

(5)

(7)

(3,4,7)

(3,4,5)
(3,5)

(3,5)

(4,5)

(5)

Kcy to Activities

I. Buys goods/services
from abroad.

2. Sells goods /services
abroad.

3.°Sends people abroad.
4. Receives visitors

from :Area*.
S. Sends or receives

messages. Publications.
information.

6. Invests money abroad.
7. Donates money/goods/

services abroad.
B. Receives donations

(goods/services/money)
from abroad.
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International Who's.Whb

Voluntary Groups (continued)

National. Assn. of Theater Owners (4)

National Conference on Social Welfare (3,4,5,7)
National Water Well Assn. (3,4,5)
Ohio Agricultural Chemical Assn. (3,4,5)
Ohio Chamber of Commerce (5)

Ohio Concrete Pipe Mfg.'s Assn. (3)

Ohio Congress of Parents and Teachers (4)

Ohio Couhcil on Alcohol Problems (5)

Ohio CROP (4,5,7)

Ohio Florists' Assn. (5,7,8)
Ohio Grain, Feed, Fertilizer Assn. (3,4,5)
Ohio Lung Assn. (4)
Ohio Newspaper Assn. 13,4)
Ohio Pharmaceutical Assn. (3,4,5)
Ohio Prosecuting Attorneys Assn. (3) .

Ohio State Columbian Squires (5)

Ohia State Restaurant Assn. (3,5,7)
Ohio State University Assn. (4)

Ohio State University Intel Wives Club (4,5)
Ohio Vo-Ag Teachers Assn. (4,7)
Wo'Vocational Assn. (4)
Ohio Wheelchair Athletic Assn. (3)
Pilot Club (4,5,7)
Planned Parenthood Assn. (4)

Quota Club of Columbus (3,7)
Rotary Club of Columbus (3,4,5)
Salvation Army (3,4,57)
Sogetsu (3,4,5)
Students Intel Meditation Society 13,4,57)
Tifereth Israel Sisterhood (5,7)
UNICEF Committee of Greater Columbus (7)

United Methodist Women (4,5,7)
United Nations Assn. (4,5)
United Ostomy Assn. (4,5)

U.S. Committee for the Intel Council
on Social Welfare (3,4,5,7)

U.S. Trotting Assn. (3;4,5,7,8)

University Women's Club (4,5,7)
Vision Center of Central Ohio (4,5,8)
Vita Center, inc. (3,4,58)
Westerville Women's Music Club (3,7)
Women's Ainerican ORT (5,7)
Women's Republican Club of Ohio (4)

World's Christian Endeaver Union (3,4,5)
Worthington Women's Club (4)

YMCA - Cols. Central (3,4,7)
YWCA (5,7)
\,,..Youth for Understanding

Zonta International,
(3,4,5)

(4,5,7)

,

Key to Activities

1. guys goods/services
from abroad.

2. Sells goods/services
abroad.

3. Sends people abroad.
4. Receives visitors

from abroad.

S. Sends or receives
messages, publications.
Information.

6. Invests money abroad.

7. Donates money/goods/
services abroad.

8. Receives donations
(goods/services/now)
from abroad.

57.
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Lesson Five: HOW GLOBAL ARE WE?

Duration: One or two class periods.

purpose: To demonstrate that mid-Ohio's international linkages are
-"global," that is, they reach around the world, even though
we are linked more highly to some areas than others.

Objective: Students will speculate about the geographic pattern of mid-
Ohio's international activities from general information on
world regions an'; information from past lessons. They will
compare these speculations with statistics drawn from
community surveys.

Background Information for Teachers:

In this unit, students have been exposed to the idea that they are a part
of a "global community." But, even based on the evidence they have
assembled, it may still not be obvious just how "global" our international
linkages are. This is particularly true in relation to our direct /in-
volvement with other peoples.

In fact, mid-Ohioans overall have activities which link us to people all
around the world. Most of these activities are conducted by our business
firms, voluntary organizations and religious groups. Actually, any one
organization is likely to be linked to people in just a few other countries.
But taken together, the activities, concerns and decisions of mid - Ohioans
circle the globe. For example, business firms in mid-Ohio export their
products to over fifty-seven other countries on a routine basis. In one

year religious congregations hosted visitors from seventy-eight other
countries. In that same year, members of the Ohio State University faculty
visited seventy-two other countries. Local voluntary organizations have
direct international linkages to people in ninety-one different countries.

Mid-Ohio organizations are not equally involved with all parts of the
globe, however. International activities reflect the goals of these
groups. lot all goals can be equally met in all parts of the world. Most,

though not all, ties of business firms are with the relatively rich people
of Europe, Canada and Japan rather than the relatively poor people of
Africa and Latin America. Many activities of religious groups involve
mission work and are primarily with people in the poorer parts of the
world. The ties rs many voluntary organizations are with members of
similar groups, p$ marily in Western Europe and Canada. Other voluntary
organizations give aid to people abroal and so, like the religious groups,
are linked to thn :.corer parts of the world like Latin America, ASi4 and
Africa. ,

Of course, other things affect how global our organizations are. Cultural
similarities as well as economics link us to Europeans, Canadians, and

59. .
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ai
Australians (Oceania). Ilisto.a links us to Latin Americans even though

economics divides us. History also links religious groups to the Middle
East, the cradle of all our major religions. On the other hand, national
politics divide us from Eastern Europeans, despite ties'of ancestry and
cultural heritage.

In tLis lesson students will be asked to analyze' information they have
already learned and information about the world regions to hypothesize
about how, we might be linked around the world. They will then use infor-
mation obtained through surveys by a research center at Ohio State
University to compare their hypotheses with the actual distribution of
direct international activities for business firms, voluntary organiza-
tions and religious groups in mid-Ohio.

Materials. Two maps: (1) a blank map Identifying the world's regions
and (2) a map indicating mid-Ohio's direct international

involvement entitled "Mid-Ohio's Global Connections." A

fact sheet entitled "Information on the World's Regions,"
and a blank "Information" outline for optional use. The
survey "With Mom Do You Think We Are Linked?"

Strategics:

OPENI1G THE LESSON

Step 1: In the past two lessons, students have been acquainted with
a variety of ways in which they are involved in the global
community. Rut just how global are mid-Ohio's linkages, and
to which areas of the world are we most highly linked?

Step 2:

.0

From the evidence they have assembled in past lessons,
have students speculate about the geographic pattern of mid-
Ohio's linkages with the world. Divide the class into groups
of two or three.

Hand out copres of (1) a world region map along with
(2) the fact sheet "Information on the World's Regions,"
and (3) the survey "With Whom Do'You Think We Are Linked?"
Have the groups, based on what they already know and the
Information contained on the fact sheet, answer the first
three questions on the survey.

Option: Instead of giving students the information on the
worlri regions, you might hand out the "Information Outline."
Have students find out the information indicated on the out-
line from library sources.

DEVELOPING THE LESSOH
:1

Poll the class to find out which regions are most commonly predic-
ted to be the most highly linked and which are most common)), '

predicted to be the least linked. Discuss the factors which
affect how-much we interact with different peoples: the goals

60.



of the groups, wealth, history, cultural similarity, politics.
You might do this by asking why students chose the regions .
they did.

Step 3: Display the map "Mid-Ohio's Global Connections." The infor-

mation for the map comes from the same surveys used to compile
the "International Who's Who of Mid-Ohio Organizations."
Thus it is not perfictly accurate. But it Is the best picture
of the community's direct finks with the world available.
Explain the key to the map. Different figures represent
different types of organizations. Only direct international
activities are counted. But any direct activity'counts.

Step 4;

Have students compare their answers in Step 1 to the survey
information by completing questions 4 through 10 on the survey.

CONCLUDING THE.LESSON

Discuss how global the activities of mid-Ohio organizations
are. You might use the following question's as a basis for
the discussion.

I. Which set of organizations appears to be the most "global?"
That is, which is most highly linked with the largest
number of regions? Which appears to be the least global?

2. Western Europe is the region most highlylinked to mid-
Ohio organizations. Why do you think this is so?

3. Why is Eastern Europe so low?

4. Why is Oceania so low? 'On the other band, why is Oceania,.
higher for business firms than Africa, which is much
larger?

.

. i

5. Why Is the Middle Eastso highly linked to mid-Ohio i

religious groups?
1

. - . 1

6. Why are religious groups so highly linked to Asia, Latin
America and Africa?

7. Asia is also highly linked to business firms. But many of.

these ties are with just a few Asian countries. Can you
guess what they are (Japan, Korea, Taiwan) and why?

INSTRUCTIONAL OPTIONS

Resource Persons:

-Some students may be interested in interviewing an interns- .

tionally active person on where they are most linked. While
those students are preparing a brief interview, contact



ResourCes International for names of people from different

sectors. (Call 461-0632 two weeks in advance.)

English and Language Arts:

-In small groups, have students simulate a travel agency and
plan a four-week trip to some area of the world for the
purpose of selling the trip to other members of the class.
To do this, each small group will need to create a travel
brochure with pictures and written copy, a poster, and a short,
oral sales pitch.

-Using only headlines or parts of headlines clipped from the
newspapers used in past lessons,have students create a "head-
line poem" which relates to the theme

.
of "Hid-Ohio's Inter-

national Linkages."

Have students compare the amount of international news con-
tained in a local newspaper with that in a newspaper from
another city. (Every school library has at least one out-of-
town newspaper.) In a short report, the students should
report their findings and discuss reasons for the similarities
and differences.

-After showing a short travel film about a foreign country or

location, have students write a paragraph discussing reasons
why (or why not) they would like to visit the place featured
in the film.

-Have students make a folder or notebook.of internationally
recognizeeble symbols, e.g., those used in airports to mark
places to eat, telephones, etc. Under each picture or sketch
of *the symbol, have.students explain their meanings. In

addition, have the students create some new symbols which
could be internationally recognizeable.

vu
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Canada

Latin America

Western Europe

Eastern Europe

Middle East

Africa

Asia

Oceania

Population of
the Region
(millions)

INFORMATION ON THE WORLDS REGIONS

Number of Infant

independent Mortality
Countries (per 1000 births).

Estimated Per Capita
illiteracy Disposable Income

(U.S. $)

23 1 14
less than

11:4

,
r

$7,446

242 32 17-89 , 34%

-.

$1,00

370 18 8-3e

less than

10% $4,610

368 8 15-87 ,

less than
10%

not
available

93 16 14-153
,

47% $1,770

424 49 24-259 54% $ 420

2,262 26 9-250 40% $ 580

22 9 8-53 10% $5,060
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N.

Canada

Latin America

Western Europe

Eastern Europe

Middle East

Africa

Asia

Oceania

INFORMATION ON THE WORLD'S REGIONS

t

POpulation of %Number of Infant \ -Estimated Per Capita

the Region Independent Mortality Illiteracy Disposable Income

(millions) Countries (per 1000 births) (U.S. $)

s I

r

I

=.4.414.!
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e Guestimates

WITH WHOM DO YOU THI:11: WE ARE LIJKED?

Look at the information on the world regions map which the teacher has
given you, or which you have collected. Then, taking into account the
types of goals different organizations may have, answer questions
through 3 below. Do not worry about the column "According to the
Survey" at this time. Just give Your Guesses."

. With which three world regions (from the map) do you think mid-
Ohioforganizations (that is, business firms, voluntary organize-
tibns, and religious groups). are the most highly linked through
direct international activities? (Do not worry about the order.)

Your Guesses According to the Survey

a.

b.

c.

.40 ao... Pm..., Al ....111. ...11.1
. With which three world regions (from the map) do you think mid-

Ohio organizations are the least linked through direct interna-
tional activities?

a.

b.

C.

Your Guesses

.. mwammo .m..mmeRomm.m.

11..
4,..,...M01=FNIM.

According to the Survey

41.

Do you think that there are any regions of the world (from the
map) with which mid-Ohio firms, voluntary organizations, and
religious groups are not linked at all?

Which regions?

Vhy do you think so?

STOP HERE
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Linkage Guestimates

When the teacher has shown you the map "Mid-Ohio's Global

Connections" answer the following questions.

4. With which regions are mid-Ohio orga-nizations most and least
highly linked? Go sack and fill in the answers to questions 1 and
2 according to the surveys of mid-Ohio organizations.

Mow many of the most highly linked regions did you miss?

Which ones did you miss?

. Which groups (business firms, voluntary organizations, or

religious groups) were most active] with the regicins you missed?

Rmions You Missed Most Active Types of Groups

a.

b.

c.

What is it about the regions'to which mid-Ohioans are most highly
linked that might explain why so many of these groups have link-
ages to people in them? (For example, ace there a large number of
people? Cultural similarities? Historical linkages? Are they
rich or poor and how might these things matter?Ilt-

How many of the least linked regions did you miss?

Which ones did you miss?

67. 71.



Linkage Guestimates

Which groups (business firms, voluntary organizations, religious
groups)Jwere least active with the regions you missed?

1191221you hissed Least Active Types of'Groups

a.

b.

C.

wwwdm..0ewrew.mrd...e.40.4.04.1400.01.01O

MmlIlwnog=

1.1

10. What is it about the regions to which mid-Ohioans are least linked
that might explain why so few mid -Ohio organizations have link-
ages to people in them?

**

4
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MID-OHIO'S GLOBAL CONNECTIONS

WESTERN EUROPE

.$$$!$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

+++++++++++++++++++++++

vvvvv [

ASIA

$$$$$$$$$$$

4.+444.++++++++++++++++++++++

vvvv

'11M=IMIMIIM=11.

EASTERN EUROPE

LATIN AMERICA

$$$$$$$$$$$$

++++++++++++++++++++4.

vvvvM1.1,Imill,.

AFRICA

$$$

++++++++++++++++++++

MIDDLE EAST

$$$$

++++++++++

U
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OCEANIA
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UNIT II
.

MAKING DECISIONS ABOUT INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES

.
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A SUMHARY OF :'.EY IDEAS FOR TEACHERS - 11

A businessperson who is forced to compete with lower priced goods from
Japan may not appreciate our global linkages. A businessperson who

People in mid-Ohio participate in a global community. But mid-Ohioans,
like people all over the world, evaluate that involvement differently.

relies on foreign markets to sell his products may value them highly.
A clergyman commited to bringing souls to God may regard our global in-
volvement as an essential part of being human. A voluntary organization
leader concerned with sewers in Columbus may regard it as peripheral to
the "really, important issues.

How organizations and people think about our global involvement and how,/
they evaluate particular opportunities and decisions will depend on 0
many things. In the first place, organizations and people will eva)lipate
global linkages in relation to their goals. Organizations and indf 'duals
have a variety of goals. They want to earn a living, save souls, jilant
trees, prevent war, clean up the environment, learn new things, etc. Our
international activities tend to be an extension of our "domestic"
activities. They usually serve the same goals. Businesspersons/export
products abroad for the same reasons that they sell them to other mid -
Ohioans. Clergymen send money to Africa for the same reasons that they
preach to their parishioners.

But goals do not entirely explain our evaluations of internatilonal
activities or differences in the attitudes of people. This unit shows
students the ways in which interests, values, stereotypes andlroles also
affect how people judge international 'ZW/Tiies. In the lespons students
are exposed to the actual goal statements of mid-Ohio organiriations. They

experience how stereotypes, interests and values affect their own
decisions. They see how roles within a complex multinational corporation
affect the information, values and priorities which people iring to bear
on decisions. Finally, they will also see that the very way in which a
group makes a decision can influence what the group does within the global
community.

In the process students should improve both communication skills end
thdir ability to work and arrive at decisions within small groups. They
will learn citizenship skills which are relevant to the school, the local
community and elsewhere. They may even become more skillful in making and
analyzing decisions which affect them every day.
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Lesson Six: REASONS FOR THE INTERNATIONAL INVOLVEMENT OF ORGANIZATIONS

Duration: Two class periods.

Purpose: To show students the reasons why different types of groups
become involved in International activities and the variety

. of goals which these organizations ray have.

Objective: Students will hypcthetically link types of groups and Inter-
national activities, with general goals which are character-
istic of these groups. They will then read materials
circulated by specific mid-Ohio groups and infer goals and
objectives from them.

Background Information for Teachers:

People and organizations become involved in international activities for
many reasons. For example, Some must do so just to get things they want.
Bananas and some other foods aren't grown in the United States. Many

- :minerals needed bylindustry are not mined here. Other groups and
individuals get involved in international activity simply because the
global community provides an opportunity. A local fast food chain is
building restaurants around the world. After all, people everywhere eat.

Direct international activities almos
behind them. The goals are usually s
activities, that is, activities total
abroad to conduct business, to lie on
These are reasons or goals for travel
in business trips to New York, winter
the Columbus Zoo.

t always have a reason, or goal,
;miler to those for "domestic"
ly within this country. People travel

a beach, or to see the sights.
abroad. The same goals are involved
vacations in Florida, or visits to

Different types of groups in general have identifiable and different goals.
These differences are often reflected fro different types of international
activities. For example, business firms are among the only groups hich

are primarily interested in making money. It is also primarily business
firms which buoand sell goods abroad or which invest in corporations
abroad. Some voluntary organizations and religious groups are most often
the groups involved in sending money or other things abroad to help the
poor. These activities are directly related to their goals.

Differences in goals can also be reflected in different attitudes toward
particular events or policies. For ex nple, business firms may support
greater trade with the People's Republic of China because of the profits
the trade might make possible. The Chinese(Talwa0-American Club may not
because such trade could lessen our commitment to the Republic of China
(Taiwan). In these situations, differences In goals cap cause.conflict
between groups. Similarities in goals, on the other hand, can be a basis,
for cooperatioQ.
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A single group may also have many supplementary goals. These may be
"objectives" which help-td -riach the principal. or major goal of the
group. For example, a business has a major goal--making profits. It

may have other goals, like making high quality products, which help them
co achieve that goal. Supplementary goals may also reflect different
values altogether., although they are unlikely to contradict .the major
goal. For example, a business may support efforts to raise living
standards abroad. This is a humanitarian goal. It may also help profits
in the long {run.

sr This lesson gives students an opportunity to compare the actual'goal
statements of different mid-Ohio organizations. They will infer the
goals of specific business firms and voluntary groups, both 1.1igious
and secular. They will compare the goals. And, using the comparisons,
they will reflect on how differences in goals can create conflict.

Materials: AFS (American Field Service) Statement of Purpose, Agreement
with Hubei Province 04 the People's Republic of China,
sufficient copies of the various Goals for Global Involve-
ment so that each.student has access to at least two.

Strategies:
"*.

OPE111G THE LESSON

Step 1: In the past several lessons, we have been talking about
international activities -which link us to the world. We have

seen many groups' in mid-Ohio which are involved In these
activities. .Cut we have"not paid-much attention to why those
groups get involved iii' the global community.'

You may introduce students to the types of goals served by
international activities with the following short activity.

Project or list on the board the following general goals. Ash
students to hypothesize, based on their knowledge of organi-
zations and activities from the last two lessons, what types
of organizations or activities-would be most.likely to identify
with these goals.

Example:
Goals

1. 'lake profits

2. Earn'a living
3. Help others
4. Save souls

5. Disseminate or
6. Satisfy curios

7. Create a sense
on the part of

the world

.

1.

2.

3
h.

acquire knowledge 5.
ity

of community . 6.

people ardUnd 7.
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Ines_pfplganizatioas

Business firms, workers
Aid organizations
Church groups
Schools; universities,
foreign students
Tourist travel, schools
Hosting organizations



-----You-may-want-toturn the exercise around at this point and
ask if these groups are likely to have other goals in addition
to their major goal.

__DEVELOP11G THE kESSOH

Step 2: Project or hand out copies of the AFS Statement of Purpose.
Uhen students have had time to4read it, have them identify:

1. The major goal(s) of AFS
2. Any objectives (ie, goalsdesigned to meet the .0ajor

goal) which are mentioned
3. Specific activities in which AFS in engaged.

Ask students whether they think the activities of AFS will
achieve the primary goals of the organization.

Step 3:>. Hand out or give students access to the various Goals for
global involvement. .Each student should read two or three
of these goal statements, which are exerpted from the actual
reports and brochures of the organizations In question.
Students should not do More than one organization of a
particular type (eg, business firm, hosting organization,
religious group,,universiiy department).

For each organization, students should answer the above three
questions on a separate sheet of paper.

Step 4: Discuss the goal statements students have read. You might
use the following questions as a guide.

1 1. Do you think the goals of these organizations are typical
of these types of organizations?

2. Do these organizations appear to make a distinction be-
tween what. they want to achieve through their local
activities,(if they have any) and what they hope to
achieve through their international activities?

3. Are the goals of the different groups compatible with each
other in gerieral (eg,wouldiany one group disapprove of
the goals of the other)?

4. Can you think of a situation in whtch your organizations
would come into conflict because of differences in their
goals?,

CONCLUDIN THE LESSON

Step 5: Project the "Agreement with Hubei Province of the Peoble's
Republic of China." Have students identify all the goals
which are implicit or explicit in it. Then ask:
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1. The goals which are implicit and explicit in this 1

document are similar to a variety of types of organiza-
tions. What type of organization could this partner irit
Hubei Province be?

2. Whaorganization or type of organization do you think /
this Es?

3. What does this tell you about the goals or reasons for
government in the American political system and for ,

government involvement in the world?

IHSTRUCT1O1AL OPTITIS

Resource Persons:

-Request a resource person from the International Trade Divi-
sion of the State of Ohio. Such aperson could give the
class an overview of Ohio firms abroad and their goals.
(Call 11610632 two weeks in advance.)

-Request a resource Person from Battelle to talk about Battelle's
many and varied worldwide actO/ities and their goals. Ferhaps

include a tour of the local headquarters as a stimulating
experience for the class. (Call 46I-0632 two weeks in advance.)

English and Language Arts:

-Have students compose a letter to an internationally involved
group requesting inf9rmation about the extent of the group's
international connections and its goals..

-In small groupi, have students create and,produce a brochure
which will attract foreign tourists to central Ohio.

-Have 1,4...students ite a short report, using reference materials
and infonnationg fined through discussion with representativer
of an internationa 4y-connected organization such as IBICEF or
the Red Cross. ',As a follow-up, ask sUdents.to give a few
important facts about the history and the purposes of?the
organization to the whole class.

-Have students, individually or in small groUps, create word
searches or crossword puzzles based on the names'of firms and
organization& in mid-Dili° whiff' have international connections
for the rest of the'class to work,
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Ain STATEMENT OF PUAPOE

"AFS volunteers'and profespional staff
throughout the world are moving to-

a goal of peace by stimulating
an awareness of mankind's common
humanity, a wider understanding of
the diverse cultures of the world. and
a concern for global issues confront-
ing society. They acknolkledge that
peace is a dynamk concept threat-
ensdpy social injustice and economic
inequity both between and within na-
tions.

in pursuit of this goal, the core of the
AFS experience has been the promo-

tion of relationships in which families,
communities, ,groups and maturing
young persons from diffetent cultural
backgrounds share new learning situ-
ations related to the purposes of AFS.
In addition, through experience and
experimentation, AFS has developed
and continues to encourage new mod-
els, and opportunities for exchange

1'1 that will be beneficial for the develop-
ment of society.

Hosting an A.FS student offers a
unique chance for family members

to know a young person from another
culture. Through the give and take of
family life, ties of friendship and love
are formed. Families gain an increased
awareness of their own heritage and back
ground. New doors are opened and, to-
gether, participants gain a better under-
Vnding of themselves and the world.
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The sponsorship of an AFS student
in a community involves parents,

atudents, school administrators and civic
leaders in a unique adventure in interna-
tional understanding. Througlicornenunity
groups called AFS Chapters, volunteers
get to know a student from another cul-
ture, find host fainiliei,,raise scholarship
funds and select local students to study
abroad.

Chapters band a community to-
gether in a positive statement about it-
self and the world. Volunteers share their
community while learning about others.
AFS students become a resource to civic
and church groups, informing the public
about life and customs in another society
on a persona' level.

Cliapter members not only get to
know AFS students, but also each other,
and they discover that people interested
in AFS are themselves interesting. Volun-
teers develop leadership skills while pm-
viding-a service.

Beyond the dynamics of family living,
the presence 4), an AFS student adds

an international and intercultural dimen-
sion to the classroom and school activi-
ties. A different perspective on education
.and society, as well as/a new set'of assump-
tions and ideas, provide the bisis for
interesting class discussions. AFS stu-
dents highlight life is another country, and
many An scholars,-being fluent in two
or fnbre langulbs, are valuable in both
English and foreign language classes.

AFS students often speak in '1
elementary school as well as high school
assemblies. Most AFS schools form AFS

,or International Relations Clubs which
provide American students with oppor-
tunities to expand their knowledge of
other countries and cultures, and often
serve to spur their own interest in Dimes.
tic Progratti or Americans Abroad pa'rti-
cipation.

There Are
Five MS Programs

The Winter Program bringing stu-
dents from abroad to the U.S. for a full
year.

The Americans Abroad Programs:
sending students from the U.S. to anyjof
53 nations for a summer or year.

The DomestiC Programs arranging
exchanges within the U.S. lor a summer
or semester.

The Educators' Programs arrang-
ing exchanges for teachers and schoot
administrators between the U.S:S. R. 01
Poland and the U.S for two-to-six me:ir',6

The MultiNationel Prdpram iit
changing students between nations other
than the U.S. for a year.

" A.14.01
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Hubei Province Agreement

IAGREEHENT WITH HUBEI PROVINCE OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA

In accordance trith the basic principles laid'down in the Sino-U.S.
Communique on the Establishment of Diplomatic Relations and with a view
to enhancing the understanding and friendshin between the Chinese and
American peoples, Hubei Province of the People's Republic of China and
[ ha'e decided to establish relations of friendship. In

accordance with the principles of equality and mutual benefit, the two
parties will, on the basis of friendly relations, carry out multi-form
and wide-range exchanges and :ooneration in the cultural, educational,
economic, commercial, scientific, technological and other fields, so a*
to promote the nrosperity of Hubei Province and [ ]. The two parties
have agreed, through friendly consultation, on the following relevant
matters: *,

1. The two parties agree to carry out cultural and educational
exchanges through the exchange of professors, scholars and students,
the mounting of exhibitions and other means. The local expenses of
these exchanges shall be borne by the host party.

2. Acting on the principle of mutual benefit, [ ] shall, at
the desire of Hubei Province, encourage and urge the industrial and
business interest groups [.,.. ] to help develop the economy of
Hubei Province and its natural resources with the newest technolojy,
and encourage them to make capital investments in,some projects,
wherever ppssible. The provincial government of Hubei Province
shall welcome companies, enterorises, other economic groups or
i-dividuals to Wen joint ventures in Hubei Province together with
China's economic groups in accordance with the Law of the People's
Republic of China on Joint Ventures Using Chinese and Foreign
Investment and with the approval of the departments concerned of
the Chinese Government, and shall protect, according to law, the
investments, reasonable profits and other legitimate rights and
interests of its partners [ ].

3. The items of exchanges'and cooperation carried out according to
the present Agreement shall be subject to the laws and decrees of
the People's Republic of China and the United States of America, as
well as those of Hubei Province and Z j.

4: Hubei Province and ] shall keep in touch with each other
through methods agreed upon by the two parties in accordance with
the needs of the work, so as to promote their economic cooperttinn
and cultural exchanges.

5. The establishment and strengthening of the friendly relations
between Hubei Province and [ shall not prejudice either party's
economic, cultural, science and technological cooperation and
exchanges with other countries or with other regions of the other
party.

The present Agreement shall come into eff'ct on the day of signature.

Done in Wuhan on October 31, 1979, in duplicate in the Chinese and

English languages, both texts being equally authentic.

Chen Pixian
Chairman of the Revolutionary
Committee of Hubei Province
of the People's Republic,of China
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Goals for Global Involvement: RockWell

Rockwell International

In spite of the difficult business
conditions in 1976. Rockwell Inter-
national had a good year.

Although earnings for the year
did not match last year's record
performance, fourth quarter earn-
ings were above the 1974 fourth
period, and earnings for the sec-
ond half were appreciably higher
than the first half. In addition. the
company's debt was cut by more
than $300 million during the year.
resulting in a strong yearend
financial position.

Earnings for the fiscal year
ended September 30. 1975 de.
dined 22 per cent to $101.6 million.
equal to $2.96 per share. from a
record $130.3 million, or $4.14 per
share, a year earlier.

Sales were a record-$4.9 billion.
up 12 per cent from fiscal 1974's
$4.4 billion. Excluding Admiral,
acquired hi April 1974. fiscal 1975
sales would have been $4.4 billion.
compared with $4.1 billion for the
'preceding year.

Aerospace activities and the
company's businesses supplying
components for off-highway vehi-
cles, telecommunications. avionics
equipment and utility products
performed substantially better
they in the prior year.

Losses incurred by consumer
products. printing and textile equip-
ment, business jet aircraft and
ceriain international operations
accounted for much of the decline
in fiscal 1975 earnings.Other factors
contributing to the earnings drop
were increased interest costs, a
ligher effective tax rate and foreign
currency translation losses.

Dividends
The Board cf Directors continued
the SC cei :; quarterly dividend on
the common stock. The dividend
distributed on September 8. 1975
represented the 87th consecutive
quarterly dividend paid on come
mon stock by the company. Rock-
well has paid dividends in every
year but one since 1937 and con-
tinuously for the last 28 yeas.

Review of Operations
Automotive Operations was agailt

the leading contributor to caps
rate earnings. Sales of components
for vehicles used in heavy con-
struction. mining. energyerelited
and military markets were strong
dial helped offset weaker demand
for components for trucks, trailers
and automobiles.

Automotive Operations main-
tained good profit performance by
concentrating on those markets
that remained strong.

Electronics Operations' sales
were higher in fiscal 1975. Kofits
increased in the rapidly expand.
ing communications and govern.
ment navigation sectors. However.
overall Electronics Operations'
profits were lower due principally
to the depressed conditions in
the consumer calculator market.

Aerospace Operations. the com-
pany's largeit business. achieved
significantly higher sales and
earnings, due largely to continue
ing progress with the Air Force's
B.1 strategic aircraft and the
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration's Space Shuttle
programs. The Bel is performing
well in its flight test program. and
the Space Shuttle. scheduled for
its first orbital mission in 1979k is
progressing from the engineering
to the final assembly stage.

International activities in fiscal
1975 continued as ohe of the corn-
pany's major growth areas. Exports
and sales by foreign subsidiaries
exceeded $1 billion for the first
time, up 18 per cent from fiscal 1974.

Rockwell International is a
financially sound company with
strong management. excellent
products and goof markets; and
we are confident the company will
continue to make progress.
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Rockwell

Internationql activities, one of the
major growth areas of the corn-
pany's business. have increased
significantly iv the-past five years.

In fiscal 1975 Rockwell's interna-
tional sales totaled $1,044 million.
up 18 per cent over fiscal 1974.
This Included exports of S388
million and sales by foreign sub-
sidiaries of 5655 million. Interna-
tional sales represented 21 per
cent of total company sales. Em-
ployment at foreign subsidiaries
totaled 23,000 at year-end.

In addition to the international
sales reported above are sales by
foreign affiliate companies in
which Rockwelt International
owns between 20 per cent and
50 per cent. Their sales amounted
to approximately $137 million.
Other revenues from foreign busi-
ness. prirnarily royalties. were
$12 million.

Rockwell had approximately 100
foreign subsidiaries, affiliates and
branches in 30 foreign countries.
Among principal export markets
were Canada, Japan, Mexico,
Brazil. Netherlands, Venezuela,
France and Germany.

Export activities are a vital factor
in the overall grqwth of Rockwell,
and to remain competitive in the
world mai kelp:ace. management
will continue to seek new oppor-
tunities. In strengthening its pres-
ence around the globe, Rockwell
st:engthens its position at home.
The major thrust of Rockwell's
foreign trade policir is to enlarge
its share of world markets bo as to
increase the volume of its domestic
production and to broaden the
customer base.

Foreign Operations
Summarized financial information for consolidated for-
eign subsidiaries (exclusive of their investments in
foreign affiliates) whose sales are substantially to other
than consolidated companies. is presented below (In
millions):

Total Assam . Sales Net ineenno_
1975 1974 1975 1974 1975 1974

Canada ..... $135.7 $162.7 $298.9 $255.7 5 9.2 $11.3
Europe 225.3 245.1 201.3 250.4 2.9 12.3
Other 753 70.0 75.8 55.9 4.5 4.3

Total . . . $436.3 $477.8 $655.8 5562.0 $16.6 $27.9

The Company's aggregate investment In fireign
affiliatesamounted to S43.4 million and S37.7 mill on at
September 30, 1975 and 1974, respectively. The Com-
pany's equity in the net income of such affiliates.. after
appropriate provision for United States income taxes.
amounted to $5.8 million and S7.5 million for 1975 and
1974. respectively.

Accounts of foreign subsidiaries and affiliates are
translated into United States dollars as follows : current
assets, current liabilities andiong-term debt at year-end
exchange rates: property and other noncurrent ass'ts
and liabilities at rates prevailing at dates of transactions;
revenues and costs and expenses at average rates dur-
ing the year except that depreciation and amortization
charges are translated at exchange rated prevailing
when the related assets were acquired. Net gains and
-losses arising from the translation of foreign currency
long-term debt obligations are deferred and amortized
by the interest method over the remaining life of the
debt. On a country.by.country basis, other translation
gains are deferred to the extent they exceed previously
recorded losses and other translation losses are Includ-
ed currently in net income.

At September 30. 1975 and 1974. respectively,.net
deferred translation adjustments, which are included
in Other Assets. amounted to S4.3 million and $1.1
million. Of these amounts S4.5 million and a3.9 million
at September 30. 1975 and 1974, respectively. relate
to translation of foreign currency long-term debt
which is offset by other deferred translation gains. For-
eign currency conversion and translation adjustments
chaiged to ,income ( including amortization of prior
year's deferrals) amounted to $9.4 million and $3.4
million in 1975 and 1974, respectively.
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Goals for Global Involvement: Battelle

'Pk Baffeite
Columbus Laboratories

Battelle Memorial Institute was estab-
lished in 1925. It is one of the world's
leading not-for-profit research, develop-
ment, and educational organizations.

Battelle, with headquarters ir. Columbus,
Ohio, has four major research centers in
the U S. and Europe. Additionally, it has

e sites for specialized research, as well
as offices and corresponded ,various
cities in the United States, Europe, Latin
America, and the Far East.

The purpose of this booklet is to famil-
iarize you with Battelle's history, its
facilities, and its capabilities. It describes
Battelle's work for industrial companies
and associations. and for government
agencies, as well as its own programs of
research, education, and industrial
de% elopment. And it explains how
Battelloas a multi - national and multi-
disciptinary organization ---can help
direct and speed he exchange of
technology.

Some nations are highly industrialized;
many others are just beginning to
develop their natural resources and
eltpand their world trade and commerce.

Both requireindeed depend on --
scientific research.

There are, of course, many research
facilities available to them. Some are
government-operated. Some are associ-
ated with universities. Some, like
Battelle. are independent research
organizations.

Battelle works in the physical, life and
the behavioralisocial sciences. It is
dedicSted to meeting theichallenges of
today with a broad range of activities in
research, education, and industrial
development.

These activities extend from nuclear
research to oceanography. From design
of equipment for measuring gas sorption
to processes for treating sewage. Devel-
opment of new materials and industrial
processes. Environmental studies. Pro-
grams and devices for improving health
care. Support of education. Urban and
area planning and girdles on land use.

A few examples: Fora group of metal-
fabricating firms, Battelle researchers are
seeking more effective methods of lubri-
cation in metal rolling and drawing pro.
tesseS. Fora govenment agency, Battelle
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is finding ways to recover and recycle
solid waste. In cooperation with a socio-
logical institute, Battelle did preliminary
research on the feasibility of construct-
ing a simul .tor to test economic and
social policies for developing nations.

Battelle's work is oriented toward the
practical and the results are products,
rnaterials, devices, and processes. But its
ultimate objective, a:, expressed by
Gordon Battelle, its founder, is to im-
prove the quality of lifeteams of
scientists, engineers, economists, sociol-
ogists, and supporting specialiAs working
together in the service of mankind.

Contract Research

contract research, a major activity
at Battelle. is the technique for
oroviding research services to
sponsors industrial companies,

government agencies, and associations.
Battelle conducts as many is 3,000 dif-
ferent contract research projects a year.

The sponsors pay the cost of research
time spent on their project plus the cost
of materials and a proportionate share of
the overhead.
in most cases. the research and any
patents resulting from it are the property
of the sponsor. Since the work done for
the sponsor is confidential, results are
not communicated by one Battelle center
to another. However, if a sponsor de-
sires, several Battelle laboratories may
work on his project.

Much of Battelle's contract research
stems from the idea of multidisciplinary
teams that take the initiative in propos-
ing studies to attain well-defined goals
or solve specific problems, In developing
suchstudies, they draw upon their knowl-
edge of the needs of companies, indus-
tries, and government agencies. Many
other studies, of course, result from
organizations requesting Battelle's assist-
ance on problems they have identified.

Contract research projects in the physical
sciences are, in general, directed toward
developing or perfecting new materials
or processes. In the life sciences, the
projects concern man's health and wel-
fare and his environment. In the behav-
iorailsocial sciences, the projects relate
to the larger problems of societyhabk
tat, education, communications.



Bette' le

Laboratory Work ...
Pilot Plant ...
Technical Support .

or a South American country,
Battelle is developing a continuous
process for recovery of pure sulfur
from sulitir ores of volcanic origin

found in the area.

A 1O- ton -per -day pilot plant was de-
sifgridd on the basis Of laboratory work
done 41 a Battelle research center.

Spacial components for the pilot plant
were fabricated under Battelle's super-
vision and evaluated for performance in
Battelle's laboratory.

Battelle will provide technical support
during installation and operation of the
pilot plant.

Toward Better Housing .. .

wo large programs are illustrative
Tof research directed toward bet-
ter housing.

Thr first of these is to determine
the feasib.th:; ot developing low-cost
basic homes acceptable and affordable
by lowinconie rural families in the
United States. Experimental units will be
designed on the basis of an assessment of
the needs of these families and cost re-
ductions ill be sought through the
development of design amenities app.°.
prole !o their needs and the use of new
technology.
The programinvolving the active par-
ticipation of architects, planners, devel-
oper., builders. manufacturers, and_ .
supphei.,--%, ill culminate in the con-
struction of up to 400 experimental .

housing units in the United States.

The other program, which is international
in scope and is being supported by a
group of companies, is deigned to ob-
tain an oven!, picture of systems build-
ing The prose of the research is to
aRes the potential of this relatively new
building technique for the American
construction industry.
In this study, researchers are seeking
answ ers to a variety of questions. Why
success with sstems budding varre$ from
country to country? %%quit factors influ-
ent c the progress of syst ems bundles?
And what circumstances make possible
the success of systems building? The
toilworn will draw uppn the expertise of
Battelle, people in both the United Sates
and Europe.

8tt.

Economic Development Planning ...

altelle is identifying and evaluating
Bspecific projects, policies, and
development programs that will
best meet Iran's economic and

social needs.

The nation's resources are being ana-
lyzed to determine how they can be
used to further extend economic growth.
Investigations include: comparative ad-
vantages of each region of the country
in anriculture and industry; the internal
and external markets for products; the
costs of transportation in each region;
the cost of transportation and associated
costs of selling products to markets.

The study is being conducted by a team
of researchers from Battelle laboratories
in Columbus, Frankfurt, Geneva, and
Richland working in cooperation with
researchers from Iran's Plan Organiza-
tion.
Results of the research will be available
to the Government of Iran as it formu-
lates its next Five Year Plan.

Battelle-Sponsored
Research and Education

In addition `-) the -contract research
performed for others, Battelle, using
the income from its endowment, sup-
ports a substantial research and edu-

cational program. Such a program has
been an important part of its activity
since Battelle u,:_ai established.

like contract relearch, the Battelle-
sponsored research and educational
programairns to benefit man through
science. But there is a diffgrence.
Battelle, itself, places emphasis on long-
term problemsthe population "explo-
sion", for example, the plight of large
cities, the economic development of
counties.

The Academy for Contemporary Prob-
lems, which was initialed in 1971 by
Battelle and The Ohio Stale University,
reflects another facet of °mac's sup-
port of innovative research and educa-
tion, The Academy, located in Columbus,
is exploring and developing improved
strategies and Institutional arrangements
for resolving contemporary problems
concerned, for example, with criminal
justice, urban growth, and education

',.r
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Gba 1 s for Global I nvo I vemen t : Borden

.

rBORDEN
IN INTERNATIONAL

Borden's record sales and earnings in 1974
were built on corporate strengths and on
management disciplines that will become even
more important during the year ahead.

For the first time total sales exceeded
$3 billion in 1974. and net income and earnings
per share were at record levels. In view of
performance, the Board of Directors voted in July
to increase the quarterly dividend from .,

30 cents to 321/2 cents a share the first
dividend increase since 1966.

The foundation for our record was a balanced
mix of food and chemical products whose
diversity is a basic strength of the corporation.
All four Divisions reported increased
operating income. The year just past was
exceptionally difficult in the dairy and food .

business, with rising raw-product and other
costs reducing margins. However, the demand
for fertilizer and thermoplastics and outstanding
performance by our international operations
were the principal contributors to a record

4' overall earnings improvement.

I

The International Division again achieved record
sales and operating income in 1974. Sales
increased to $559 million, up 32% from sales
of $424 million in 1973.Operating income
increased to nearly $42 million, 33% over the
1973 total:

All facets of the Division's operations
contributed to this excellent growth. Chemical
and food sales overseas showed a significant
increase as a result of new plants and
product lines added in 1973-74, combined
with more aggressive market penetration in
traditional markets. Domestic products exported
to foreign marketf. foods and chemicals
also enjoyed a marked improvement in
sales over 1973 levels.

ts

Latin America Long range plans to more
actively participate in the Latin American food
industry, first implemented in 1973, continued in
the past year. The Company's Brazilian food
company, Adria, saw a strong demand for
its products and additional production capacity
for spaghetti, macaroni and noodles came
on stream in 1974 with plans calling for further
expansion in 1975..These products have
become staples in the Brazilian diet and are
competitive with more traditional items.

In Mexico, saies of milk, cheese and fruit
juices held up well. Several new Borden food
products are being considered for manufacture
in Latin America, and these will be added to
established distribution lines in 1975.

The Latin American chemical operations also
achieved record sales in 1974. Alba, a Borden
affiliate in Brazil, ran at capacity for products
used in the housing, construction, and related
industries.

The cherhical operations in Mexico ran at
full capacity, and even though certain raw
material shortages developed, they finished the
year with a substantial increase over the
preceding year. in Nicaragua, a nem
formaldehyde plant came bn stream,
substantially improving Borden's position in
the growing Central American market. The
Colombian chemical operation expanded its
markets by exporting to other countries in
theAndean Pact economic bloc.

Latin American countries are seeking to
improve their economic and trade imbalances b
encouraging the production and consumption
of domestic goods. The trend toward fewer
imports may make these markets inaccessible
and reduce exports of raw materials. As a
result, Borden is continuing to'review potential
chemical and food projects in those countries
where there are no Borden affiliates. Much
of Borden's success in Latin America is

__... .../



Borden

based on the fact that its food and chemical
operations manufacture products that are
not "luxury" items, but rather are necessities for
developing countries attempting to improve
their hying standards.

Europe The Common Market founders'
hopes for political, economic, and monetary
union took a 'step backward in 1974 as nations
sought individual solutions to energy problems,
inflation, and the problem of income gaps
between and wilnin national borders.
European markets are still suffering from the
effects-ef-prz_controls and raw material
shortages notably energy. Despite these
troubles, Borden Europe achieved record
sales in 1974.

Borden's chemical affiliate in the United
Kingd m again had an outstanding year,
es a lisning itself as the market leader in the
save and use of urea-formaldehyde resin for
foam insulation of houses. This is an important
and expanding market in the current energy
crisis. The growing market for packaging film
encouraged the Division to make further
investments by adding capacity in the U. K.,
France, and Norway.

Vrancaert, the Company's industrial bakery in
Belgium, has captured the major share of its
markets, and sales growth has been exceptional.
The W ter bakery in West Germany achieved
record sales of its famous Christmas "Stollen."
During the year production facilities for bread
were opened in Saarbrucken and Kassel.

In Spain, Borden's affiliate, Gallina Blanca,
increased its sales in soups and bouillon.
The Spanish bakery Operations continue to grow
and are introducing new products based upon
Borden's worldwide experience in this field.

Asia Sales of chemicals in Australia and The
Philippines broke previous records established
in 1973.

In Penang, Malaysia. operations began at a
new multi-million-dollar industrial re. 'n
plant. This operation MU supply the important
woodworking industries of Malaysia and Indo-
nesia, as well as other areas in Southeast Asia.

Borden had an active year in Japan. Sates
of Lady Borden premium grade ice cream
in Japan were excellent, and the outlook for 1975
isivery good. In partnership with Meiji Milk
Products Co., Ltd., Borden cheese lines, which
were introduced last year, continued to sell
well and distribution channels were expanded
throughout the country. The first and primary
emphasis has been with individual slices.
Despite heavy competition, the future for Borden
brand cheeses looks very bright.

In partnership with Hitachi Chemical Co., Ltd.,
Borden International launched a new plant in
Shimodate, Japan, for the manufadture of
Resinite packaging film. The main outlets for
this product are supermarkets, and Resinite is
now positioned to grow with this industry in
Japagi. Initial sales have been most satisfactory.

A mark of Borden's acceptance in Japan is
the fact that in September it became one of
only 14 foreign companies to be approved for
listing its common stock for trading on the
Tokyo Sfock Exchange.

Export Export sales from the United States
represented a considerable increase over
the records previously established in 1973. All
product groups were involved braflded
consumer food and chemical household
products for both commercial and military
channels, industrial chemicals, petrochemicals,
fertilizers, wallcoverings, and can testing
and fabricating equipment.

In order to increase direct involvement in this
important market, sales offices were opened
or expanded during the year in Beirut, Lttanon:
Guatemala City, Guatemala, and Manila,
The Philippines.
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Goals for Global Involvement: OW

THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY

SLAVIC AND EAST EUROPEAN PROGRAM

Just, ten years ago, in 1963, even before- a formal plan for the devel-

opment, of International Studies was adopted by the University, highest
priority was given to the establishment of a comprehensive program of excel-
lence in Slavic and East European Studies. This program is now recognized
as one of the ten best programs in this field in they United States.

In 1967, when the Six Year Master Plan for International Programs
was adopted, there were 19 faculty members from eight departments
associated with the Slavic and East European Program. There are now 40
faculty members from 16 departments associated with the Program, of which
29 from eight departments contribute 50% or more of their time to the
Slavic and East European Program. We also have three additional faculty
members who are qualified in the Slavic and East European field, but who
do not offer courses which contribute directly to the program.

A major function of Slavic and last European Program is to bring to
this campus recognized scholars and other public figures with a reputation

in the Slavic and East European field so that our students and faculty
might have an opportunity to take advantage of the special expertise these

scholars bring with them. A particular effort is made to invite those
individuals who can approach subjects from an interdisciplinary point of

view. Noteworthy speakers duffing 1972-13 were the following,

GeOffrey Braithwaite, Senior Modern LanguageProducer, School
Broadcasting Department, (Radio), BBC, London, "Language Teaching at the
BBC: Russian and French Via the Media" - 10/5/72

Nikolai Loginov, Press Counselor, Permanent Mission of the USSR
to the UN, "Soviet Foreign Policy and President Nixon's Visit to Moscow" -
11/15/72

Richard Rockingham-Gill, Consultant on Soviet Affairs to Radio
Free Europe, Munich, "The Soviet Position on Armament Reduction and
European Security" - 4/16/73

Ivan Crkvencic, University of Zagreb and Kent State University,
"Effects of Emigration from Yugoslavia and the Problem of Returning
Emigrant Worksrs" - 5/4//3

Karol Estreicher, Jagellonian University, Krakow, "Krakow in
tho Time of Copernicus" - 5/23/73.

Olga Nedolijkovic, Yugoslavia, "Palstals in South Slavic
Languages" - 6/21/73

.

9
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OSV

The Program also sponsored two symposia, one on Baltic Literature and
the other on the Population Crisis in the Soviet Union. Plans are now
under ways to publish the papers in book form as soon' as possible.

As the largest, and really the only full-fledged graduate program in
Slavic and East European Studies in the state of Ohio, we are called upon
to provide leadership within the state at many levels, from the training
of language teachers to the development of interdisciplinary, inter-
collegiate cooperative programs, as well as programs of interest to the
business and industrial community. Two years ago, the Center organized

the Ohio Slavic and East European Conference, open to all involved in
teaching Slavic and East European subjects on any levels secondary school

the two-year college, fouk-year college, and the university. Two meetings
were held in 1971-72, and two meetings were also held in 1972-73, the first
in conjunction with the Midwest Slavic Conference meeting at Bowling Green
in October of 1972, and the second in Columbus at the time of the AATSEEL
and OMLTA meetings in early May of 1973.

Under the editorship of Professor Ronald Smith of'the Department
of slavic-Languages, the Center printed and distributed Eive"issues of
the'cohio Slavic and East European Newsletter ( OSEEN) to all members of

OSEEC, and to. all faculty and graduate students working in this area at

Ohio State.

During the,Spring Quarter of 1973, two study tours to the Soviet
Union took place. The one for Russian Language Training was headed by.
Professor Ronald Smith, and the other in Psychology and Psychiatry by
Professor Samuel Corson.

The University continues to support the American Association
for the Advancement of Slavic studies by releasing a faculty member 50%
time to be Executive Secretary, by furnishing salaries fox the Editor of
the Newsletter andlsome clerical help, and by giving office and.storage .
space for the AAASS Headquarters and-the -20-man staff of the Current
Digest of the Soviet Press., The University also contributed space, some
financial support, and some released time for two faculty members,
Profe. ;sors Kenneth E. Naylor and James Scanlan, involved in the production'

of the American Bibliography of Slavic and East European Studies for the
1967, 1968-69, and the 1970-72 volumes.
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(arliE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY

College of Agriculture

The general purpose of The Ohio State University/USAID program of assistance
for the State of Punjab,and the Punjab Agricultural University is set forth in
the contract document as follows:

" The Ohio State University assist the State of the Pinjab, India,
in the establishment of the Punjab Agricultural University, an institution to
serve agriculture and the rural economy of the State through the expansion of
knowledge and diffusion of it .among the people. "The Contractor (The Ohio-State
University) will assist the State and the University in developing policies,
plans and,programs and will advise on the organization, administration and
operation of the University; on the development Of resident instruction, extension

and research programs on ways and means by which the sons and daughters of
rural people and others maybe provided opportunities for training in modern
agriculture; and on the planning, construction and maintenance of, physical'
facilities and equipment of the University and asligslaled-undertakings."

The project purpose as given above for the Punjab has also been appli-
cable to the State of Haryana and the Haryana Agricultural University since
1970.

Under the broad agreement between USAID and.the Government of India,-the
specific intention of the Agricultural University development program was
to assist in the development of State agricultural universities dlong the
pattern of the Land Grant Institutions of the United States. I

As 'With the previous regional program; the program by The Ohio State
University with PAU consisted of`three parts: (1) Assigning of individual
OSU faculty members to the.Punjah Agricultural University for periods varying
from a feW weeks to two or more years. (2) Programming, supervising, and
financing both advanced academic and special training of Punjab Agricultural
University faculty at OSU and otherji. S. institutions in accordance with
developmental needs of the Punjab Agricultural University, and (3) purchasing
and shipping to the Punjab Agricultural.Universtty library materials, labora-
tory equipment and other supplies and materials"hot available_in India, but
needed for thf divelopment of the University."

OSU FACULTY ASSIGNED TO PAU AND HAD

The assignment of OSU faculty to'India, was the first and basic part of
the program. Careful. study was made by the Indian leaders, The Ohio State

University administrators, and the AID/Mission to arrive at the critical areas

......

in which OSU specialists were needed. As the Program progressed-the additional

.-----,,,,-----sf
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-needs became evident and new OSU faculty were added.

In the early years of program, OSU speCialists were assigned for long
terms (more than one year). As the program matured at the Punjab Agricultural
University, more short term OSU faculty were programmed. It was definitely
Most important when a department was started that the OSU faculty advisor was
needed .for a. longer period in-order not only tohelp with_the planning, but
to work along side the Indian staff to develop new courses, new research
projects and extension programs. Q

The total number of assignments or terms of duty of OSU Faculty was.63
including 37 long term (1 to 2 years) and 26 short term (less than one yearL

INDIAN FACULTY TRAINED IN THE U.S:

,_The advanced training of Indian Faculty was one of the most important

parts-of the program.

The Ohio Stite University programmed the training of the Indian faculty

. 'members_in the United States, monitored and, managed the program and paid the

eXpenses:TN1-0-5U 'coordinator and facility experienced in India could do

this programming especially:well because they were well acquainted with the

Indian University needs. The training was tailored to the needs of PAU or ; .

HAU or other: institutions.

A total of 106 Indians from Punjab, Haryana, and Himachal Pradesh received

training in the ,United\States on the OSU Regional and University programs

from 1955-73. 1 Z

STUDENT, FACULTY AND FARMER EXCHANGE

Ohio State University continues to hav4 a number of advanced Indian
students fromithePunjab Agricultural University and Haryana Agricultural
University. t is hoped that student exchange programs can continue.

I

However, in-m st cases- Indian students will need to have financial support.
Likewise, it is hoped that faculty exchange can take place between OSU
and the Indian Universities. :

i

A farmer ' exchange program between Ohio and,Punjab/Haryana was started
in 1971. Thi-wai another program originating from the relationships which
had developedas'a result of the OSU/AID Contractiprogram. During July and
August of 1971, thirteen Indian farmers from Pun* and Haryana States, were
hosted by son+ 35 Ohio farm families. In 1972 again 6 Indian farmel's were
hosted by about 15 Ohio'farm families. It is expected that some Ohio farmers
will pay retutn visits to Punjab and Haryana. This programis self- financing
and was not alpart of the OSU/AID contract program. It has considerable
educational apd international relations value.

.i
;,
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r'
UNITED 'NATIONS .ASSOCIATION:.

Arti

tirlit.I.P.A: WHAT WE ABE ..

I,

UNA is a private. non-pro:it. non-Aartisso organ'.
ri.t!ot-. ded:cct-ed 'o broadening public knowledge
aDout the United Nations and it faureacning

;iv:Ves. Vie seek to stimulate pu lic opinion in
s:pport ct constructive .US poitci s in the UN
etc, o Cetera!) new ideas on howto make the ,

a%_.',,a mare effective instrument for.de ling CU:
;1, c: obt.....ms.
i

UNA is.t.h:, gponsOi\of research projects on
fil. o'f el:emotional' issues through its National.
P:Tqy Pareis.

N

6 :l {i .:i lle official coordinating body for the ,.. . 10.. 1,-..1,.. ..n it, - , ..).1; orcejram. wo,71..n with a Na-
! c.-- -.1 . ,,. :: a e Ct:rman appointed by the Prosi-

t -: rit.'t_ tittod Slates, together with governors
a. .miioro i.., raarly 2,000 communities.

- 'UNA Is e. :1;i:or:wide network of 200 local Chap-
u c e"r1 aria:ens .and over 150 cOciper414-ng na-
4i....,. ar;:isn'zatiors. _

:rig s a ,:zported entirety by PI orriberstp dues.
c.:01:::-....tic.13 fr6ra ind:vtrIuals, foundations, busi-
rscs anc labor oigsnizallons and by income from
its cucticahons. conferences and-special events.

WHY' V. :E A7.:12

UNA believesthaLall the world's peoples share'
Ulu same needsfor food and shelter, for peace
and security, for freedom and dignityand that
ice Urlited Nations offers the best opportunity
for achieving them.

UNA believes that eyery American is affected
by wprtd events, that any event in one part of the
world can, have consequences In another.

UNA believes that he United.Stetes must. again
take the leir37-71iiiktrig the UN a stronger instru:
ment for dealing with today's global needs.

. .t

10 11 VciE VI/ Pi;

o UNA CHAPtEP.S AnD , MS: individual-
_ _NINA_members, .brought together throLgh 'local

branches in communitieslacross the coifdtry. p.sbi
at the Center rat LINA's wss-roots activities.
Chapters are (he source of informatiron fer.electk.t
olliasts and the local me4ta: the s,onsoirolof
UN's and other local programs 14 students and k
adults; -the catalyst for coalitions mith .1

religious ano service' organizations; the Mario-
uting agents for UN and'UNA pubficatrops.4.1ani :
Chapters also mairktaih in forroation and gift centers.

* THE COUNCIL. OF ORGANIZATIONS: Mare t'a'i
-150 nations"' oigaitizaticits ;4 .hn '
their programs to the tinned Na;.ral. Tr7::
is the link between UNA spa 111., gyp.
vidual members of these national orr.,..tlieat.oie.
It includes a Wi..$b tittlge of arot,pb e.t.1 ,=5 t:-ie
League of Wo:r.en Vt,te-s. :no

°Associatpri andthe APL-C:O. 1h4
'working arms-: the Co-verz:ze
-letives sa New York ccr.s..tr.,..si
appointed by UNA's affilipiad organil.Miz,ns-
Council of Washington Rup:Irenazues oft
is composed of Washingtor.-box.xd org:^
with a special interest in tha Unet' s!Fi
time to time ad hoc commit' cos e.;.-..:*.lhae 0Y .
these grd.fp-s to deal

COMMUNITY ACT:00 is '4: :he heat e.t.-y-
thing UNA does to buts: inforer.511 zinc:
public Aipint. UNA Clapters otitsr
groups work together to bring
ii.ternational develepraants to .nc '''' .
They develop programs on ;:ecns$ of .n..,toal -.
terest ard engage in joint ifforla to gef ,

officials aware or their ir.west i ar0c :,s-es
affecting the UN. They ;oin force,s for toe octeer-
Vance of United' Natters Day. r.',otobel- 24th me
focal point for LINA's"yea.-ro.,! u -p:a;r.rnrnrsg.

.e

.
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UNA

WHAT WE DO

U".:ts uried programs ad activities focus public araireness on issues of worldwide concei7
, zevelop c-tizen involvement in foreign policy-making and encourage Americans to realize

tr-a- in an age of global interdependence the only solutions to our problems at home are
solutio.a involving the world.

1-1

NATIONAL POLICY PANEL 7(720/IS are both
St ,; idt-3-cutgo, recomnie :dawns by in-

of proirinent experts on spe-
racing me US and trio UN. These

.(ro.;:ts r,..1' ;_ter) shape official US policy and
in a wise range of areas from

. hr.: to -p,:s-. cornmurr.atione.
I. ; r:orking with a veriflar

daveioped the basis for
tc . anrcomer,ts and exchanies- two :OW* 1,25. Sirmler discussions
/ lec to brcakthroughs which

t- flicio' r Anotiter UNA
' -,aters cl busiri?.ss.

C calmrliGnitieS 4.1.1a:S "' "1

. nterest. Corair.unity grouos
:r uot.ntry t%e reports r'..s the

tas s rand. ecormendatiuns to:their

THE NATIONAL UN DAY PROCRAM is the ob-
servarce on October 240 of the, anniversary of
the United Nations. In the United States the event
is commemorated in conimunit!es in all 50 states
undar the le,riership of a National UN Day Chair-
man who is appointed by the President of the
U:-..: Ststrs, and a Nat.onal UN Day Committee

i,C00 bolts es:, r_ric tabor le4derd,
ri.-(tivh.-:ide observance e oeuguraled in the

members the 0)mmittee and their
geests in New Ycrk for UNA's "Business
anc Lenor Co rrie. to the UN ;.:inner. As diverse as
the tinV:r.: Stxs vv.% Pdservanee includes
ev3.7:ii.r4. from town ineet:rigs, debates and

J'I's to special exhifoits and official
UNA is the administrator of me observ-

cis. wr d develops programs arid guides activi-
ties et thic community, state and national levels,
Special ethicat.onal materials are prepared every
year for UN Day.

TH: it.TER DEPENDENT is a ''ir-ty monthly
re: s. orts..f., a concise :::.pup of global

r. easy -to-read format. It includes cov-
eir.it- i :re complex rsst.es :hat int; American
er.:G.-. ir; the lest of the ...fort:Ior:0/0r. iood
v s.- S tract.:

:; ; 10:E..i 114:"L'olncs
s oorrenta :h:(I have oi'y o -: (ri toticiiod

s v..th special ern.-il-;s, s.on US for-
e 3YI -Y,CY the olt of Lie viii i 4.-CoriS
Tne : ft);enootit goes ta al; uNA nterib:.rs,
to :s U L::i UN ann to 4.1 r...;re:.:..!ig
nu:1z, acre..ti lac .;ounry.

U`:A'S r:;.'3:::ICTON OFFICE foRows deveiop-
rir: :$ witien s capital wh.ch a"act US

r united No.t.ons and e...er inter-
Tfli. iiticrmat.on ;$ rl'

C.. ;at:- irrh.

:3.4:1,,-,1 and the Comiess
irifdimation or UN iss..i.s.

Tr= Qrogram is assisted izt;ve
Orapt::r of some 2,000 rnambarr,

-mu Co.zit of Washington af.uresenta-
t.veS.

CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL E-*NVIRON
lyIENT INFORMATION was established +it cooper.
rltion with the United Nations Enihronment Pro-
gc.-1-1 to increase ttnee(stiinoirt; in the

rr Czincola of o,loval on. ohinen-
Dramng on its own netoi,nrk of cor-

r_wendunts wound the world, the Center provides
inf...rmatioir to subscribers on international envi-
renmeatel problem... At the core of the Center's
program is a newsietter, World Environment Re-
port published every other week.

Tist con to
t.
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4H INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS

(V%4
1.

,) N ce,r4tt4
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As la. it VV. delegate you hill spend sis mouths in
031C of 13 coop...sting host vitintries, living with farm
tarrol- (.4unit:ores with stiteints. or ailing

sthatints. Yon learn by doingwrking,
te,sth:ov. 14;tyine airsth side your hosts. You

share al.as of 4 II to strer.riben their rural youth clubs.
Wh;le ob.; rving then way of life. you will also be
rating g;ein idunit sour country. 'I hrourh the cc.trunon
suds of if you better ail Intl the customs, had--

owls, expsci mons and hapes of your hosts. And. von
:sill share these experiences w lb others on your return.

iiYE is 441's pibitccr international cultang.e. Since
1948. mote than 4,000 young people from 69 countries
and the tinned Matcs twee participated. To be a delegate
you must N. tvitter, 20 :,04 jean of age. have at
least a high kehool cdaer.non. e..;s:rience in 441 or sirni
kir youth programs. be single and in good health.

Applieat'ons me endorsed by your County 441 Mice.
State not..ihations are confirmed and host rottenly as-
signments vide by the National 4-H Club Foundation.
"I he test 5.1,Ittsu for each two-way esclumks k provided

4.1.;te tvrogrstin. wits the remaining two-thirds
of the scholarship developed through lite National 4-11
Sponsors Council.

Delegate di:pa/toles arc schetlobal each April. Iliac
and Septeml,.;.. deperahng upon the location of your
host cotinir). Vora uourturpatt cxchangcc will probably
be in the U.S. from May through October.

4100.

.,
tt.tr .:1;t4ta

Those of you at home will have an important role in
4.11 internation.d exchanges. too. You may two= one
of the huntlicdt of host families who accept exelhingees
into their homes Ihrourh II VI' anti the 4-11 Teen Cara-
van each year Through your exchangee, you learn about
his hotnektral An.I its people You arc his teacher of

m.A crican tif Itural and misty families alike arc ex.
changec hosts. giving the visitors a broad view of our
country. Apply through your County 441' Office.

Now older 4-H lumbers (from 17 to 19 years) may
lake part in a 4-11 international exchange. Poch lime
you may join a 4-H Teen Caravan to Europe or Latin
America for an exciting eight weeks. .

First, there will be a six-week visit with your host
family, probably having young people your own age.
They tikl help you to learn their language, see how
they Sim know their neighbors and friends, and better
understand their country. III turn, you will tell them
about your family. school, 44 Club acid community.

Then you will join other 4.1.1 Caravaneis for a fasci-
nating ten-day tour of major points of interest in lands
ncigbborhig your host country. You will :olive home in
time for the fall school semester with countlert experi
erices to share with Wets and others.

Tice 441 Teen Caravan is usually financed by the
participants themselves. The cost is about $1.0:)0 per
person. To be a Cittavancr you must be in good health.
study the language of your bust country. be interested in
international affairs, and have the qualities of an "am-
bassador of good will." Your application must be
approved by your parents, local 4-H Club leader. County
Extension 4-H Office, and the State 441 International
Programs Leader. Final selection and country assign-,
ments arc made by the National 4-H Club Foundation.

BEST COPY fillrall3LE
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Goals for Global Involvement: CAIP

COLUMBUS AREA

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM

THE COLUMBUS AREA INTERNATIONAL
PPOGRAM

The C.31:.:-..t:s Isregrain (CAIP)
.lzs :o et In ;me, f-t`: 1 liter the wrid, a

n!..,:e op of social w0,-kers.
)onit health workets
..;1. 1.1 etc .1. 51.0es to take part in it four

its parpme is to make a
t:It - intern:mm-41 untie:-

:-/ g:." p-t engaged in
.1%1 servis.t »lI OPOr:Ur'ilY

";. ter. %O. .1;0. PR.i.01:'%I.AN in illeSe

1 ic:1;2%.2 :1;,:w lt:e Cal, 101$) Area lara:-
re.:0-1:11 f.sr 311r1 beiIirei at

:q" .: -,1:: Pi" SOCLIINVork. rol-
1 ;Lt.! wtt;; tai al

i :ta
o 6:21 v.cre in Columbus for

i :t Crar.61 s6 lay etroagh Aagasf. Nine of
6.,6,101-:n :heir with the

- t , n:r or "Ao :went-lee Pro-
r:.

Wilh the coMpletion of its fourth 'year the
pio,tram 11.N »12t.le possible the

pat ticipation of 95 young proles:jowls horn
7 commis.. in and West Europe. the
Near 1-1.61. Oka and South America.
During thew four y:ars 38 .igi."fltiiei in Colum-
bus 12.te Loovcoted in the work program,
.ind 212 tamales bast: stred their homes with
pai ticipanis.

International itrograms arty not r.t..w, however,
IP 6 the 1.nrs-st exchange prorram in which

the U.S. Dcpaitment of State is ins olved. The
program is unique becansethe participants are
atkill iv:tett:inners who conic to this country
to work. study and learn about Hick profes-
sion., in a close association iti American

ofesional. they are intensely interested in
AnisTica and :.ich other's collates.

In addiii011 proprains are con-
ducted mmuitaneouvly in Chicago. C leveland,
Phihnis-lphw, Minnevolis-St. Pshil.
Rio:111110nd. 1::11:mutioo and Morptitown, In

I KA FAMi LY

Ai:oetiotT 77 10,..inihns families shared their homes
dining the 197.4 prowani, file excitemrsit of close
association with someone from amnion country is :.
rewarding, experiove for membets of rto hurt

A.:a:lit-aim tent! to see theinselvgs in a Iliffete.:(
light 2ficr sllattlh qr.vpoilirs Whit the s'shor. Whig.
ing gap ruin plistn to person and group to

g'niotlisthrough .the CIP in a way is hihtein: a rapllont
Parr('i is) 113iiil 40;1 a milt towpit'. nwrnaroln.il

slleciuog and ....steaming hos'
no.1 then ssginting parti:ipanyt 1;ing p.m hi

the I.:a:m.16s ine.rrarn is a lash of the honbi2. roia
niittco.

1973 new programs berm in Alkau I, Tana-
hassw: and Baltimore.

Although C H' pa; iicipahts learn about Ameri-
ca and the American people by attending
classes and working profes.joaally in an
algency, gleat deal of learning Likes place itt
the homes or host familiesClose friend-
ships arc made and attitudes iirc changed. A
participant -lives with a family for one month,
then moves on to another. By the end of a
fou-month slay, a participant will have be-
come closely involved with four different
Willies. He will have been exposed to a
cross-section of American home life. Marriage.
child-rearing. food and home-making are
observed in day-to-day living. It is difficult for
barriers to exist when people live together.

A good command of the Englisii langtingc is
tequired of the foreign visitors older for
Ilium to obtain the most from the classes and
lectures, and to work effectively with the
agencies,

9 '` ten tartL".1
t
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Goals for Global Involvement! COCIV

CENTRAL. OHIO COUNCIL for INTERNATIONAL VISITORS

Each year ihnt, e4 to the
Uoitert Slaeus, r.ronp.; or ac ind;virtuot
nr 4et soc.ilite, .10 ibis-.

i whom
I: 7 lint.. tCh. c.' henid For

+boy rc.itc rioting
!sr- t1.7 ol and F inern.

C' 4...11 t, Witt.i visitors
s . bre . of , x ht.': will be

to ..-teroriOli iwne in a
$4...;:ty of ...l.'s which :.lay In lust
Off; d liPA oahudes onrri the
United States er0 tiny froorr-ctional ac-
liity In which it _00;;coges.

PERSON TO PERSON

Every year international exchange and training pro-
grams bring thousands of sponored visitors to our
shores who travel for shod stays to communities
large and small throughout the United Slates.

Americans who have the opportunity to welcome
those visitors into their communities and into their
homes have learned thot such personal contacts
not only enrich their owe lives but also help reduce
prejudice and misunderstanding.

1
95.

As they iravel a :ess the land, visitors meet
many citizen volunteers who ore the driving

forte in programs that provide oppottuni-
ties for serious visitors to gain a full and
lair lew of the American scene.---

tisitors will form their own opinions of vs.
But hopefully the misconceptions they bring
with them on OftiYui v gi in some measure
be oiFet by the realities they find here.
Helping visitors uederstrend these cs:Ien be.
wgdering realities Is a goal Iowcrd which

-COS:RV-volunteers striverFor-it-h Oft the

basis of such under:funding that we base
our hopes for a more stable world Society.

NATION TO NATION

.7(

Is there a better road to peace among nations than
understanding among people?

Our short-term international exchange and training
programs, Atrough their educglional and directly
personol ht4oct, are a lifeline to the future for a
world that is emerging from tho shadows of the
past.

9ts tOPV NO rat
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SPONSORED SHORT TERM VISITORS
,

Who Are They? ,

They are special people.

Some have great potential for leadership and com-
munication in their own countries and will take back
new ideas, informatiim and techniques they learned
here.

'4

Others may already have achieved distinguished
status or technical competence at home and ore
;milling to share their wisdom and experience with
us through visits here.

They may come from any walk in life, from any
profes sion, trade-or.occupation,_and_from any eco-
nomic, social or cultural backgroqnd.

Who Sponsors Them?

The United Slates Government sponsor' many visi-
torsour Department of State conducts educational
and cultural exchange programs; and our Agency
lot International Development and Department of
Defense have extensive training programs for per.
sons from abroad.

Other sponsors may be private U.S. organizations,
foreign governments, international agencies, or a
combination of any of these.

Sponsorship may mean full financial support, partial
support, or assistance solely on trovel or program
arrangements with no financial aid at all.

...

Why Are They Sponsored?

-CS

The sponsor is usually interested not only in offering
opportunities to particular individuals who can
share their knowledge with others, but also in pro-
moting every possibility for better understanding
between the visitor's country and the United States
through personal exchanges between peoples of
both countries. .

4

.
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Goals for Global Involvement: AIESEC

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF

STUDENTS IN ECONOMICS AND
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

e

What is AIESEC?

Al ESEC (pi onounced "eyesec") is the Asso-
ciation Internat:onale des Etudiants en Sciences
Economiques et Commerciales.

.

"AIESEC is an international serdentmanaged
organization vrith nation:11 headqbarters in

, New York City and local committees on 67
campuses throughout the United States.
AIESEC seaks to identify and train, through
international management experience, a select
group of economics and business students
with outstanding leadership potential in 55
countries. The independent, nonprofit, non
political nature of AIESEC makes it unique
among student organizations anywhere in the
world.

For time past 28 years, AIESEC has provided
meaningful work experiences for over 75,000
students including 6.200 Americans. In addi-
tion, A IESEC has inidated business seminars,
panel discussions, ca.eur planning meetings,
and industrial work/study tours in various
economic environments designed to compli

4ment theoretical classroom training. Our sue-
/ass lies in the interaction of students, acade-

mieians, and business leaders promoting inter-
national management skills and knowledge.

WHY SHOULD YOU PARTICIPATE
IN AIESEC?

Some of the benefits most often mentioned
by our business supporter, s are:

a source of highly motivated young
managerial talent for temporary project

.work or seasonal workloads; _

6 access to a select corps of internationally
trained youpg managers, of boil' U.S.
and foreign nationality, foi possible re
&Lament;

better relations for your company with
the community and leading students on
U.S. and foreign campuses by means of
direct personal contact and favorable
wordof-mouth advertising;

a healthier, eitorc knowledgeable attitude
toward international business on the pail
of tomorrow's industry and government
leaders, both in the U.S. and abroad;

n international exchange of managonent
techniques and philosophies;

tt an internal morale booster for your em
ployees who enjoy exposure to young
People from other countries.

1 Oti
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AIESEC

AIESEC PROGRAMS

In tern Exchange Program

Each year, AIESEC students in 55 countries
raise jobs for foreign students ranging From
two to eighteen months in duration. Jobs
offered include:

t An in-dppth exposure to a particular de-
partment by taking part in the regular
work flow.

A special research project allowing for
creativity and individual initiative.

An overview of the firm by rotation
through several departments.

A position in the company's regular train-
ing program.

Your participation in the exchange allows a
local student to apply for an internship at a
firm in a foreign country. Company and stu-
dent applications complete with descriptive
data and personal statements ale computer
matched and hand-verified at the internation-
al AIESEC Congress held in March of each
year.

Companies accepting the AIESEC student
nominated to them pay the individual a work-
ing stipend cf SI25-S175 per week net of
taxes. Companies are also required to Day a
SctOO Administrative Feu to AIESEC which
defers the cost of obtaining a foreign student.
For universities, state and focal governments,
and non-profit Institutions, a fee of S-200 will
be charged. In return, AIESEC handles all
matters relating to visas. transportation, insure
ante and housing and provides asocial and
cultural reception program.

A

Leadership Development Progiani / Executive
Envoy Program

The Leadership Development Prot], am enables
Students from developing mountries to liaise
the . oppoi tunity to learn new manNerront
techniques through their internships in the
United States and also to' learn more about
AIESEC management. After business hours",
interns receive training from AIESEC so that,
upon rearming to thei6 home countries, they
can improve the AIESEC programs there.
American AIESEC students develop AIESEC
abroad in a similar fashion in *the Executive.
Envoy Program. Convanies usually pay a por-
tion of the intern's travel costs.

Local Student/Business Programs

Throughout the academic year, A IESEC .5pon-
sors campus, activities- for -its -ti kanbersand
students atlarge to "incre.e.c the interact ion
between bdsiness people ,ind college and uni
versity members. :

Business Seminars and Pano.I Discussions focus
on an issue of concern to all participants .and
draw from the student. academic, and busi-
ness sectors. Seminars that tire held on a com-
mon theme in many cities are surnmari7ed by
the National Committee. Findings are distri
buted to are/ interested individuals.

Career Planning Meetings alloy., blisiness (ono::
senZatives to present their companies and
industries to American students on campus
and to Meet potential t.tr.plowes. Toms of
local (jam real informal eet togarhers on emu-
pus also provide first hand knowledge of lard
nrns operations.

The Seminar Study and Training Proeam
(SSTP) in sclucitxf U.S. cities ct ofribini.:, weekly
distal$SiOns will.1 the liticvn 1_:.:tellcitle. Indivi-
dual and ta oup papers are tvlitten by the stu-
dent participants in this program.*

0
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Lesson Seven: ATTITUDES TOWARD FOREIGN INVESTMENT -- HOW IMAGES AND

INFORMATION AFFECT OUR DECISIONS

Duration: Four or five class pbriods.

Purpose: To show students how images of "foreigners" affect the way
people react to international activities and policies.

Ajective: Students will infer their own stereotypes about other
peoples and those of their parents from a survey of attitudes.
They will compare these reactions with those of Ohio workers
involved in a foreign investment situation: Finally, they
will compare the reactions of Ohio workers with those of a
Japanese firm in a similar situation.

Background Information f9r Teachers:

The goalsof a'group affect its international activity. However, many
activities may achieve a given goal. A business firm can make profits
by making its products locally and selling them abroad (exporting). or by,
making as well as selling them abroad (foreign investment). It can

locate a factory in any number of places and still "maximize" profits.
!that a group decides to do internationally, therefore, may often reflect
the attitudes and knowledge of people in the group as well as the goals
of the group.

Inforliation about other pftoples and countries, or the lack of it, can
profoundly affect our attitudes about international activities. Despite

our indirect involvement in the global community, most of us have little
knowledge about other cultures or conditions in other countries. As a
result, when forced to make decisions about "international activities,"
we often must rely on_stereotypes rather than good information.

Stereotypes themselves need not be all bad. A stereotypic Image of Asjans
may see them as "exotic" or "interesting" people, a favorable even if
stereotypic image. Asians may also be seen as "cunning" or even "devious,"
an unfavorable as well as stereotypic image. These stereotypes may or
may not be useful in making a good decision about International activity.
Stereotypes can be useful if they capture a general element of truth.
Picturing Japanese workers as highly commited to their corporations is a
stereotype. It is also generally true. So, in the absence of better
information about the workers in question, it may be a useful stereotype.

Our stereotypes and our information about the world come from a number of
sources. Most of us learn these attitudes from our parents and our 21211:
School and the media (eg, newspapers, magazines, television, books) can
ETWortant sources of additional information about the world. They can
also be sources of attitudes. But they usually do not change basic
attitudes learned from parents and friends. Attitudes more often do
change as a result of personal ex erience. People who have had more
experience with foreigds usual y ave Tess stereotyped images of them.

102.
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They are also more likely to see the similarities between other cultures
ar; our

There is also likely to be a similarity between our stereotypes of other
peoples and our attitudes about :nternational activity. People who

see foreigners as threatening are more likely to feet that such inter-
national activities as foreign investment are threatening:, People who

see themselves as part of a.00mmunity of mankind are moce likely to see
activities such as this as a glue that binds the world together.
Historically there has even been a relatidaship between a person's
jiolitical ideas and attitudes toward international activity. People who

think of themselves as "liberal" have also been more likely to look
favorably on international activities.

This lesson provides students with an opportunity to explore their own
international stereotypes and those of their. parents. It shows how these

images can affect evaluations of a particular interna Tonal activity --
local investments by foreign corporations. Finally, i shows how

differences in the background and roles of people can a feet their
attitudes toward an issue like this. While the survey of parents and
subsequent activities (Steps 4-6) are core parts of this lesson, the
objectives can be met without these steps if necessary.

Materials: Copies of the following articles for projecting or handing
out: (1) "Copperweld Suit Begins in Court," (2) "!metal
'Takeover Case Continues," (3) "To the Barricades," (4)
"Rdthschild Calls Copperweld U.S. Investment Choice," (5)
"Suit Against !metal Deal is Dismissed," (6) "GM Discovered
Trust Came Slowly, Warily At Its Isuzu Affiliate." One,

copy of the "Survey of Attitudes Toward Foreign Investment"
for each student.

Strategies:

Step 1:

, OPE11111G THE -LESSO:i

Announce to the class that you are considering taking a leave
of absence for personal reasons. At your insistence, the
students will have some say in who replaces you. Since they
are doing global studies, you have asked the schoolboard for
someone from another country. They have sent three names.
All you know is that nne is fro! London, England, one is
from Frankfurt, Germany, and one is from Tokyo, Japan.

nave students write their choice of a Vat:cher on a piece of
paper along with the reason why. ('.lave someone tabulate the

results during the discussion.)

Men the votes are collected, ask students whom they chose
and why. Reasons are likely to be sketchy, but based on
stereotypes about these nationalities. For example, Japanese
are exotic, Germans are tough disciplinarians, English speak
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English well. SLdents should see their reasons as stereo-
. types that 'may or may not be the case. The Japanese teacher
may have spent years in the United States and not be at all
"exotic." The English'teachermay speak with an accent worse
than the others. Not all Germafis are rough disciplinarians.
Stress the:Importance of idfoOMation in making decisions like
these, and 11:d images or stereotypes like this usually take
over when we .do not have a lot of information. Note that
stereotypes can be favorable, or unfavorable. They.may.even,
be generally true. You might want to explore the stereotypes
the students havet'of other people within Columbus.

= DEVELOPING THE LESSON

Step 2: People often let stereotypes affect their judgments about
international activities. We don't have or haven!t tried
to get information we need to make better decisions. An

example is th6 reaction of people to investments by foreign
companies'in the community. '

. -

Hand out\copies of the'Survey Of Attitudes Toward Foreigd
Investment. Have students answer questions 1 through 4
on a separate sheet of paper.

Step 3: When they have finished, have students read the articles:
(1) Coppeiweld Suit Begins in Court, J2) 'metal Takeover
Case Continues, and (3) Tcothe Barricades. Then discuss
the following questOns: 4

1. _What were the reactions of the Ohio workers to the
prospect of having a French firm buy their company?

2. Were there any stereotypes underlying this reaction
and what were they? (For example, foreigners are un-
commited to the local community or untrustworthy so
they are likely to shut down the plant.)

3. Were the reactions and stereotypes of these workers
similar to or different from your own answers to the
survey? What were'the differences and similarities ard`,._
why do you think there were thesp differences and
ziwilarities?

Step 4: As a homework assignment, have students interview one of their
parents or some other adult (e.g., a neighbor, relit-Tye, etc.),
using the full Survey 1Aititudes Toward Foreign Investment.'
The surveys should be kept anonymous even if you wish to keep
track of who does or does not complete the assignment.

Step 5: Divide the class into four groups. Assign one part of the

survey to each group as described below. Have students divide
their surveys and give the parts to the appropriate groups:
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Group 1: Part . 1- Attitudes Toward Investment in Existing
Companies

Group II: Part II- General Attitudes Toward Non-Local
Investment

4

Group III: Part 111- Attitudes Toward International Involve-
.. ment and Political Orientation ,

Group IV: Part 'IV- Experience with Others and Occupation

.1 *
Have each group prepay a report on the results for their
part of the survey. They might prepare charts or graphs. "fl-m.

reports should include,e description of the answers given, and,
for Parts 111:and IV, a judgment about whethei- differences among',
the parents explain differences in their attitudes. That 10d°
people who say that forerw.investment would be "mostly good"
appearto be different from people who say it would be "Mostly
bad?"

e f.

Step 6: Rave students givetheir group reports in class and discuss the
. major points. You might use the following question:

1. Were the attitudes of he people you interviewed consis-
tent? That is did )'mattermatter if the "foreign" investor
was an Ohio firm, a/French firm, or a New York firm? If

they'wevie inconsis,tent,.how do you explain this? What is

the difference among the_three_exaTplesi_
2. Were the attitudds toward international ictiviey generally

consistent-with .ttitudes toward foreign investment? If

not, why not? Are there some underlying attitudes)toward
other people that unfavorable respopses'reflect? What
about attitudes underlying favorable responses?

3. Did people withdifferent experiences also seem to have
different attitudes? Which people were most likely to

'ftcfael that investment by the French firm was Pmostly good?"
What images fro 1ou think are the basis fortht difference?

4. Where do you think most people get their attitudes about
the world?/Where doyou get most of your attitudes?

Step 7: Have students, read the subsequent articles about the !metal

case: (4),ROthschild Calls Copperweld U.S. Investment Choice,
and (5) prit Against lmetal Deal is Dismissed. Discuss
whether; based on these events and this testimony, the stero-
types of the workers were probably c6rrect or not.

CONCLUDING THE LESSON

Step 8: ;Have students read the article "GM Discovered Trust Came
Slowly, Warily At Its Isuzu Affiliate." 'Compare the

actions and stereotypes of the Japanese with those of the

. Ohioans in the Copperweld case. Note the extensive investments
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of Americans and even mid-Ohloans abroad, and the importance
and difficulty of being a good "citizen" of all the places
in which these firms are located.

.INSTRUCTIONAL OPTIODS

Resource Persons:

-Invite a speaker frgm Resources International to talk to the
class about images other people halie of United States
businesses and how they.deal with those images. The speaker
Jnight Aistuss how his or her firm'attempts to be a good
"corporate citizen" of other communities in which they are
located. (Ca11,461-0632 two weeks in advance.)

-After the 'students have read about'Oti and its isuzu
. affi late, request an expert on 'Japan from Resources Inter-

natio al. A resource person who has taught English to
Japane e businesspersons could talk about Japanese preparation
for and attitudes toward working with Americans. (Cal:1.461--

0632 two weeki in advance.)

English and Language Arts:

-Have studenps.idencify a stereotypic character from television,.
eg, Archie Bunker, Chrissy (Three's Com any), orFred Sanford,
and make a list of characteristics which make the character a
stereotype. In small groups, have students discuss their
findings and the pros and cons of television iv-iters promoting

-

stereotypes.
P

-Dave students analyze in writing a comic strip character who
might be considered a stereotype. As a follow-up, have students
create an Imaginary narrative involving the stereotyped
Character in an unfamiliar situation and showing-how he/she
might react, eg, "dharlie Brown Visits the Opera."

-Dave students, in pairs, write an imaginary dialogue between
two stereotyped characters from television or the comics.
After the pairs present their dialogue orally to the class, ,

uiscuss arty fallacies in the thinking shown by the characters.
Dave students write tJieir dialogue, paying special attention
to punctuation, for publicatiAn on the bulletin board ordin a

dittoed class newspaper.
4

-Have students write a paragraph describing the typicalmiddlp
school student. After they share their paragraphs orally in
small gforps or to the whole class, discuss the stereotypic
information contained in'their writings and the good and/or
harmful effects of ihiaking of a "typical" middle school student.

3



SURVEY OF ATTITUDES T3JARD FOREIGA IMVESTMEAT

...%)

To the Student: Before asking the following questions, explain the
purpWsWiTir the interview to the person you are interviewing. It is

part of a lesson you are currently working on in social studies. The

purpose of the lesson is to investigate :liffIrent attitudes and
exneriences ;.':ogle have and see how they affect how peopl, feel thout
n particular international activity. The activity is foreign invest-

m2nt by businesses. Explain also that the interjew should take about
fifteen minutes and that it will be anonymous. That is, no one but
you :rill know who is being interviewed by you.

PYIT I: ATTITUDES TOWARD 11VESTMENT !A EXIST1AG COMPANIES

1. An Ohio manufacture; is currently trying to buy a French company
Olt makes copper products. Do you think it would be "mostly
good" or "mostly bad" if the sale goes through?

Mostly good Mostly bad

2. Why would this be .nstly good or mostly bad?

3. Would it be mostly good or mostly bad if it were a French company
buying an Ohio firm?

Mostly good Mostly bad

4. Why?

e.

5. Do you know of other cases in which foreign companies bought Ohio
firms?

Yes No._---..
sr

If yes, what haopened In those cases? (For example, was it

business as usual or did the foreign firm make big changes? What

were the changes? Were they good or bad?)

100
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PART I I : GENERAL ATTITUDES TOWARD 40M-LOCAL PIVESTMENT

Answers from page one: luestion I; Mostly good Mostly Lad
question 2: Mostly good Mostly bad

6. If the French firm was building a new factory and starting a new
company in Ohio rather than buying an existing company, would this
be "mostly good" or mostly bad?"

Mostly good ° Mostly bad 111111

7. Do you think it is "mostly good" or "mostly bad" that foreign
interests have been buying Ohio farmland as an investment?

Mostly good Mostly bad

8. Would it be 'mostly good" c- "mostly bad" if a company based in
'Jew York, and owned largely by non-Ohioans, were trying to buy an
existing Ohio company?

Aostly good Mostly bad

9. why?

4
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PART III: ATTITUDES TOWARD IITER4ATIMAL
ItIVOLVEMEIT MD POLITICAL DRIENTATIO4

Answers from page one: Question 1: Mostly good Mostly bad
Question 2: Mostly good Mostly bad

10. Would you agree or disagree with the idea that you are a
"citizen" of the world as well as a citizen of Ohio and of the
United States?

Agree -- Disagree ,

II. If you add up the benefits and problems, do you think our
involvement with people around the world through business,
tourism, and other non-governmental activities is basically good
for mid-Ohioans, basically bad, or,largely irrelevant?

Good Bad ...-. Irrelevant

12. Do you think more or less should be done to encourage under-
standing and cultural sharing between mid-Dhio families like
yours and people in other countries?

Les More

13, Do you like to think of yourself as more conservative, more
liberal, or as middle-of-the-road in your pRlitical thinking?

Liberal Conservative Middle-road ,././41M
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PART IV: EXPERIEUE WITH OTHERS AID OCCUPATION

Answers from page one: Question 1: Mostly good Mostly bad
Question 1: Mostly good Mostly bad

14. Rave you personally had much contact with people from other
countries?

a. Have you traveled abroad? Yes How .1.10
L. Have you met visitors from abroad? Yes No

..

..M
c. Were any of them foreign businesspersons? Yes 3o
d. Do you have'close friends or relatives

who are citizens of other 4ountries? Yes No

15. Uhere ould you say most of your information and ideas about
other people and about other countries has come? (Give a number
to each of the following, with the most important source of
information being #1 and the least important being 14).

a. Courses in school
b. The media (newspapers, magazines, books, TV)
c. Personal experience with foreigners
d. Parents or friends .111M1.1,

16. Would you say your principal occupation is:

a. Housewife (or househusband)
b. blue collar worker
c. White collar worker clerical)
4. White col lo. worker (managerial or prefe:sional)
e. Other

17. Does your principal occupation involve any kind of inter-
national activity?

Yes No

116
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Copperweld Suit
Begins Court

PITTSBURGH (AP)-The legal
battle between Copperweld
Corp, and the Paris-based
Societe Imetal was to get
underway Monday in the court-
room of U.S. District Court

's .fudge John Miller here,

The attempted takeover by
the.French firm has been met
with loud protests by
Copperweld employees and
politicians on all 14vels,
most of whom character,ze the
move as an outright grab to

drain Copperweld of profits,
leading to p" at shutdowns and
unemployment.
BUSLOADS of pickets, led by

a marching band and a man on
stilts wearing an Uncle Sam
suit, marched at the French
embassy in Washington last

week to protest the attempted
takeover.
Many of the demonstrators

carried signs that read things
like, "Go home, Frenchie,"
But for all theft.theatrics,

what happens in Miller's
courtroom may well determine
the future of the specialty
metals firm.

Copperweld is seeking a

permanent injunction against
the Imetal offer to buy all of
the Pittsburgh based firm's
common stock for $42.50 per
share.
COPPERWELD, which has about

4,700 employees at pianrs in

Pennsylwnia and Ohio, says
Imetal's offer of $118.2

million is "clearly inade-
quate" for its stock.

(Colymbus Di spa tch , October 16, 1675)
1._
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A hearing concerning the
attempted takeover of an
Ohio-Pennsylvania corporation
entered its third day Thursday
w'th several key witnesses,
including two of Gov. James A.
Rhodes' cabinet members, still
to be called to the stand.
The Ohio Department of

Commerce is attempting to

require Societe Imetal, a
French conglomerate which
seeks to take over the

Copperweld Corp., to register
a stock-buying offer with the
department's Division of
Securities.

IMETAL ATTORNEYS contend in
Franklin County Common Pleas
Court that Copperweld is a

Pennsylvania corporation
exempt from Ohio regulations.

Attorneys for Copperweld,
who are assisting the Ohio
attorney general's office in

the case, say the firm's
principal holdings are in
Ohio.

Copperweld operates facili-
ties in Pittsburgh and in

Warren and Shelby, Ohio.

PRE-TRIAL statements from

Copperweld indicated 60

percent of it stock is held by

Ohioans, more than half its

assets are in Ohio, and about
3,600 of its 4,700 employees
work in Ohio..

Subpoened witnesses waiting
to be called include Commerce
Director J. Gordon Peltier and
Development Director James A.

Duerk.
Judge Paul W, Martin has

indicated he expects testimony
in the hearing to be completed
this week, but has not said

how long he will deliberate
before issuing a decision.

IF THE PURCHASE offer must
be registered, the securities
division could order a public

hearing requiring extenstve

financial disclosure by

lmetal.
Imetal attorneys contend

state officials are prejudiced
against the Imetal offer and
could not provide a fair

hearing.
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Rothschild Calls Copperweld
r U.S. Inv-estment Choice

PITTSBURGH, Sept, 17 (AP) -
Baron Guy de Rothschild, the
French financier said in
Federal District Court here
today that his company be-
lieves the Copperweld Corpo-
ration is the best American
company it could invest in
despite legal problems in
taking over the company.

He took the stand in a

hearing on a suit by
Copperweld to thwart the
take-over bid by Societe
lmetal, the French holding
company, which Baron
Rothschild heads as chairman.

Through lengthy questioning,
be said Copperweld was
Imetal's first choice of an
American company in which to
invest. Tmetal has no plans
for other investments in the
United States, he said.

Problems Weighed

"The idea of investing in

American came quite natural-
ly, Baron Rothschild said. "I

considered that for a company
to have an investment in
America is to upgrade that
company. -

Asked if 'metal had been
advised of any significant
legal problems in making a

tender offer for an American
concern, baron Rothschild
replied, "Yes, it was ex-
plained that tender offers

frequently are opposed."
He was then asked if he was

aware it might have violated
United States laws. "It is

the firm and deliberate policy
of my firm to always comply
with the laws of any country,
not only to the letter, but
the spirit," Baron Rothschild
said.

He also said that

Copperweld's present manage-
ment would remain should

Imetal's tender offer be
successful. "One of the

motivations for the choice of
Copperweld was precisely
because of its high quality of
management," he said.

Outlook on Policies

Baron Rothschild asserted

that Copperweld's policies
would not be changed if tt

were taken over by lmetal.

Under cross-examination by an
attorney for the United
Steelworkers, he testified
that Copperweld would not buy
from suppliers other than

those with which it has been
dealing. (The union has
joined Copperweld's management
in opposing a take-over).
The chairman of lmetal also

said it would not sell, merge:
or liquidate Copperweld.

He had been scheduled to

testify later this week, but
he requested an earlier
appearance because of other
commitments.

In the courtroom yesterday,
Copperweld's manager
treasury services, David M.

Thomas, presented charts
portraying Copperweld as a

small American company abou to
be swallowed by a giant
multinational enterprise._

One -chart showed the
Pittsburgh-based metals
fabricator with assets of
$158-million and the

Paris-based lmetal and its

affiliates with assets of

$49.5-billion.

**** CaimaJouo:01 17
Nos..Nkit 13. 1975. toh., O.

Suit 4w.10M5i.

deal is dismissed
A state reque:4 yr a per.

nitinent Injunction barring a

French holding corapiny
from buying the Pittshurgit-

based Copperweld Corp was
dismissed Wednesday in
Franklin County Common
Pleas Court.

lmetal has two Ohio plants,

one in She 114 and one in
Warren

.ludg. Pat Martin's action

came at the request of the
Ohio Department of Corn.
coerce. which sought the in-

junction.
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TILE REQUEST followed
agreement by the Paric.
based Socie:c le tem-

tvith state security laws

in the transaction.

Gov JOMCg A Rhodes said
following the decioon that he

has received a wraen com-
mitment firms Reron Guy
RothshAd, chaarinan of the
board of hnetal, stating that

lmetal has no miennon of
unthdrawmg arl . ohs, plants

or profits from Ohio.
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To the Barricades!
BIRICICARD E. MOONEY

Eleven years ago in the deep
burgundy velvet of the Theatre
des Champs-Elysees in Paris

Use stockholders of a strug-

gling French computer manufac-
terer - Compagnie des Machines
Bull - met for a dramatic
moment to decide whether to

accept the takeover bid of a
giant foreign corporation, the
General Electric Company.
Those were the days when the

Americans were spreading out
everywhere, and President
Charles DeGaulle was trying to
stop them. The forces of his
Government were mustered to

prevent G.E.IS encroachment on
French sovereignty, But in

the end, pragnatism ruled and
C.E. moved in.

Last week in a firehouse in
western Pennsylvania's steel
country, the situation was
reversed. Under the chairman-
ship of John H. Dent, a

Democrat who represents part
of this aroma in Congress, the
House subcommittee on labor
standards conve..'d in the

quarters of the Classport Fire
Department to lay bare the

attempt of a giant foreign

corporation to take over an

American manufacturer of

specialty steel products, the
Copperweld Corporation.
When President DeGaulle was

battling to keep American
interests out of France, he

was viewea as a blind
protectionist. It is ironic

that now the Americans arc
trying to fight off the

French.
The would-he invaders in

this, instance arc not only

French, they are Pothrehilds.
Their inntrument is Societe
!metal a multinational which

they control. Its revenues
last year were nearly

$ l-billton from operations of
70 in 16

countries around the world.
Its business is mining,
particularly nickel.

Imet1 has offered to buy
all of the outstanding common
stock of Copperweld, c well as

an outstanding issue of

debentures, for a sum of

;118-million.

This is not the first time
that foreigners have moved in
on American business, but it
has certainly caused one of
the most vigorous reaCTION.
The firehouse hearings were
only a part of it. In Ohio,
where Copperweld has a plant,
the securities division of the
state's department of commerce
issued a cease and desist
order against the take-over
bid. And in Pittsburgh, on a
petition by Copperweld, a

Federal judge put a temporary
stay on Imetal's bid and held
hearings last week on
Copperweld's complaint that an
Unocal takeover would violate
United States antitrust law.
(Imetal is partly owned by
Amax, Inc., another large
American metals company.)

Copperweld is a specialty
steel company in the full
meaning of the word "special."
It was founded 60 years ago by
a Pittsburgh banker who had
developed an improved method
of bonding copper to steel,
Its best known products are
copper-clad steel rods and
wires. More recently it has
developed aluminum-steei
bonding (some of which it

produces in .'.pan) and it also
produces steel tubing.
Apparently aware that it was

a tempting prospect for

acquisition, Cr perweld
tightened up its articles
incorporation only five months
ago, to make a takeover more
difficult. And in recent days
-after Imetal made its

11
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bid-Copperweld's management,
dead set against the French
offer, anceunced to stockhold-
ers that it would soon recom-
mend an increase in their

dividends.
Last year Copperweld had

soles revenues of
$322- million, just missing the
Fortune 500 list. Its profits
were close to $13-million. It

has about 4,600 employees,

3,000 of whom are members of
the United Steel Workers of
America - and thereby hangs
another curious twist of this
affair,

Trade union opposition to

American business expansion
overseas is well known. The
unions assert that this puts
Americans out of work. But

the Copperweld case has

underscored the fact that

unions are also opposed to
,foreign business expansion in
the United States which, in

theory, should create more
jobs here.

In the words of I.W. Abel,
the U.S.W.'s president,
Imetal's bid is "brazen" and -
for reasons not spelled out -
a "threat to the free enter-
prise system." The unions, he
said, will vigorously support
Copperweld in "its courageous
efforts to keep American
business in America." Not
surprisingly, Copperweld
published Mr. Abel's statement
in full-page newspaper adver-
tisements. The union, for its
part, has demonstrated its

promised support by picketing
at the French Embassy and the
Capitol in Washington, and in
Rockefeller Center and Wall
Street in New York.

Beyond the fact that the

U.S.W. does have good re-
lations with Coppeweld, one
explanation for its opposition
to /metal could, be past

experience with another
takeover target - the Jones &
Laughlin Steel Corporation,
which now belongs to the LTV
Corporation, LTV is Texan,

not French, J.& L. is still in
Pittsburgh, but the point is
the same - the Pittsburgh
managers get their direction
from absentee owners.
Another possible factor may

simply by the nervousness that
has been created by the threat
of Arab takeovers. No, the

Rothschilds are not Arabs;
indeed, they are among the

most prominent supporters of
Israel. But the atmosphere of
the real or imagined Arab
threat to American business
ownership has made people more
conscious of all foreign
invaders, whoever they are.
The outcome of l'affaire

Copperweld is not yet know,

but the massage is clear. The
expansion of the multination-
als works both ways, and you
don't have to be French to be
hostile.
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Came Slowly, Warily ;

At Its Isuzu Affiliate I

rwom. eaar.w.M.,

By Norofas FVWSTINT
Val krort,- of TitE ".1. STMT.? JOIlltait 1.
TOKYO
(The following has been excerpted.)

it is one thing to buy a piece of a large
Japanese company. It is quite another,
as General Motors learned soon after ac-
quiring 34:. interest in Isuzu Motors, to
have influence over it.

Although Isuzu's top management wanted
the company to be an important part of
GM, there was reluctance to show the new
partner too much too soon..

For almost two years there were top-level
Isuzu meetings from which GM was excluded.
A GM consultant at isuzu's heavy-duty
truck plant said the plant's chief
engineer waited 18 months before including
him in weekly staff meetings.

From Wariness to Trust
It seems altnoaeibaZT Gil, an
Industrial powerhouse around the globe
and by far Isuzu's largest stockholder,
could have been so impotent for so long.
Out many fi-ms affiliated with Japanese
companies suffer that fate.

There is no consensus about the role that
foreigners affiliated with Japanese
companies should olay. Some American
investors, including many in 50-50 joint
ventures, argue that foreign managers must
have decision-making responsibilities and
that they should be doing everything
possible to make the Japanese conform to
American management techniques.

One Solution: Consultants
GM realized (74Mithe beginning that it
would fall utterly if It tried to impose
Its system on Isuzu. Western and Japanese
management techniques are too different
for that. Instead, GM provides Isuzu
with consultants- -for a fee.

GM concedes that the decision to adopt
the role of adviser probably delayed its.
Ineluenc: over Isuzu, Rut the

conflicts that youl4 have resulted from
taking management positions wouldn't have
Justified the short -term benefits.

Another GM corporate policy was to main-
tain a low profile in Japan to avoid the
press and government hosti so'evident
during tne affiliation nego...ations.
Initial contacts between the consultants
and Isuzu were rather formal and stiff,

Although much of Isuzu's caution seems
excessive hy Western standards, some of
it was very understandable. GM was a
potential customer for many Isuzu products.
(Its Chevrolet division sells a small

Isuzu pickup truck In the U.S.) Isuzu

was afraid the consultants might leak.
Information about Isuzu products or
planning to GM officials.

Some GM consultants here admit they have
been asked about Isuzu's forward planning
by GM officials elsewhere. Gut they
insist that no oroprietary information
has been divulged. Isuzu now seems con-
vinced that its trade secrets aren't in

Jeopardy.

There were other problems that made
communication difficult. Mono of the GM
consultants sent here were told anything
about Japanese cultural traditions or
management practices. And, as is typical
of most foreigners assigned to work here,
none of them spoke Japanese.

With tine, the relationship changed.
The GM Affairs Office became loss impor-
tant as consultants began talking directly
to isuzu managers and as Isuzu began to

trust GM.

Lunch at the Factory
Little things sometimes made a difference.
An Isuzu managing director was pleasantly
surprised to see GM consultants eating
the company's Japanese factory-stype lunch
which consists mainly of rice and bean-
curd soup.
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More importantly, Isuzu began to realize
how much good advice it could got from OM,
:lot all of G4's suggestions have bean
accepted, however. (Ws sales techniques
had to bo mod;ficti to 7ive mom ie'nortancc

to door-to-door selling. is noa

common with Japanese aato dealers.

Some Isuzu officials complain that GM
is too profit-oriented. On officials reply
that isuzu is too worried auuut performance
and that it 'overbuilds- its vehicles,
giving them more strength or capability
than customers are willing to pay for,

Isuzu's trust of OM has grown, but the
relationship is still- fragile and easily ,

bruised. GM, sensitive to the Japanese
government's fear that it still plans to
take over 'sum, says it has no present
plans to increase its equity position or

to invest additional capital here.
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Lesson Eight: HELPING PEOPLE ABROAD -- HOW INTEREST AND VALUES AFFECT
OUR DECISIONS

Durat ion:

Purpose:

One or two class periods.

Te indicate to students how interests and values enter into
international decision-making in their own lives.

Students will decide whether to become involved in an inter-
national activity relevant to them and analyze the role of
interests, values and information in that decisicn.

Background.InformaQonjor Teachers)

How people evaluate international activities and policies is influenced
by their interests and values as well as by information. People
generally disapprove of things they believe will hurt them, that is,
things which affect their interests negatively. They generally approve
of things which affect their interests positively, that is, things which
appear to help then. For example, in the last lesson, the 3hio workers
resisted the takeover attempt because they were afraid it.would lead to
a loss of their jobs. A stereotype led to an assumption that their
interests would be hurt. The French company might have avoided much
trouble if they had intendel, and announced plans, to modernize and
perhaps expand employment at the Ohio plant.

While interests are clearly relevant, many international activities may
not appear to directly affect the leople who are concerned about then.
For example, many people donate time and money to the international
relief and development work of the churches and international agencies.
Their short-run interests are hardly involved. In situations like this,
the attitudes people have are often influenced by their values. Values
are the ideals people hold, or the criteria they use to judge between

what is good (and "valuable') and what is bad (or "valueless"). While
people who help international aid efforts receive rewards (eg, gratifi-
cation), their efforts undoubtedly also reflect personal values.

In this lesson, students are asked to apply information, values and in-
sight into how their interests are affected in making an international
decision which will be immediately relevant to many of them. They are
asked to decide whether to participate in the Trick-or-Treat for UHICEF.
They subsequently analyze the role of interests, values and information
in making their decisions as an example of how these factors enter into
international decision-making generally.

Materials: Band -out on UAICEF (United lations International Children's
Emergency Fund), and hand-out on alternative aid and relief
organizations in mid-3 o.
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Step 1: Bring an empty soda can to class. Tell students you are
collecting money for an international charity. Cow :,such are

they willing to give? You night add some draml by circula-
ting through the class, can in hand. As they are reaching
for their pennies, stop them. 'that sholld, they Se asking

before they decide %/hethee to donate? Ehourage them to as!,
thethe charity is and what it does. If possible, tease

out some form of the three questions. in Step 2.

Discuss how information might influence a decision like this.
Introduce the concept of ,interests. Are the interests of
students affectel by their decision? loos' their decision,

fin-illy, say anything aout their values? "hat are values?

Dnuorm T'IE LESSTI

Step 2: Ask the class to discuss and then reach a decision (through
a majority vote) about whether to participate as a class in
the next Trick-or-Treat for UlICEF. tote that the decision
involves three considerations, all of which should be

..,
discussed.

I. Should the groun heln an international aid organization
like WIICEF? What does VlICEF do, does it need help,
and should people like us he involved in it?)

2. Should the group help 11:110EF, or would another group
be Setter? Mat alternatives are available and which
one is doing the best to meet the need?)

3. Should the class help UIICEF in this way (that is by
participating in the Trick -or-Treat program) or would
another activity be bet.er? (What alternatives are there
and which one will accomplish the goal with the least
cost in time and effort on the part of the students?)

You may want to circulate or project the attached information
about TIICEF and other local aid programs.

Step 31 When the class has made its decision, have each student write
a short analysis of the group's decision. It should answer
the following questions:

I. How did your interests and values affect your decision?
2. How did the information about Olaf' and other Aid programs

affect your decision?

114.
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CONCLUDING THE LESSON

Step 4: Discuss the role of interests, values and information with

the class. You might do this for each of the component
decisions in Step 2. For example, information was needed
to identify that a problem existed in question 1. But the
values of the students were probably most relevant in
actually making the decision, that Is, in deciding whether
to get involved in, the activity or not. Information and
possiblyValues were probably most important in making the
decision required in question 2. Interests are clearly
involved In question 3, however. There may have been easier
ways to help UNICEF than Trick-or-Treat.

You might also discuss how information and values influence
whether we choose to emphasize aid to local people or people
elsewhere. Why do we usually assume that we have a greater
responsibility to help hungry people in Columbus or Ohio or
the United States than we nave to help people in Latin Amer-
ica, Africa or Asia? Do we really have a greater responsi-
bility just because we happen to live in the same city, state
or, country?

INSTRUCTIONAL OPTIONS

Resource Persons:

-Instead of reading the information on UNICEF the class and
teacher might prefer a resource person to speak on UAICEF
and its activities. Some of the students or class might even
want to visit the UAICEF center on ;forth High Street. (Call

4C1-0632 two weeks in advance.)

-A class that has become very interested in UlICEF might wish
to hear a resource person from the local United lations
Association. The resource person could talk about other UA
agencies and their goals. The students then might wish to
describe this project and its results. (Call 461-0632 two
weeks in advance.)

Engligh and Language Arts:

-Have the students assume that they have won $500 in a local
contest. 'after a small group brninstorninr session, ;ova
them write a peragropli telling :low an4 why nay wou1:1 sremi

their neu-founi

oi.j'it to ten colorful pictures of iteqs (rroclucts, travel
a:'s, hones, chdreles, selools, family gat:Pie:rings, luxuries,

etc) rro,1 map:Ines. louht the picture on a piecc. taster
board. Nave each student rank the pictures according to the ,

appeal that each item holds. Then, in small groups, have the
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students discuss ,nJ defend their rankings. Point out any

itels of importance which involve foreign-produced goods or
foreign connections.

-Have students role Play a situation involving participation
in the UNICEF campaign or any other charitable drive. Assign
the roles at least one day ahnad of tine so that each
participant will have time to plan his or her dialogue.
Consider using situations such as a student wants to partici-
pate, but the narent sees no value in doing so; or a neighbor
who has been asked to contribute refuses to do so and demands
that the student give some reasons as' to why the drive is
worthwhile.

-Nave students write a short narrative which involvesa situa-
tion in their own lives when they received or offered help
to another Person. After students have corrected and oroof-
read their stories, consider publishing the narratives on tne
bulletin board or in a dittoed booklet.

-After watching a film which involves a character's learning
compassion for another Person leis fortunate than him or her -
snif - -eg, The Shopping Bag Lady"--have the students discuss
in small groups how the character changed as the story
developed. Then, in a short essay, have the students discuss
the differences in the character's personality and attitudes
from the beginning of the story to the end.
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UNICEF

(1 How UNICEF works 4

Now Directions for UNICEF
To really t.nderstand

. what UNICEF is all
about, one must look

i more deeply into the
lessons learned from
over 20 years of work-
ing in the fieldles-
sons which have
helped to shape
UNICEF's 1 Acies,
broaden its fields of
activities and inspire
many or its riew
direetinns. These are
some of the important
concepts that have
emeroed:,
^ ' ^ 7flie problems of
children, such as mal-
nutrition, disease or
lack of education, are
inextricably linked
with the root problems
of poverty and unde-

development: they
must be attacked as
one overall problem,
not as separate ones.

Forms 01 aid such
as milk or medicine--
valuable and humani-
tarian though they are
cannot bring perma-
nent benefits to chil-
dren. The only way to
insure a better, !angel-
lasting quality of life is
for the developing
countries to build up
their own permanent 4
health. nutrition edu-
cation and social wel-
fare :%ervices,
--Children do not
live in a vacuum. Their
lives are dependent on
other people and other
'actors. To achieve
any effective results.
efforts must be
directed to improving
conditions within the
family, the community.

% the country as a whole.

itNICEP. is part of the United Natiens proper,
but it has a semi-autonomous status, with its
own governing body and secretariat. A thirty-
nation Executive Board gov,erns UNICEF.

The day4o;day operation of UNICEF is the
responsibility of. an Executive Director and a
staff of over 90Q persons representing 75 nation-
alities Sho quarter are located at United Na-
tions Headquarters in New York and three
quarters in 35 field offices around the world.

The assisted Government is required to place
a high priority on eatth UNICEF -aided project
and bears the 'major responsibility fdr provid-
ing local expenditures for staff, buildings,
equipment and various services and facilities
required to carry out the project. These ex-
penditures are known as "matching". In recent
years. assisted Governments have spent an
average of $2.50 for every dollar allocated by
UNICEF,

Halloween is pumpkins, witches, scarecrows, and
UNICEF A day of fun for our youngsters... and a
better future for children in the developing
countries.

Every year, Trick or Treaters send in over
$3.000.000 to UNICEF. In recognition of these
efforts, the President of the United States has
proclaimed every October 31st
National UNICEF Day.

What does the money buy? UNICEF distributes
supplies and equipment directly to nations of
children. Food Vaccines immunizing children
against disease. Soap. Vitamin pillo. Seeds for
school gardens. Globes. woodworking toots, and
science equipment. Upon request of a government,
UNICEF helps developing countries help their own
Children, by giving long-range aid that will reach
tomorrow's children as well as today's. Aided
countries contribute $2.50 in labor, building
rriateriats, arri local resources for every $1.00
spent by UNICEF for supplies and equipment.

You can help

Millions of adults, young people, and
children who organize UNICEF Haltoweesk
programs make it possible for UNICEF to continue
and to develop many of its operations around
the world.

Your sponsorship of our Halloween program can
help to change tha face of tha world.
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UNICEF

c UNICEF's
sped:4 !argots
To hello meet the needs
of children in develop-
ing countries and to
insure their hmilthy
physical, intellectual
and emotional growth
involves a hroad spec-
trum of activities. That
is Milt UNICEF aid to
the developing coun-
tries is aimed at many
targets:
building 'perma-
nent health services:
through networks of
maternal and child
health Centers. im-
munization against
the major diseases of
childhood, improving
environmental sanita-
tion and encouraging
health education
activities.

Improving the
:,outrition of children

and of expectant and
nursing women:
through applied nutri-
tion projects which
encourage ru ralfami-
lies to make better use
of available food re-
sources, through the
development of new
protein-rich foods and
through milk conser-
vation schemes which
siimulete local produc-
tion of safe milk.

strengthening
family and child
welfare: through de-
veloping national
social services which
help to preserve family
life and encourage the
healthy growth of the
personalities, cripaci-
ties..and social habits

.4

of children and youth,
and through educating
and training young
women to improve
their methods of child-
rearing and home-
making and to play a
constructive part in
community life,

raising educa-
tional standards and
making education
more realistic in view
of actual life prospects
in the developing
countries: through
curriculum reform,
better pretoaration of
teachers and the intro-
duction of prevoca-
tional training linked
to existing employ-
ment opportunities.

---training urgently
needed workers-- or'.
manly at auxiliary
levels--in all fields
of activities in which
UNICEF is engaged.

providing relief
and rehabilitation
assistance when nat-
ural or inan-made dis-
asters threaten the
well-being of children:
through prompt emer-
gency aid offered dur-
ing the first initial
crisis, followed by
long-range rehabilita-
tion aid to help build
better, more extensive,
permanent services for
children.

How
UNICEF is financed

UNICEF is financed by voluntary contributions
from Governments in both the industrialized
and the developing regions of the world, and
from organizations and individuals.

Over 70 percent of UNICEF's 'income comes
from Governmentsregular annual contribu-
tions are made to UNICEF by' over 138 Govern-
ments.

Income from other sources comes mainly from
fund-raising campaigns in some countries. from
donations of individuals and from the sale of
UNICEF greeting cards and calendars. UNICEF
National Committees in 30 countries and many

0 non-governmental organizations play leading
roles in these activities.

Other Ways to Help UNICEF

Halloween candy sale at school
Horror movie benefit at local theater
Halloween dance
Radiothon on college campus
Touch football game between faculty and
students
Recycling cans and hottles for UNICEF
Sell UNICEF Smile Buttons
Sell "Spook" Insurance for soaped windows. etc.



UNICEF

What kind of aid
does UNICEF provide?

A large part of UNICEF aid takes the fore. of eqnip-
ment and supplies. Depending upon the project,
UNICEF may provide such items as:
as equipment, drugs, and dietary supplements for mu'

ternal and child health services:
"motor vehicles, bicycles and maintenance equip.

isaudio.visual teaching aids:
s equipment and paper for the local production of

textbooks, health and nutrition education ma-
terials:.

misplays materials for day-care centers;
Is vaccines and equipment to produce vaccines;
Ila well.digging rigs, piping and pumps for clean

water supply;
garclen tools and poultry-rais:4 equipment:
"hand tools awl workshop equipment for pre-

vocational training;
es milk processing and weaning food production

equipment.
seemergency aid items such as blankets, medical

equipment and materials for shelter and water-
purification.

In recent years, other types of aid have become in-
c, creasingly important, particularly training stipends,

financing for teaching staff,, aid for planning and
program development, engineering and technical ser-
vices for food conservation, and advice on transport
maintenance.

Co-operation with
other Unitod Nations Agencies

A system of co-operative relation is in effect
between UNICEF and various agancies within the
United Nations family. On health and nutrition
projects, UNICEF works with the World Health
Organization (WHO) and the Food and Agricul-
ture Organization (FAO); on education and voca-
tional training projects, with the United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO) and with the International Labor Or-
ganization (ILO); on social welfare projects, with
the United Nations Department of Economic and
Social Affairs, Close working relationships also
exist between UNICEF and the United Nations
Deirelopment Program. the United Nitions Fund
for Population Activities and the World Dank,
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CARE.

1

A TIME OF CRISIS

The world has changed markedly since the end
of World War 11 when CARE was born. The plight
of nulhons of desperate and hungry Europeans living
in rubble and ruin has given way to prosperity and
stability.

But %lit:re does CARE stand today after more than
a quarter century of service to mankind? What is it
doing in an era in which population is increasing at a
faster rate than food supply? How relevant is CARE
to a tune when men move in space with case and
develipcd ii.itions enjoy increasing prosperity?

1 hese are rot idle questions, and this brochure
answers them CARE never was more relevant than
it is today All that has happened since Work; War II
has prepared CARE for the job that increasingly
commands priority in its resources and planning
the job of preyaiting untold millions from dying from
what C. I' Snow. the British scholar. terms an immi-
nent "sea of famine."

Some 500 million men. women and children have
been fed for varying periods of time by CARE since
us founding laic m 1945. CARE no longer operates
in cmiairies ilinJsrnted by World War IL but millions
of lives were saved as a result of food distributed by
CARE ,luring the years of reconstruction.

Yet today long lines of needy human beings con-
tinue to stretch across the continents. Malnourished
and crushed by years of abject poverty, they arc
without sufficient food or hope. Their very numbers
constitute a crisis for modern man.

Today there are oscr 300 .million children who.
for lack of protein and calories, suffer grossly re-
tarded growth. and for many of these mental devel-
opment, ;earning and behavior may be impaired.
Their millions of parents are in little better shape.
This vast mass of deprived humanity may well carry
in it the seeds of future wars.

CARE supplies some 28 million persons with food
each day. but it is increasingly evident that more
mug( be done than to keep impoverished men. women
iturd children alive.

To be fully effective. mass feeding programs must
be accompanied by provision of the instruments for
self-mifficiency soul indepoulence agricultural tools
and equipment. improsed seeds and fertilizers with
which people may grow food for themselves; schools
and needed supplies tor education that later will help
increase local economic activity; medical aid that
lessens the incidence of disease; potable water sp.
:ems to tight waterborne diseases which. with malnu-
trition, are major killers of the young; tools and
know-hos. to help the unskilled to work to support
their f r.11LI'1w list is lone,
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To people gripped by poverty. ill health, and
ignorance for generations, CARE today offers the
possibility that through cooperating endeavor these
conditions can be changed Increasingly. it is origi-
nating and expanding programs that will both heighten
the clicetivenest of its feeding programs and lessen
the need for them. Each year sees a growing list of
partnerships between CARE and the governments of
underdeveloped countries agreements in which
these governments pledge themselves to make coin-
initnients of financial. matesial and human recources
to joint CARE-host government programs in diets
countries.

The meaning and importance of CARE operations
have deepened with the years Their dimensions. and
the expanded contents of the famed CARE "pack-
age." arc sct forth in the following pages

H
HOW CARE OPERATES

As this is written. CARE operates in the following
countries and areas:

Afghanistan. Bangladesh. British Honduras, Cey-
lon. Chile, Colombia. Costa . Rica. Dominican Re-
public, Ecuador, Gaza. Greece. Guatemala. Haiti,
Honduras, Hong Kong. India. Indonesia, Israel,
Jordan, Kenya. Lesotho. Liberia, Macau. Maldive
Islands. Nicaragua. Nigeria. Pakistan, Panama. Peru,
Philippines. Sierra Leone. South Korea, South Viet-
nam, Tunisia, Turkey and Uganda.

MEDICO. a service of CARE. has 'treat and
teach" programs in Africa. Asia and Latin America.

Feeding Programs

The basis of CARE operations is food. The sup-
plies used in daily massive feeding around the. world
come from donations from the U.S. Government
under its Food For Peace program: food given by
other countries; food given by processors and manu-
facturers; food provided by local communities; pur-
chases using hinds provided by generous American
and Canadian citizens.



In short, the basic objectives of CARE food pro-
grams in developing countries are:

(a) to improve the health and nutrition of the
most vulnerable sectors of the population
children and pregnant and nursing mothers.

(b) to serve as an educational tool to encou:age
the production and consumption of foods of
high nutritional value, particularly proteins
and protective foods.

(c) to stimulate the overall increase of food pro-
Vuction so that the countries aided can carry
on food and nutrition programs with their
own resources.

to promote the development of community
participation, organization, and leadership.
and the strengthening of institutions con-
cerned with encoeraging and continuing
self-help.

Self-Melp Programs
CARE feeds hungry people, and always will. And,

as in the past. it always wl stand.ready to meet
emergency needs arising from natural disasters or
wars. Yet the reality of our time is that no nation
not even one as wealthy as our own can feed
growing numbers of people endlessly. CARE must
feed then. when they have little or nothing. But
always the goal must be to add those things that will
make them independent of such aid. Using its feeding
programs as a base. CARE is increasingly adding a
wide variety of tools and knowledge to expand the
investment made in the food itself.

The need for integrated programs is urgent. With
population growing (aster than food supplies in coun-
try after country, the distance separatin& man from
widespread famine has shrunk and shrunk again.
How much food and how many people are key
factors.

CARE is keenly aware of the dangers of rapidly
expanding world population and constantly seeks to
take part in family planning programs whenever for-
eign governments request such assistance. Interest in
reducing the rate of population growth is increasing
in many countries. and CARE responds.

CARE'S an is to help the impoverished help
themselves, and its contributions arc fully effective
when they undergbd rather than completely support
a project. When those in need make a definitive
contribution to the solution of a problem, they are in
a stronger position to make additional improvements
in their surroundings. They acquire capacity to plan
and "do" for themselves.
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In recent years, CARE has entcred upon a steadily'
increasing number of agreements with foreign gov-
ernments for self-help assistance. 11fe basis for such
"partnership" agreements is simple if each of the
parties makes the contribution within his power, the
result can be now and flourishing life to towns and
villages.

MEDICO Programs

More than half of the world's population lacks
even the most rudimentary medical care, and millions
of persons live and die without ever having seen a
physician. In country after country the need for
medical care is far outstripping available facilities
because of rising costs and birth rates. The training
of local aedical personnel in modern medical tech-
niques thus assumes unprecedented importance.

The services furnished by MEDICO complement
CARE feeding and Self-Help programs. Food-tools-
health are essential dements in the struggle for simple
self-sufficiency.

MEDICO plays a vital role in such integrated aid.
It heals the sick today and promotes better health for

coming generations by teach-
ing modern medical practice
to local pnysicians, nurses
and paramedical personnel.
Participating governments
contribute a share of the total
cost of maintaining person-
nel, providing necessary
equipment and administering
the programs. Records indi-

cate that MEDICO, working with local counterparts,
treats over half a million persons a year. When local
professionals are competent to carry on their own
programs, MEDICO staff members move on to
other countries.

IRMO
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Colombia An Example of
Integrated CARE Programs

CARE's policy of integrated programming
is in effect around the world-in Ceylon. Chile,
Costa Rica. Guatemala, Honduras, India,
Kenya. the Philippines. Tunisia and other coun-
tries. Such programming uses food es a base
for other programs that ultimately will have the
effect of making communities more self-suffi-
cient and independent of CARE aid.

CARE operations in Colombia, for example,
encompassed the following in a recent year:
Feeding and Nutrition:

Nearly one million children of school and
pre-school age were receiving food and nutri-
tional supplements.

Agricultural Development and
Food Production:

Projects in agricultural development cattle
dips, land settlement and school gardens.

Community Improvement/Development:
Construction of nutrition/child feeding cen-
ters, rural health centers, roads and bridges,
community centers and schools and installa-
tion of rural electrification and sanitation
systems.were among the activities carried
out under Food-forWork Projects. Among
the recipients of the food were 87,863 corn
munity volunteer workers who provided
6.914,856 man-hours of labor to carry out
community projects valued at over $3,000.-
000. The communities assisted provided
labor and materials worth over $ 1.000,000.
The workers and their families over 500,-
000 personsreceived more than 9,000,000
pounds of food.

Education:
Support for the construction of 25 new

'school rooms and more than 5,000 desks for
students. Literacy programs, physical educa-
tion, school equipment and supplies. Equip-
ment for two vocational training ceriu..-q.

Health and Sonitation:
Health education. Construction of 75 nutri-
tion/child feeding centers. Construction of
potable water systems for 33 communities.

III
WHO SUPPORTS CARE?

For more than a quarter
century, CARE has been the

.4,01.6.," trustee of the manifest gener-

e, osity of the peoples of the
is United States and Canada.
ie

kleagw"1.

Additional support has from4' time to time come from the
citizens of other countries.

Some 41 million private
citizens have made direct cash

donations to CARE over the years. Many gifts-in-
kind have come from industrial and commercial
enterprises. A wide variety of national organizations
raise money for CARE women's clubs. men's
clubs, school and college groups and other organiza-
tions. Financial support from foundations always has
been welcomed.

A wide variety of publications provide space for
CARE advertisements without charge. Television and
radio stations also donate large amounts of air-time
for announcements in behalf of CARE.

How such funds and commodities are used is a
matter of constant and intense study. CARE uses the
resources made available to it with great care and
constantly seeks greater values from them.

CARE's emphasis on cost control, and the material
supplies given it, enabled the organization in recent
years to deliver eight dollars worth of aid for every
cash dollar contributed.
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Wee a learign?
Hunger is a twoyearold pulling at his mother's skirt and pleading
over and over, Wilk, mammy.'

Hunger is a kindergarten child fainting at her desk because she has had
nothing to eat for two days.

Hunger is a fourthgrade boy eagerly eating his free school lunch
because he knows it is the only food he will have all day,

Hunger is a teenager wandering home after school with an empty
stomach and a heavy heart while other kids are stopping at the corner
restaurant for hamburgers and cokes.

Hunger is a desperate mother going from church to church trying to
fond food for her three children who are due home from school and
have had nothing to eat all day.

Hunger is an elderly couple surviving from day to day on a little dry
cereal.

Hunger is the simple fact of never knowing for certain how you will
get your next meal.

This is hunger in Columbus, Ohio
the "NI-American City'

1V/ a a ofleavtaia:skr9te4?
individuals

.
There are many in our community, individuals and organizations, who
are genuinely concerned with the problem of hunger. in January of
1970, Hunger Task Force was formed in a deliberate effort to pull
together all of those who share this concern to make an organized
attempt at finding some realistic solutions to the problem.

Hunger Task Force focuses on the problem of Hunger in Columbus and
Franklin County.

From the very beginning, the members of Hunger Task Force weed
that handing out food on an emergency basis could not be considered
a satisfactory solution. At best, it is only a temporary, stopgai) kind
of help, At worst, it is serving to camouflage the severity of this
community Problem.

The stated purpose of Hunger Task Force:
To raise the level of community awareness in relation to the

problems of hunger and to involve individuals and groups in a collective
effort to accomplish institutional changes which will result in realistic
solutions to these Problems."

12o

The Task Force is guided by a Steering Committee and is divided into
five working units focusing on specials projects.

1. Community Education seeking all possible means of increasing
community awareness and understanding.

2. Legislative Action keeping in close touch with legislative
action which effects hungry people and strategizing around the
most successful ways to influence future action.

3, Outreach attempting to establish channels of communication
with groups of people who are hungry and involving the poor
in the work of Hunger Task Force as one avenue for affecting
change.

4. Food Programs attempting to achieve most effective usage
and maximum participation in the existing federal programs
food stamps and free school lunch.

5. Nutrition pulling together statistical information available
from hunger and nutrition studies and stimulating new research



CROP: Church World Services

WHAT IS CROP?

At the end of World War II, many Christians wanted to share America's abundance
with European war victims. To act as a vehicle for relief services, 17
Protestant denominations formed Church World Service in 1946. CROP grew out of
this organization in August, 1947, Originally known as the Christian Rural
Overseas Program, CROP's first purpose was to gather wheat and other crops from
American farms for shipment to Europe.

Over the years, CROP increased its urban appeals while remaining in contact with
its rural constituents. Formal authorization for urban campaigns came in 1966,
when the National CROP Committee changed the official name to CROP (no longer
an acronym), the Community Hunger Appeal of Church World Service. Also in the
1960's, CROP took over the additional task of administering the CWS Clothing
'Appeal, encouraging churches to obtain items for overseas and domestic use.

Member denominations, some 30 in all, continue to provide basic support for CWS.
CROP is supplemental to this. Although church-related, CROP appeals to the
greater community. House-to-house canvasses, community walks, fasts and
marathons are examples of CROP's fund-raising activities.

CROP has moved from primarily providing resourc:,s for emergency relief to
Supporting long-range self-help and development work of CWS. CROP funds are
distributed in eight program categories:

propriate Technology - Farm equipment for people in Bolivia...and .ionduras...,
treadle sewing machines for women in Haiti...ecuipment for a dairy cooperatiie
in Uruguay.

Developmentlducation Community development centers in Costa Rica to train
people in health and nutrition...training people in pond construction and well
drilling in the Dominican Republic...an agricultural education program in
Ecuador...and one in Turkey.

Emer encies, Foreign and Domestic -- Help for earthquake victims in Guatemala...
or cyclone victims in India...and Mozambique -`.and for hurricane victims in ftlabama,

Florida and Mississippi.

Family Life and Population -- A program giving hutritional supplements to motiers
and children-V. Malawi, while teaching them about nutrition, hygiene, gardening
and food preparation...a bus to help a health and medical assistance Program -eac
Out to mothers and children in Brazil.

Food - Soybeans for wages in a food-for-work program in Korea...more food to mak
up a drought-caused shortage in Higer...rice for hungry people in Vietnam.

Refu ees - Aid for people in Nicaragua...for Palestinian refugees in the Middle
ast...and Vietnamese refugees in Malaysia...shelter and tools to help refugees

Start over in Sri Lanka...trucks to distribute supplies to African refugees in
Sudan.

Seeds -- Corn, belt, cabbage, squash, potato and other vegetable seeds for
roux people in South Oakota...seedlings for a forestation prnject in Peru.
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CROP

WHAT IS CROP? continued...

Technical Consultants - Ad!,,,s for peopl, in Bolivia...and for a land-clearing
project in India...technical assistance for an agricultural education program
in Tanzania.

Approximately 80 cents of every dollar goes directly to help hungry people.

The only sure way to end world hunger is to provide self-development opportunities
for people. Major emphasis has been placed on self-help, agricultural development
and appropriate technology projects in an attempt to get at the root causes c.f
the food problem.

CROP funds are used to help fund new programs, as well as to provide extra support
for ongoing activities. Although most CROP funds are used by Church World Service
each year several other agencies receive funds from CROP when donors designate them.
'The Mennonite Central Committee, Lutheran World Relief, Catholic Relief Services,
the Work, Relief Commission of the National Association of Evangelicals and the
American Friends Service Committee are among these organizations.

CROP provides an outlet for actions Concerned individuals and whole communities
can bring life and new hope to some of the work 's neediest people. Today, when
more and more people are hungry, CROP depends of volunteers like you to involve
your neighbors to give help to hungry people in other lands.

Through CROP you can help others have a future with food...and more.
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Lesson line: BUILDING FACTORIES ABROAD -- HOW ROLES WITHIN THE GROUP
AFFECT OUR DECISIONS

Duration: Four class periods.

Purpose: To show students how the interests, values and priorities
of people who share the same goal can differ because of
their organizational and community roles.

Objective: In a role-playing exercise, students will decide where to
locate a new factory for a local corporation. They will
then analyze differences among the role groups and the
reasons for disagreements.

Background Information for Teachers:

Even with the best of information, people within a group may evaluate a
particular international activity differently. In many cases their
disagreement will reflect the differing viewpoints which come from their
roles within the group. In some it may reflect differing roles within
the wider community as well.

Within a group, decisions can affect people differently. In other words
the "interests" of people in different roles may be affected differently.
For example, if a business firm decides to build a factory in another
country, some people may have to move to that country. Others, such as
blue collar workers, may believe their very jobs are threatened.

People in different roles can also see an issue from differing perspectives
because their responsibilities create differing priorities: For example,
the head of the marketing division will be most interested in the cost of
selling the product. The head of the production division will be most
interested in the cost of producing the product.

Roles of people in the community can also affect the way people in a group
evaluate a decision. For example, a businessperson may share the basic
goals of his firm. But he may not want to locate a new factory in South
Africa because of his religious beliefs or racial loyalties. Two executives
may feel differently abrut working in another country because of the impact
tvey believe It will have on their families.

if an individual's role within the group bring: her or him into frequent
contact with the community, his perspective may also be different. For
example, the head of public relations or a firm's chief contract negotiator
will evaluate a decision to locate abroad in part on the basis of reactions
in the community and the union. If the community or union are highly
opposed to the decision, these people will be more sensitive to it. After
all, they must deal with the community and the union in the future. They
must defend the decision to these other groups.

13v
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This lesson shows students how the perspectives of different people
within a firm can differ depending on their roles. The simulation
focuses on a decision most firms handle as logizally as possiblewhere
to locate a new plant. It thus reinforces the point that even wt en a
great deal of information is available, and when goals are clear, there
will be much room for disagreement. The lesson may also stimulate the
interest of some students in multinational corporations and issues
surrounding South Africa and Taiwan.

Materials: Simulation Briefing Sheet. One copy of the fact sheet
"Comparisons of the Three Potential Factory Sites," and an
appropriate "Briefing Memo" for each of the four role groups.
Optional copies of the blank "Outline Fact Sheet."

Strategies:

OPENING THE LESSON

Step 1: We have been looking at why people who share the same goals
might disagree about international activities or decisions.
We have looked at images or information, interests, values.
All these things come together to some extent when you look
at the jobs, or what some people call roles, that a person
plays within an organization. For example, some of you may

want to take part in a study abroad program in the future.
One of the real problems in these programs is deciding who
will pay the bill. There are different possibilities. The
school board could nay, using tax money. The parents could
pay. Or the students themselves could be expected to pay.

re'

Put the three groups on the board and ask students which
option they think each of the groups would select and why.
Stress that all three groups have the same goal. They all
want to see students taking part in study abroad programs.

It is like this with governments as well. The Army, the Navy,
and the Air Force all have a common goal--to defend the
country. Out if you have $100,000 to spend on defense, tney
won't agree how to spend it.

Repeat the same exercise above including three options as
well--tanks, an aircraft carrier, and a squadron of planes.
Discuss why the three branches of the service will disagree.
They have differing images of what is useful and what is
needed. They have different interests. These things result
from their jobs or roles. They have different backgrounds,
different expertise, different information.-

DEVELOPING THE LESSON

Step 2: Introduce the simulation. One of the more basic decisions a
multinational corporation faces, and one of the most important,

1213.
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is where to locate its factories. A number of considerations

enter into this decision. Exhaustive research will be done

on possible sites. Even after this, people within a corpora-
tion are likely to disagree about the "best" location. And

many people are likely to have some influence over the final
decision.

Step 3 Divide the class into four groups. Each group will represent

a different role group:

Group 1 - Production Division
Group 2 - Marketing Division
Group 3 - Public Affairs Department
Group It - Labor Relations Department

Read the Simulation Situation (or introduce the simulation in
your own words). Hand Jut a copy of the fact sheet "Compari-
sons of the Three Potestial Factory Sites" and a copy of the
appropriate briefing :.nemo to each group.

.

Option: instead of giving students the snformation contained
on the fact sheet, have them gather their own information
about the three sites from library sources. They should use
the Outline Fact Sheet to guide their research. Yearbooks
from the State of Ohio, the Republic of China and the Repub-
lic of South Africa, along with encyclopedia sources can supply
most of the information, This research might be done on an
individual basis or on a team basis. Students should be
warned though that it may sometimes be impossible to get in-
formation which is easy to compare across cities.

After gathering or reading the information and the Briefing
memos, the groups should discuss where the corporation should
locate the new factory -- Columbus, Ohio; Kaoshiung, Taiwan; or
Durban, South Africa.

Step It Disassemble the groups and have each student write a one page
...e'osition paper arguing which location would be best, which

Nould be second best and why.

Reassemble the 'groups when the position papers are completed

and have each group share their assignments. These papers and the
ideas shared here will be used by members of the group in the next
step.

Step 5: Redivide the class into groups such that at least one person
from each of the original groups is included in each of the
new groups. Have each team within the group present its
position and arguments. Then allow sufficient time for the '

groups to discuss the issue. The class can be reassembled
when students have had time to hear and confront the different
perspectives and arguments of the other teams. It is not
necessary to allow time for the groups to come to any kind of
consensus.

134.
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CONCLUDING THE LESSON

Step 6: Discuss the simulation with the class. The discussion might

focus on

41,

1. Decisions like this are based in part on economic and

technical considerations. What were they (eg, wage rates

and geographical access to market)? Was there disagree-

ment about the relative importance of these "facts" across
the different groups?

2. Ion- economic and non-technical factors also influence
decisions like these. Now did conditions within the three
countries affect decisions? What group was likelyr to be
most affected by these conditions and why?

3. lid any of the groups explicitly consider the impact of
its decisions on mid-Ohio? Why? Note that this is a firm
based in mid-Ohio. What does it mean to be a "good
corporate citizen?" Is there a conflict between loyalty
to the community and the interests of the firm?

INSTRUCTIONAL OPTIONS

Resource Persons:

-Request a resource person from a multinational corporation to
describe their product(s) and discuss whet% the firm's plants
are located. If possible, the resource person should discuss
what factors influenced the firm's decision to locate i.n each

place. Students should have many questions already prepared.
(Call 461-0632 two weeks in advance.)

English and Language Arts:

-Have the students write a narrative telling about a family
move from one city to another or within the same city. In

their stories, they should tell about the reasons, advantages
and disadvantages of moving to a new location.

-Have the students survey ten adults who are not native to
Columbus to discover when and why each moved to Columbus and
in what ways each found the move profitable. Have the
students discuss their findings in writing and 'hare them'
small groups.

-Have students write a paragraph which discusses the advantages
or disadvantages to the community of a foreign-owned corpora-
iron establishing a plant in the area.

-After viewing a situation, either on film (no sound) or staged
for this activity (no dialogue), involving two or more persons
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in some sort of action sequence, have each student write down

'exactly" what he or she saw happening. Then, in a group
discussion, help students_ understand how and why their-
perceptions were different.

..

-Have the students do research to make a written and illus-
trated report on a capital city of any country in the world.
One section should concentrate on th* United States' involve-
ment in that city. Other sections could hi,hlight tourist
attractions, topography, government and economics. Have
students bind their reports in an original cover for display.



SITUATION DESCRIPTION

The Power-Systems Corporation of Dublin, Ohio, has recently announced
plans to put a newly developed electrical generator into production.
The generator is powered by a large windmill, also to be manufactured
and marketed by Power-Systems, Inc. The wind powered electrical gener-
ator can produce enough electricity under normal wind conditions to
provide power cheaply for most towns and even smaller cities. The
machines are simple and inexpensive enough to be appropriate to less-
developed countries as well. Power-Systems expects to develop a world-
wide market for the generator within five years of its introduction.

The corporation will produce the windmill-generators in two existing
factories. One, in Columbus, Ohio, will serve the North American
market. A plant in Brazil will serve thz Latin American market. The
corporation has been conducting a study of possible locations for a
third factory to serve projected markets in Europe, Asia and Africa.
This plant will be primarily involved in assembling the final windmill
and generator systems from parts supplied by other firms. It is hoped

that these sub-contractors will be located in the same vicinity, or
at least the same country as the new assembly plant.

An initial report on possible locations has been completed. It has

taken into'account major marketing and production factors., It has

also considered the complex tax policies which affect our decision.
nr nany possible sites. two remain as strong candidatesaoshiung,
idwan, and Durban, South Africa. The study also svggests a third
alternativethe expansion of the existing plant in Columbus so that
it could serve these additional market areas.

The board of Directors has instructed management teams from each of
the corporation's major divisions andadepartments to consider the
three alternative locations and report their recommendations. The
Board, of course, will make the final decision.

Each of you has been assigned to an advisory team. It is your

responsibility to analyze the information you hale been given (or will
gather). You will select two sites: (1) a preferred or best site,
and (2) a secondary site. You will want to dis'cuss the arguments be-
hind whir choices with team members because each of you will be ex-
pected to write a position paper defending your choices. You will

receive briefing memos from the heads of your divisions or depart-
ments which may be useful in your task.

13)
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Briefing Memo Labor Relations Dept.

From: The Labor Relations Department
To: The Site Advisory Committee
Re: Considerations for a 'few Factory Location

As you consider your recommendations to the Board, you should keep
thesepoints in mind.

All three of the proposed sites are economically feasible. They have
good and bad points, but all are basically acceptable. Yet, they are
not all equally acceptable.

It will be best to leave the rigorous analysis of production and mar-
keting considerations to those groups. They are most expert in those
areas, and the Board will consider their analysis of these factors
more thou ours in any event. Our role in the discussion will be
primarily to make certain that the Board and others are aware of the
consequences of particular choices.

It is likely, although not certain, that the production team will
recommend raoshiung because of its low labor costs. The marketing
team is most likely to recommend Durban because of its favorable
location. It is possible, however, that either group may identify
Columbus as an acceptable second choice. We should do what we can to
support that position.

Columbus does have important advantages. It is located in the center
of an inJustrial state, with a large number of steel producers and
factories making electrical machinery. Thus supplies of parts should
be no problem, even if the price of parts will be somewhat higher.
Also, despite the fact that Columbus is not a port city, it has almost
as good an access to the chief market areas, particularly Europe, as
Durban. Its location from a marketing perspective is far better than
:aoshiung.

The other two sites have serious drawbacks which should outweigh the
positive factors. !:aoshiung is simply too far away from most of the
market area. Even with low labor costs, products will be hard to
marketiin Europe particularly. Durban, on the other hand, is not
likely to be a safe place to locate a factory with racial strife on

the increase. The firm is likely to lose its investment.

This finally is not a good time to be locating a majnr productive
facility abroad. Ve face a tough bargaining round with the unions
next spring. The new contract might be settled more favorably if we
could hold out the promise of a large plant here in the city. The

firm is also under pressure from the local and state governments to
locate here. Favorable taxes might be arranged if we do. We might
also get a more positive attitude from tho state house if we support
he governor in this.
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Labor Relations Dept.

It is important, however, to be prepared to support another site shoul

it appear that Columbus is out of the running. That will involve

choosing the lesser of two evilsthe poor marketing position of
:aoshiung versus the political instability of Durban.

1
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Briefing Memo Public Affairs Dept.

From: The Public Affairs Department
To: The Site Advisory Committee
Re: ConsiJerations for a Mew Factory Location

As you consider your recommendations to the Board, you should keep
these points in mind.

All three of the pr000sed sites are economically feasible. They have
good and bad points, but all are basically acceptable. Yet they are
not all equally acceptable.

It will be best to leave the rigorous analysis of production and mar-
keting considerations tc those groups. They are most expert in those
areas. mid the "oarJ ',ill cons' .4.1 their Inllysis of those factors
rnorn than o:,rs in any event. Our role in the discussion will be pri-
marily to make cnrtain that the Soard and others are aware of the con-
sequences of ,articular choices.

It is likely, although riot certain, that em prochictifsn team will
rec-ploen1 :1o5hinn,2 h:lcaust of its low labor costs. The marketing

tem is 'lost likely to recommend Durban because of its favorable loca-
tion. The lobo' relations team is likely to recommend Columbus.

Our underlying goal must be a negative one. If the Durban site is
chosen, it will be a disasterous public relations blunder. Criticism
of South African policies of apar:heid are growing daily. Important

investors may sell their stocks and bonds if we locate there. This
would hurt the company financially. Many of our workers are Black.
They nay well protest such a decision during the contract negotiations
next spring. Of course there are ethical arguments against South
Africa as well. But even in terms of self-interest, the company
should not select the Durban site.

You should express these negative considerations. But if we are to be
effective., you will have to support one of the other two sites active-
ly. Deciding which to support will not be easy. Labor costs in
Columbus are very high. Cut they will not make the product uncompeti-
tive, only less competitive. Selecting Colunibus would also have good
public relations benefits. It has clear advantages over Kaoshiung in
terms of access to major ,larkets as well.

Kaoshiung, on the other hand, looks excellent in terms of costs of
production. '!ages are low and yet the labor force is skilled and
disciplined. Only the location is unfavorable. And low production
costs and the free trade zone may make up for that.

In the end, you might recd mend the site supported by the majority of

\ft...
other teams. That will at least ensure that Durban is not
d highly to the Board.
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Briefing Memo Marketing Division

From The narketilhivision
To The Site Advisory Committee
ne: Considerations for a !low Factory Location

As you consider your recommendations to the roard, you should keep
these points in mind.

All three of the proposed sites are economically feasible. They have

good and bad points. But all three are basically acceptable. However

they are not equally acceptable.

It will be our responsibility to market the windmill generators. We

must do what we can to locate the new factory in the place best suited
to that task. In making that recommendation, access to the major.
markets must be our chief consideration. Costs of production vary'
considerably across the three sites. Rut costs of production are un-
stable. Conditions change. Geography does-not change. And the rela-

tive cost of transporting goods from the various sites, therefore, is
not likely to change. You cannot ignore production costs, but they
are clearly less relevant than marketing considerations.

From this viewpoint, the Durban site is clearly superior. All three
sites have acceptable communications systems. Durban and Kaoshiung
are equally acceptable in terms of access to modern port facilities.
But Durban has a clear advantage in terms of geography. Transporta-

tion costs will be significantly less to Western iurope, all parts of
Africa and even South Asia if the plant is located in South Africa.

The superiority of the Durban site is supported by production consid-
erations. While labor costs are loner in Kaoshiung, Durban is still
competitive. There is not much difference otherwise in the character
of the labor force. There should be adequate suppliers of steel and
electrical components in Durban as well.

Durban's chief drawback, of course, is the political situation in

South Africa. change in the apartheid system is inevitable, we
should not be too pessimistic about how that change win occur and
wet its impact on our investment will be. It may be many years be-

fore the regime comes under significant threat. This may be time
enough for our investment to pay off. Ue may even be able to play a
role in promoting peaceful change within the country. Then it may
actually be useful to get a toehold In South Africa before conditions
get any worse. A new Clack regime will need us and the foreign ex-
change we can earn. Thus we may well be able to weather the storm in
the long run.

The political situation is a problem, however, and you may reasonably
choose not to recommend the Durban site. You must recommend a
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Marketing Division

back-up site in any case. In selecting it, you will have to trade off
the much lower production costs in Kaoshiung against the better goo-
gra:Aical location of Columbus.
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Briefing Memo Production Division

From: The Production Division
To: The Site Advisory Committee
Fe: Considerations for a low Factory Location

As you consider your recommendations to the r:oard, you should keep
these points in mind.

All three of the proposed sites are economically feasible. They have

good and bad points. But all three are basically acceptable. How-

ever, they are not equally acceptable.

:that is most important for you to consider Is the cost of producing
the windmill generators. It is our responsibility to keep the cost of
producing the generators lawn so they will be competitive on the
world market. Since this is our exoertise, the Board will depend
highly on your recommendation in its eecision. The cost of production

is, in any event, the key factor. If we can keep the cost of produc-
tion down, the marketing people will be able to sell the generators
no matter where the factory is located.

Among the three locations, the Kaoshiung and Durban sites are the best
suited from this perspective. Considering wage rates, the typical
work week, and labor relations, these two are clearly preferable to
Columbus. The Taiwan site, along with Columbus, appears the best in
terms of how available skilled workers will be as well.

The second production priority is the availability of local firms who
can supply parts for our workers to assemble. Here Columbus is best
suited. Yet, Durban was selected as a possible site in part because
it is one of the most highly industrialized parts of South Africa.
Parts would be less available in Taiwan, at least they might not be
available at competitive prices. Still, with the free trade zone, we
would he able to bring parts into the country at a reasonable cost.
In the end, any of the three sites may do as far as this criterion is
concerned.

The issue separating Kaoshiung from Durban may be the political situ-
ation in South Africa. Resistance to the apartheid regime is likely
to grow. If it becomes more violent, the investment of the company
would clearly be threatened. Since some of you may be stationed at
the new factory as managers, you have a personal stake In this.

138.
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CHARA:TER1STICS OF THE THREE POTENTIAL FACTORY LOCATIONS

General Descriptions of the Three Cities:

Durban - A city of 851,000 people, Durban Is located In Natal Province (2.1 million people along

the southeastern coast of the Republic of South Africa). Natal and Durban are highly
industrialized areas in comparison with the rest of South Africa. Official languages
are English and Africans. Around 250 African languages are also spoken by the Black
population.

Kaoshiung - A city of 1,020,000 people, Kaoshiung is located near the southern tip of Taiwan, along
the Western coast. The city is among those targeted by the government for industrial
expansion. Within it is one of the three "free trade" zones in Taiwan. Such zones offer
special incentives for exporters, including the oblilty to bring imports into Taiwan
without paying import taxes.

Columbus - The Columbus metropolitan area has over 1,077,000 people. it is the capital ofOhlo
(population 106735000). It is an Inland city located 133 miles from the nearest port
(Toledo). Most of its export shipments actually move out of the port of Baltimore, Mary-
land. While not highly industrialized itself, Columbus is located in one of the most
industrialized states in the United States. It is also located within 700 miles of two -
thirds of the populdtion of North America.

Factors Affecting Production Costs:

Durban - Economically, factors affecting production costs in Durban are favorable. The white labor
force is highly skilled and well educated. Blacks are generally less educated, but they
provide a pool of cheap, unskilledlabor for assembly work. Wage rates are very low for
Blacks, and are low on average for all workers. The unions are no problem, although work
stoppages are not uncommon. Natal province is sufficiently industrialized to provide sub-
contractors needed to produce component parts.

Kaoshlung - An economically favorable location. Workers are sufficiently educated and well disciplined.
Yet, wages are very low. The typical work week is six days long. The unions are govern-
ment controlled. The steel ind electrical machinery Industries are relatively small. But

If sub-contractors are not readily available, parts can be cheaply shipped in from other
countries.

Columbus - Worker education is good, but most other worker characteristics are not as favorable. Wages

are very high. The union Is strong and independent. There Is, in Ohio, however, a large

steel f machinery industry to ,rovIde sub-contractors for component arts.
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Labor force Characteristics:

South Africa Taiwan Columbus

Whites - 100%
Blacks - 50%

90% 100%Literacy (% literate)

Wages (U.S. dollars /month) Whites - $720 $144 $933
All workers - $296

Work Week (days/week) 46 hours/6 days 48 hours/6 days 40 hours/5 days

Employment in Manufacturing 8% 29% 20%
(% of all workers)

Labor Manalealt Relations:

Unions (independence) Independent for whites; Black
unions are powerless.

Government-controlled independent, militant

Work Stoppages (//year) 245 Not available; but wulte
low.

42

indatriaOlzatlon

Steel Production (millions of tons) 7.9 3.5 21.3 (Ohio)

Electrical Machinery Production 525/43,400 Not available; but 720/1211,000

(factories/workers) relatively low.
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Factors AffectAngliarketipo Costs:

Durban - Durban has a highly modern port facility for shipping goods. It also has a fully modern communications
system. While relatively far from markets in Western Europe, East Asia, and northwestern Africa, it
is excellently situated in relation to the East African and South Asian markets. South Africa itself
may constitute a major market since it is Africa's most industrialized country but has little oil.

Kaoshlung - Kaoshlung has a modern port facility and communications system. It Is ideally located for the East
Asian market, particularly Japan. But it is poorly located for the Western European and African
markets. The local free trade zone and export incentives make It a reasonable export platform, however.
Taiwan itself will be only a small market.

"v:

Columbus - Columbus is not a port city. Yet it has reasonable access to major ports on the Great Lakes and the
Eastern Seaboard. It has good transportation potential to Western Europe and western Africa. It is less
well situated for other markets.

Port Facilities for S121p.ping. Goods :

Durban Kaoshiung. Columbus

Distance to Nearest Port local local 133 (Toledo)

331 (Daltimore)

Capacity of Port Facilities 25,951,584 tons 13,140,000 tons 43.917,369 tons
. (Baltimore)

Conrynisations.
1-telephones per 100 persons) 11.3 8.5 7.8

PrT.IP.I.M.t91111.1PJORriTt Ire":

Western Europe Good Poor Good

Africa Excellent Fair - Poor Good - Fair

East Asia (Japan) Poor Excellent Fair

South Asia (India) Excellent Good Poor

14';



The Political Environment:

Durban - The government of South Africa welcomes foreign investors but provides no particular Incentives to
them. No restrictions are placpd on transfers of dividends out of the c..ntry. The South African
regime has been remarkably stable considering that 18% of the population, the whites, control the.

country, and reap most of the economic rewards of lis rich resources. This stability may be coming
to we end. Mork stoppages reflect growing Black unrest.- Black revolutionary groups are also be-
con!ng more active. Iiiiitnry expenditures are high and are rising. Troops are currently stationed
in Southwest Africa (Namibia) as well. Should violent change occur, the future of our investments
would be uncertain.

Raoshiung - The government of Taiwan depends on forel9n investment. Foreign investors must be registered. They

can bring back dividends at any time, but capital investments can only be brought back over a
period of twenty years. To encourage investors, the government gives them a five year tax holiday.
Machinery imported to set up basic industries is exempt from import taxes. The free trade zone
offers other tax breaks which significantly reduce costs of producing the product. The government
of Taiwan has been stable since 1949. it seems likely to stay so for the forseeabie future. How-
ever, international support for the regime has weakened as more governments have recognized the
eople's Republic of China as the legitimate government of the mainland. The government of Taiwan
Is domit.ated by Chinese from the mainland who fled in ighp. However, BO of the people are native
Taiwanese. This may lead to increased tension In the future.

Columbus - The investment in Columbus would be considered domestic and thus would not face any problems foreign
Investors might face. The state government also provides useful services to exporters, particularly
in reaching the Western Eur,Jpean market. Most tax incentives are provided by the federal government.
The political system in Ohio and the United States appear generally stable, although in recent years
economic conaltions have been anything but stable with high infl..tion and high unemployment. Under-

lying uncertainty about the economic future, coupled with severe energy shortages, could cause
significant political changes. High inequality between the white majority and Black and Chicano
minorities could also lead to political violence under these economic conditions.

Government Support for Exporters:
Durban

Tax incentives are
provided to exporters.
Deductions for mar-

ket development costs
are allowed on tax
returns. Foreign

exchange controls
restrict imports.

Racist-tuna Columbus

Free trade zone provides
great tax relief. .47% of

GNP is exports, so gov-
ernment policy is highly
supportive.

State government main-
tains offices in Europe
and Japan to promote
exports. Some federal
tax incentives available
through special export
corporations.
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(*sum General Descriptions of the Three Cities:

Durban - A city of 851,000 people, Durban Is located in Natal Province (2.1 million people along
the southeastern coast of the Republic of South Africa), Natal and Durban are highly
industrialized areas in comparison with the rest of South Africa. Official languages
are English and Africans. Around 250 African languages are also spoken by the Black
population.

Iteoshlung - A city of 1.020.000 people, Kaosh!ung is re:mated near the southern tip of Taiwan, along

the Western coast. The city is among those targeted by the government for industrial
expansion. Within It Is one of the three "free trade" zones in Taiwan. Such zones offer
'pedal incentives for exporters, including the ability to bring.imports into Talwan
without paying import taxes.

Columbus The Columbus metropolitan area has over 1,077,000 aeople. It Is the capital of Ohio
(population 10,735,000). It Is an inland city located 133 miles from the nearest port
(Toledo). host of its export shipments actually move out of the port of Baltimore, Mary-
land. While not highly industrialized itself, Columbus Is located in one of the mcst
industrialized states in the United States. It is also located within 700 miles of two-
thirds of the population of North America.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE THREE POTENTIAL FACTRIS

Factors Affecting Production Costs:

Durban - Economically, factors affecting production costs in Durban are favorable. The white labor
force is highly skilled and well educated. Blacks are generally less educated, but they
provide a pool of cheap, unskilled labor for assembly work. Wage rates are very low for
Blacks, and are low on average for all workers. The unions are no problem, although work
stoppages are not uncommon. Natal province 4 sufficiently industrialized to provide sub-
contractors needed to produce component parts.

Kaoshiung - An economically favorable location. Workers are sufficiently educated and well disciplined.
Yet. wages are very low. The typical work week is six days long. The unions are govern-
ment ccatrolled. The steel and electrical machinery Industries are relatively small. But

if sub-contractors are not readily available, parts can be cheaply shipped in from other
countries.

Columbus Worker education is good, but most other worker characteristics are not as favorable. Wages

are very high. The union Is strong and independent. There is, in Ohio, however, a large

steel and e ectrical machinery Indust to rovide sub-contractors for component parts,
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Labor Foy co Characteristics:
0
Literacy (S literate)

South Africa Taiwan Columbus

Whites -
Blacks -

Wages (U.S. dollars/month) Whites -
All workers -

Mork Week (days/week)

Employment In Manufacturing
(S of all workers)

Labor Mamma Relations:

Unions (independence)

Work Stoppages (//year)

industrialization

Steel Production (millions of tons)

Electrical Machinery Production
(faetorles/Workers)



Factors Affecting miAllcikci II Costs:

Durba., - Durban has a highly modern port facility for shipping goods. It also has a fully modern communications
system. While relatively far from markets In Western Europe, East Asia, and northwestern Africa, it
is excellently situated In, relation to the East African and South Asian markets. South Africa itself

may constitute a major market since it is Africa's most industrialized country but has little oil.

Kaoshiung. Kaoshiung has a modern port facility and communications system. It is Ideally located for the East
Asian market, particularly Japan. But it Is poorly located for the Western European and African
markets. The local free trade zone and export incentives make it a reasonable export platform, however.
Taiwan itself will be only a small market.

Columbus - Columbus Is not a port city. Yet it has reasonable access to major ports on the Great Lakes and the
Eastern Seaboard. It has good transportation potential to Western Europe and western Africa. It is less
well situated for other markets.

Durban
Port Facilities for ShipLiods:

Distance to Dearest Port

Capacity of Port Facilities

CnmmynkoatAoas Facilities:
rtelephones per 100 persons)

Proximity. to Major Market Areas:

Western Europe

Africa

East Asia {Japan)

\South Asia (India)

pioshiung Columbus
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The Political Environment:

Durban - The government of South Africa welcomes foreign investors but provides no particular incentives to
then. 3o restrictions are placed on transfers of dividends out of the country. The South African
regime has been remarkably stable considering that l8 'of the population, the whites, control the
country, and reap' most of the economic rewards of its rich resources. This stability may be coming
to an end. tlork stoppages reflect growing Black unrest. Black revolutionary groups are also be-
coning more active. Military expenditures arc high and are rising. Troops are currently stationed
in Southwest Africa (''lamibia) as well. Should violent change occur, the future of our investments
would be uncertain.

Alb

Kaoshiung - The government of Taiwan depends on foreign investment. Foreign investors must be registered. They
can bring back dividends at any time, but capital investments can only be brought back over a
period of twenty years. To encourage investors, thn government gives them a five year tax ho 4y.

Machinery imported to set up basic industries is exempt from import taxes. The free trade zone
offers other tax breaks which significantly reduce costs of producing the product. The government
of Taiwan has been stable since 1949. It seams likely to stay so for the forseeable future. How-
ever, international support for the regime has weakened as more governments have recognized the
People's Republic of Chna as the legitimate government of the mainland. The government of Taiwan

Is dominated by Chinese teem the mainland who fled in 1949. Uowever, 842 of the people are native
Taiwanese. This may lead to increm.ed tension in the future.

Columbus - The investment in Columbus would be considered domestic and thus would not face any problems foreign
Investors might face. The state government also provides useful services to exporters, particularly
in reaching the Western European market. Most tax Incentives are provided by the federal government.
The political system in Ohio and the United States appear generally stable, although In recent years
economic conditions have been anything 13it stable with high inflation and high unemployment. Under-
lying uncertainty about the economic future, coupled with severe energy shortages, could cause
significant political changes. High inequality between the white majority and Black and Chicano
minorities could also lead to political violence under these economic conditions.

Durban
Government Support for Exporters:

Kaoshiung Columbus
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Lesson Ten: ADOPTING A SISTER CITY -- HOW DECISION RULES OUR DCCISIONS.

Duration: Three class periods.

Purpose:.------_ To show students that the ways ir1, which a group arrives at a
decision and the way in which an issue is phrased can affect
decisions the group will make about its international activities.

Objectives: Students will identify different ways in which the class and
an actual organization can make and word two concrete inter-
national decisions. They will analyze whether these differences
are likely to lead to different decisions.

Background Information for Teachers:

How individuals feel about particular international activities, policies,
or decisions will depend on the information they have, their values, and
how their interests are affected. Ilhat a group or organization-deoidesto
do internationally, however, may mostly reflect how the decision is made
and what decision the group is asked to make.

"hat agroup does can be decided in one of three ways--by authority, by
voting, or by concensus.

Firit, the decision can be made by means of authority: That !s, the decision
can be made for the group by a leader or group of leaders. 'Alen a teacher

makes a decision for the class, the decision is based on authority. So is

a decision made for the school by the student council. Appointed or
elected leaders decide for the group on the basis of the authority they have
been given. Particularly if there is only one "leader" a decision based on
authority can be the easiest to make. Even with a group of leaders, there
will Lie relatively few people who have a voice in the decision. So there
is no need to convince a large number of people and then pool their individ-
ual choices. nut there is also no way to handle disagreements by members.
So even if members accept-the authority of the leader, they may or may not
always abide by the decision.

Second, a decision can be made by means of voting.: That is, each individual
in the group can make a decision on the issue and then make that decision
known in some formal way like casting ballots. The decision of all the
members are counted and the group does what most members want. "Host" can

actually mean different things. if the "majority rules," then over half of
the group must agree on a particular choice. (Some groups require a two-
thirds majority.) If the "plurality rules," then the choice with the most
votes wins, even if less then half the group agrees. Voting is also a
rclatively 1.loy fay of making a 1,1cision. It also assures n cecision tliat

most or th nleni)ers la the group agri; -ut it also disregards the
choices of the "minority."

15&



n leeision can also % nt-oas of cons..ms4s: ,$:ach in 6vi Lail

ir row-) vain la1;es a choic(.. "ut in th seis ca le-6rs ,ist
-;grf.e tith :- particular alternative before 3 dacision is made. If tna

-0:m')ers cannot agree on a particular course of action, there is in effect
no decision. Consensus decisions are the hardest to make. lot only do ail

members have a voice, but the voice of every members counts. The difficulty
of reaching a decision prows harder as the size of the group increases and
as the importance of the issue increases. t,t the same tine, consensus
decisions ensure that everyone in the group agrees with the ultimate
decision. This can be important if every member of the group must do some-
thing later on for the decision to be carried out.

The different ways of making a decision can also lead to very different
decisions. slot, a decision is made affects who has a part in making the
decision and how much his or her voice counts. If only a few people are
involved, as with authority decisions, the interests, values, information,
and nriorities which are brought to bear on the decision may he very
different than the interests, values, information, and priorities which
characterize the average memoer of the groan. Decisions made by means of
voting ensure that decisions reflect the interests and values of most of
the members, but that majority can simply Alsregard the interests, values,
and Priorities of the minority. Consensus ensures that the interests,
values, and priorities of all members are taken into account. nut it can
also make many decisions imo6ssible.

The, ..ibrding of the issue to be decided on by 3 nroup can also affect a
decision orofoundly. legotiations between national governments often focus
nn the °wording" of the agreement or treaty. "ording can be important be-
cause it can radically change the nature of the issue, and therefore the
positions oeople take. If a class decision will he binding on all students
rather than Aerely a recommendation as to what students ougLt to do, the
stakes of the decision increase. reople who might vote '`yes 'r on the

recommendation might well vote "no" on the binding issue.

This lesson asks students. to identify logically some of the ways in which
the class could make a decision, including who would have; a voice and what
the decision rule would ha. Students then analyze the probable results of
different decision procedures, usiao a case study of a real mid-Ohio organ-
ization. They arc asked to speculate about how different people within the
organization are likely to have felt about the decision they Faced, using
insights gained in past lessons. They use these analyses in a short
decision-making simulation.

laterials: one copy of the Decision Situation for projecting, and
sufficient copies of The Saga of an Ail World City, The Rest
of the Saga, and the Decision Process Vorksheet for each student.
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Strategies:

Step is

Step 21

, Step 3:

Step 4:

Step 5:

, OPENING THE LESSON

We have been looking at ways in which the interests, values,
information, and stereotypes of people affect attitudes and
decisions about international activities. We have also seen
how people's jobs within an organization and the responsibili-
ties they have outside the organization can affect their
decisions. But when a group decides about something, how it
goes about deciding--and what it chooses to decide--can also
make a big difference.

Groups can make decisions in a number of different ways. Re-
mind students of the decision the class made about raising
money for UNICEF (Lesson Eight). There the class voted and a

. majority ruled. In what other ways might the decision have
been made? (For example, the teacher.could have decided for
the class, the class officers could have decided for the class
or a special conmittee could have been created to decide, or
the class might have required a two-thirds majority, or since
everyone in the class would have participated, the decision
might have been made only if everyone in the class agreed.)

Define and discuss the three ways in which decisions con be
made. note what tyre of decision is represented by each
example the students suggest above. Students should also see
that how a decision is made affects who has a voice in the
decision. )nly t5e interests, values, images and priorities
of people who have a voice count. So different ways_of de-

. ciding can lead to very different decisions for the group.

Project the set of Decision Situations and have students
identify which of the three decision processes would be best
to use, or most likely, and way.

DUELIPING TnE,LESSOn

Have students read "The Saga of the All Idorld City." This is
an example of how one mid-chi o group actually went about de-
ciding whether to set up a sister community relationship between
Columbus and a city in another country. Do not have the
students read "The Rest of the Saga" yet.

Hand out copies of the Decision Process Worksheet and have
students complete it. They should use information contained
in the article but will have to use other knowledge and their
imaginations for part of it as well.

When students have completed the worksheets, discuss the issue
facing All World City (question 1 on the worksheet) and in
general how most members felt about it. Students should under-
stand that most members doubted that the org6ization could
meet the commitment the "contract" would create. Yet, they

16.)
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were torn because a "no" decision would mean that the organi-
zation would aopear to be giving up its chief objective. .

'>tep 6: Divide the class into three or four groups. Each group will
be chargeJ with making three decisions:

1. Each group should immediately elect a leader through
1 plurality voting.

Step 7:

2. Each group should then discuss lanai the.iisue facing All

$!orld City ought to be worded. Tic leader will decide on
the wording for the group (authority decision).

3. Each group will then discuss the issue with which their
leader has charged them. They will attempt to reach
decision on this issue by means of consensus.

lotc that the students should not attempt to simulate All Vorld
City. They should base their decisions on their own personal
feelings, loyalties, values, and ideas.

COACLUDIT3 THE LCSSM

After the grouos have discussed the issue facing them in the
third decision for awhile, tell them to come to a consensus
quickly. This should prove difficult at best. It is likely
to nrove impossible. Do not allow them a great amount of tine
in any event.

Reassemble the class and discuss the group decision-making and
the worksheets. You might focus the discussion on the fol tow-
ina questions:

1. You hi.ve reached three decisions by three different means.
"Nich 6fas the easiest? Which the hardest? '.1hy?

2. lo theso same conclusions apply to the decision faced by
All Vnrld City? That is, wuld it have been easiest
simply to let the president decide? 9ou1d consensus among
all the members Le, tl-e hardest?

3. qould it have made a difference how the decision was made?
That is, was there a way to make this decision that was
more likely to lead to a "yes" decision? 'Pay? (Question
5 on the worksheet. There is only one--the president
decides. :Iota that thii judgment Is not a certain one.'
The president might have decided "no" for very good reasons.
Like ite, there is an outside chance that the majority of
members of the executive committee might have voted -yes.").

h. There are drawbacks to having L.iel nresk!ent ay

self. '.'hat might they :ge? xyit !ow students
wld feel It the teacher had ezeic the decision icip-

i41,A VIC:7F!!)
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'J. The Feelings of some people in the oreanizetien arc not
descrihe.: in C:: article, particolarly the reurescete-
tives of Ort ,si: on.,: other voluntary organieetiens 1:1,1

tI)c lawyer. ;:law do vem think these four People might
hive voted and why'

'). Do you think the president could have changed the wording
of the issue and avoided this dilemma (that is, get a""yes"
decision by reducing the doubts about whether the group
could meet its commitment)?

. Step 3: Cave students read "The Rest of the Saga." Then discuss how
the real All World City actueily resolved the problem (that
is, how it changed the issue) and whether, as things turned
out, this seemed to be the best thing to do.

IISTRUCTIMAL OPTID:4

Resource !'ersons

-Instead of reading "The Rest of the Saga," invite a resotsece
person from the All Yorld City project to come to the class.
After the resource person describes the resolution of the
problew and whether this was the best thing to do, students
should be prepared to ask how that particular member of the
croup voted and why. (Call 461-0632 two weeks in advance.)

inglish and Language Arts:

-Read a story t the students in which the main character is
involved in a dilemma. Stop at the point where the character
must make in important decision. Then, through discussion
and voting, have the class reach a decision on what the
character should do. Finally, have each student write his or
her favorite decision and conti...e the story from that point
from their own imaginations.

-Have the students write a short, personal narrative telling
about a real situation in which they had to make an importa't
decision. In their narratives they should tell what went into
their decision-making process and what the results of their
decision were.

-Have the students interview their parents or other adults to
discss some Important decisions they have had to make. Then

the students write a short report on their discussions.

small groups, have the students discuss the outstanding
.eaturee about Columbus and reach A consensus about the five
most important Features whirr could he used to "sell" Columbus
as a potential 'sister city." Then, have each group devise
a ay(s) of "selling" Columbus to the potential sister city.

M
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They could use spot radio and television announcements and
commercials, posters, brochures, or short speeches.

'-liave students plan and give panel discussions on the advantages
of holding a World's Fair in Columbus in 1992.

-Permit the students to discuss and come to a consensus on a
few classroom rules which they must "live with" for one week.
At the end of the week, discuss the rules with regard to
eairness and individual freedom. Have each student write
three reasons why he or she favors or does not favor a
particular rule.
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DECISION SITUATIONS

Your class is taking a tour of COSI. As you go through the
telecommunications exhibit, you are joined by a group of
Japanese tourists who speak little English. Suddenly other
people in the building hurry toward the exit. Someone must
be chosen to explain to the Japanese that a fire has broken
out and lead them 0 safety.

Five high school students have expressed an interest in 3
summer abroad program. Tito want to go to Spain. Two want to
rin to 3exico. The fifth just wants to go somewhere. Unless
311 five go to the same place, hodever, none can go.

The i,oard of directors of a giant multinational corporation
must decide where to locate a new solar systems factory.

h. A very snail said -lhio voluntary organization is considering
qoether to set un a sister city program with a Latin American
city. If they do, every member would have to actively support
the project, or it would almost certainly not succeed.

Your class has :laid a ''31k-a-t%on for an international cnarity.
You must decide, however, to which of three organizations you
will give the moneyCARE, 1111CLT, or CROP.

16,
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Saga 01 All World City

Ili. SV1A IF '1.i ALL '.'fro CITY

"le c.re. . .co-.vince.: that the Columbus :Ir.:a can al.e an impact on

the reality of lifo o' world citizens."

Yith Loat seutinent, a new voluntary organization was launched in

.1 !lhio in the summer of IfT.. All 'iorld City was started by
r'.everend Janes Smith, a Cntholic priest from the Columbus '"iocese.

Coecerne,2 about hunger in the world and convinced that Columbus could
i..1:.a a difference, P.everand Smith gathered eighteen com,unity leaders
and experts on agriculture and economic levelopment. The group net
for tee first tine in an attic conference roon of a rer arch center
on the )bio Stte 9niversity campus.

Th:t lroun's pri-,ary concern centere on the problems of hungry
deople. 'Iut their coals were broader. They knew that Eno root
cause of iunger /as ooverty. Trey balieved that efforts to change
conditions in the poorer prrts of the world required the help of
pr'onhc in places like Columbus. They would require that mic-lhioans
care to unlerstand tare problem, and crake personal and long-term

Oonnitments to do something about it.

ictually the goals of the group were not unlike those of other
(ova-02;100ns in mid-Mio and around the country. They ./anted to

inzrease 'tbp understareling and awareness of people in central Ihio

b'eout i,eool in 00er countries." This would serve their basic goal;
to nronote agricultural ant' economic development to neet human needs.

;bAi to Jo this? The group charted a unique, ambitious, but not all
that complicated strategy. They would pick one coomunity in a less
developed country. lore people in mid-nhio might become interested
and involved if their activities were focused on a "sister" comun-
ity. Personal relationships 'night he built un. The Goal might seen
more realistic. And it could be. The activities of different
local growls could hotter reinforce each other so that together they

'could hive a greeter impact.

All "odd City planned to enter into a five-year contract with
representatives of this "sister" community. me contract would
commit the nrganizetion and mid-nhio to engage in 'aroad and inten-
..-ive activities" aimed at promoting development and mutual under-
Standing, ror examn1c, kcal businesses might increase imports
fron the other counity, or make investments in it. Aid organiza-
tions might use some of the money they collect to sponsor self -help
nrogramS in the sister community. So might the churches. Universi-

ties could exchange faculty and students, particularly in subjects

\,,..
like agriculture. Lyon local high schools and middle schools ...light

become involved io student exchanges or other programs.

154.
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All World City

/(4.'Money to pay for these Activities would be a problem. Some money
could come from donations by people, organizations and business firms
in mid-Ohio. Members of All World City could encourage other organ-
izations and their employers to create or strengthen existing activ-
ities with the sister community. Money for special projects might
come from the federal government through the United States Agency
for International Development (USA1D) or local foundations, organi-
zations which give money to support worthwhile community programs.
At some point, local governments would also be asked to include
projects within their regular budgets. These would be paid for by
tax revenues.

The eighteen members of All Iforld City were well placed for the task
The first President of the organization was Reverend Smith, its
founder. The eight-member executive committee included, besides the
president, two agricultural specialists from nattelle Memorial
Institute and the College of Agriculture at )hio State University.
It also included the Regional Director of '::ARE, two agriLusiness
specialists fro-: 'nntinental ''rain Covany and loss 1.-6s, nn
Director or international exchange programs at Capital University,
,and a local attorney.

'thor len)ers of the organization include..! two no science
frofossors froo Ohio ttate Icailrs of the ":olumLus Area
LLI.::ue of t-ir :en 'motors and the ::pnner Tai. Forcl. N2ricilturn!

economist :ti *.'1 Ca:t Farm -.uraau .:as also a mem4.-.r. So were
two assis:adt superintens:ents for the Colunhus %idle Selools
t virochial schools of Co. )L or 1"%e yrodp

ropresentatives From three government acencies--Franklin
County Children's Services, the aid-Ohio Planning Commission, and
the Franklin County '.el fare Department.

These people did not really "represent" their organizations. They

could not make commitments on behalf of their employers or groups.
Cut they were counted on to represent the attitudes and interests of
their employers and organizations in making decisions within All
qorld City. They were also expected to bring the goals and
activities of All World City to the attention of people within
their other groups. In these ways they could help All 'forld City
make good decisions. They could also help increase awareness of and
support for the organization within important parts of the mid-Ohio
community.

111.!-Ohlo was aiso a good place to locate an organization like All
Li.,Iorld City, that is, one concerned with economic, particularly
agricultural, development and education. The community has many
agricultural 5usinesses, including three grain exporting firms,
Borden, Inc., Worthirvjton roods, the FMC Corporation angoRoss
Laboratories. Mid-Ohio is also a center of agricultural research,
with specialists at Ohio State and Battelle.

IGo
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Ilny other reeenle within the community also have experience and
leladledec of hunger and develonment issues. Leaders and members of

mrgeeizetions such as CAU, the Columbus Committee for U'IICEF, Proj-
ect the hunger Task Force, and Operation Push are experts
on the problems of organizing volunteer efforts, as well as on the
nroelems of hunger and poverty. Mid.lhio churches also are involved
taroueh teeir overseas missions.

In nril, 1)77, members of All Vorld City hngan the all important
process of selecting a 'sister" community which would he pertner to
their efforts. Criteria for selecting a city were identified.
Preference would be given to a city which was close to Columbus, to
later travel costs. They looked for a city ,:hieh was similar in
econoeic make -up and in ethnic or relieious make-up. Central )nio-
les ieet more easily identify with pnoele from their "sister" com-
munity if it was not too different. A city with existing ties to
central Ihio would also be 'referred since there would already be
local people who were knowledgeable about and interested in the
sister community.

The sister community also had to have a university, good relations

44:: the United States goverment, and a stable and democratic
eovernment. A community of about the same size as ci-.Y was also
,referred since then the tasks involved would seem more practical.
Finally, the sister community had to need the relationship. It had

to he in a noorer part of the wolld, and most importantly, it had
to he in a food deficit country. That is. it had to be in a country
aeich lie not grow enough food to fee' its people.

An original list of eighteen communities ranging from quatemaia
City, Suatemela, lnkuru, Kenya, and Dacca, Ienelndesh suggested

to the All vorid City members. Yet, a consensus, both within the
city selection committee and within the orpanization as a whole,
built euickly for one community in particular- -Santo Domingo, the
caeital of, toe eominicen Republic.

lembers of the city selection committee traveled to the Dominican
%epublic to explore the interest of people there. They found some

interest in a sister community relationship. -ett reactions of

:'aminicon leaders were guarded. They had been involved in and had
seen such relationshins in the past. lore often thee net they had
built false hcolcs As often as not, t'iey hid cnst the poorer
conrmities 'sore in travel and hosting expenses than tecy ha'l
gained threueh real ereerams aieed at heleine neople.

;,fter tee visit to the )ominican Ileu'elic, the nature or the deci-
sion face; ey ",11 city changed. ;:o longer was tee selection

of a sister cemmunity eer se the issue. The really hard decision
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now :lad to be faced. Should All storld City enter iota a contract
with community lenders in Santo Domingo? Vas the effort feasible?
Or was it overly anhitious, and thus doomed to failure from the
start?

The decision was complicated by reactions of people in mid-lhio to
the sister community i4ea. At the same timo that the city selection
committee explored different possible sister communities, other

committees had been at work. The funding committee had contacte4
local foundations to find out whether they might give money to
support the efforts of tha group. A member of the executive
committee had explored possibilities of getting money from USA!).
Other members had talked with leaders of other voluntary organiza-
tions about hots they might help.

Aeactions by all these groups were lukeworm. Some founOations said
they did not fund international programs. Others said they would
like to see proposals for °real" rwograms which addressed the needs
of Santo Domingo in concrete ways.

even local voluntary groups appeared lukewarm. Aid organizations
were the least interested. They may have been afraid that All 'forld

City would eventually compete with them for donations. Other organ-
izations were more interested. ut they had not planned any
programs with people in Santo Domingo, and they were unwilling to
change their programs and priorities right away.

'title the lukewarm reactions of people in other organizations, the
members of All Vorld City faced a serious dilemma. They could go

ahead with the contract with the Dominican Republic, and possibly
not ba able to do what they said they would do. Or they could not
enter into the contract with the Dominicans or any other sister
community. But this could mean an end to the orgaqization since
entering into such a contract was their basic goal.

'Among the members, perhaps the most discouraged Jere the people in-

volved in business, the government agencies and the schools. These

people knew that getting their own organizatioos involved in the
sister community program would take some time. But they believed
that the voluntary organizations would be more enthusiastic. The

agricultural researchers wore also discouraged, but mostly by the
reactions of the foundations and officials in 9ashington. Inly the
president and few other members believed "things would work out if

Lonly the commitment were made. So the organization faced the meet-
ing at which it would make its decision with grave doubts about its
goal and its future.
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Worksheet

DECISIT1 PilICESS 1'1RI:SACET

1. According to the article, what is the decision (issue) which
faced the All "orld City organization at the end? (dintthe
issJe s')oulti be worded so that the decision involves. a "yes" or

a 'no- choice.)

2. The article 'toes not indicate hey All '.!orld City intends is ake
its decision. Five possible, ways are listed below. )n the

lines to the right of each, indicate which of the ttee tyoes of
decision nrocesses (authority, voting, or consensus) each repre-
sents.

"ays the lecisi( Could lade

n. President deci:ies for the group

b. The executive committee Jeciees
by casting ballots.

C. The executive committee reaches
a consensus and decides for the
group.

e. The members debate the issue
and the majority roles.

e. 'Alen all the members anree on
a course of action, the decision
will be made.

Tve of Process

.11111. .1.. . OP

epmwmWwar.mWrwwwm....w..

3 'o ph; OiaL ony or t%n "! Ve 9, 5 or toP

is 1;!,ly lend tct ; ps .12ct3ion?

Vas %)

tf yes, ,i116 ono(q)?
=4.. ..... . ae..MI 4M 911. vlby, ....lb

to he %till 1:11 tr, a y,:s (-) rit

i' y1,1
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Worksheet

:1:: 0111 1,:o!:or of Il "PH,' City, other than the prcsi!ent.
14entify ,shom you have nicLed by writing his or her job title
from the article (page two). Then put yourself in his or her
position and describe how you think this person ould feel
about the decision facing All 'forld City. (Use information that
is in the article, but you will have to use your imagination
and That you have learned from past lessons as well.)

a. Individual's job title:

b. Is the individual a member of the executive committee?

Yes ...__. '10

c. Are there reasons why you would want to make a "yes"
decision on the issue? (If so, what are they?)

d. Arc there reasons for maEing a "no" decision? (If so, what
are they?)

e. When you put the pro's and con's together, are you most
likely to decide "yes" or "no?"

Yes :lo

f. When the group discusses the issue, how likely is it that

you might change your decision Secause of what other people
say?

A change is very possible.

A change is possible but not likely.

A change is not possible.

I 7v
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Worksheet

/(
t

6. All 'lorld City could avoid a "no" decision and still continae to
work toward its goals by rewordilg the issue. Can you think of

hut the issue might be reworded so that a ayes" decision by the
organization is nore likely, regz-dless of the way in which the
decision is made?

.1
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Rest of the Saga

THE REST W THE SAGA

All tlorld City met to decide its fate on 'lovember C, 1977. Whether
to create a sister community relationship with Santo Domingo was a
difficult decision. Such a relationship would require a tremendous
commitment. Each member would have to support the decision actively
if the group was to succeed. Thus the decision, as with most deci-
sions made within the group, would be made on the basis of a consen-
sus among members. If even one doubted that the commitment could be
net, All World City might well cease to exist.

The president knew before the meeting, however, what the decision
would be. The members were hiqh:y unlikely to reach a consensus to
uo ahead with the contract. Anything could happen in the meeting,
particularly if a few members really defended the project enthusi-
astical'y. Ftill, it was Wiser not to leave that to chance. Too
many me moers had doubts about their ahility to fulfill their
responsibilities.

Sc, before the fateful meeting, the president contacted members of
the organization informally. lie got their views about what kind of
commitment they would be willing to make. When the day of the meet-
ing finally arrived, All World City faced a very different decision
than the one they had faced only days before.

"We have been facing a controversy or dilemma for much of our
existence, the president wrote in a letter sent to each mem-
ber prior to the meeting. This centers around the key issues
of goals versus practical realism. It seems that we have
three alternative courses of action:

1. Attempt to build a Isignifiicanti program directed toward
becoming involved in tSe development process in the

Dominican Republic.
2. Direct our attention toward benefits to Central Ohio and

basically become a-catalyst to spark or foster projects
that uilI encourage greater international involvement
among the people of Central lhio--the fowl again would
be on development programs with the Dominican Republic
but this would involve primarily working with and through
many other organizations, with no formal commitment on
our part.

3. 10 out of business."

Th,_ members oF All ,torld City were no longer faced with a decision
0-4 :tould require either a tremendous commitment or the end of
the organization. A middle course had W:en identified. It did not

-001/\"..
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involve a contrlct with the lemie of Santo Do-lingo. It .inuld qo

.vara slowly. It would '.4-t less excitinj an less 'ramatic. :ut it

'mold also be- :sore practi:.,I. It was a choice that both got around
felrs of nany nem1;ers a4 which would a) low4the ')roue to continoc

ooeratin:.

the oeuting itself, a consensus for the seeond of the three
olt:qw:Livns, thc course, ''as Hilt. "Aa-le. members Ad hold

out for the ;lore amhitious course. ':one vant.:..d to see the oredniza-

tion go out or business. In the hill!, all agreed. There would be no

contract with the Dominican rlopoblic, At the same time, the nenhers
4oulf.1 work to get other organizations to commit themselves to fnturn
profIrams necolc in the sister community. 'erhaps someday
another meeting would (ace this issue again, sith the reraurces
itrest in tae community which would allow oore am:Atious choice.

The decision to lower exnectations was perhaps inevitahlc. It .fas

n!rhaps the ost rnsmonsihle decision the group could have made. It

-tas not a decision without costs, however. The appeal of 'di "or1.1

City hid Itsits ambitious goaTs. The elahteen people who bad been
gathorc: b09c0er to form th,t organization "ad ')een ittrected because

the ?rouo seeled to 1' unique and exciting. low finch of that allure

u)5 gone. *J1 "orld City hid votcJ to continue, Lll * it had lost

S0,13 of its rz.113c of excitemlnt. As a result, many of its Mcm4rS,
311 busy people, began to lovt interest as

:11 llorld City still exists Midday. :lut little has been done to turn

the detision made in 1977 into reality. In fact, the organization

.:as not met 'lay of 17).

All "orld City nay some:lay meet again. It may even achieve the
goals it set for itself in a year and a half of activity. ail if it

does, it is 10:ely to be a very different group. It is likely to

hove different me.:bers. It "nay even lave a very Afferent idea of
a'.at P11 City should be about.
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